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GRAND HAVEN
Three

(Special)

a

For Reorganization
Ni£

m

The Holland Area School Study
Committee of 47 members held its
first meeting Wednesday night in
Beechwood School on Lakewood
Blvd. and appointedseveral subcommittee study groups to work
on various assignments and file
reports later with the seven-man

i

Grand Rapids and Dr. Adolph F.
Dasler of Muskegon.

bprovedCreston

Dr. Byron Hansford of Michigan State University, coodinator

recommenda lions.
Other MSU educatorspresent
were Dr. Fred Vescaloni, assistant
' ’

commum

ty study; Dr. Cole Brembeck,
consultant in school program, Dr.
James Tintara, consultant in communication; Dr. Gilbert Edson,
consultant in school transportation; Dr. Donald Leu, consultant
in school buildings;Dr. Karl Herford, consultant in census and
population.

presided, principal ’ J.

Battles Christian

Here Friday Night

WOMEN

mms

ESCAPE INJURY— Neither

of the

vehicles, locked together, skidded through the

the above car, nor

the truck driver were injured when the vehicles

intersection and ended up in the. northeast
bound lanes. The passenger in the car was

collided at 2:30 a.m. today on snow covered

identified as Alice Stevenson, route 1, Fennville.

US-31 bypass at the M-40

The women were on their way home after work.
Damage to the semi was estimatedat $1,000
while the 1954 model car was judged a total
loss accordingto Allegan and Ottawa County
deputies who investigated.Mrs. Bale was issued
a ticket for making an improper left hand

Fennville

women, riding in

intersection.Both

vehicles were heading southwest on US-31

when

the car driven by Cynthia Bale, 44, route 1,
Fennville, made

a

left

hand

turn striking the

side of the truck. The trucker, Edwin Ricketson, 39, Muskegon, said he swerved his vehicle

but was unable to avoid

a

collision. Both

-

PRICE TEN

Assume

CENTS

His Duties

M-40 at the big curve south of

Middle of

Holland.

March

Mrs. Fanny Ebelink, 66, of 233
River Avew was thrown from the

car, driven by her husband, Henry,
72, by the impact
Both were taken to Holland Hospital where they were treated for
cuts and bruises and discharged.
The occupants of the second car,
who were hot injured,were Mrs.
Martha Louise Lugtigheid,28, Hamilton, and her three children.
Allegan County deputies said the
right - to - work statute.
'49 model Ebelink (car was a total
The trial was heard before Judge loss while damge to Mrs. LugErvin L. Andrews In the Circuit tigheid's'54 model car was estiCourt room. Jurors deliberated mated at 5400.
nearly two hours and did not arrive at the not guilty verdict until
they returned once for additional
information and again to bring •
verdict of “guilty of picketing.”
The jury was told by Judge Andrews they would have to bring in
a verdictof guilty or not guilty as
charged, and a few minutes later
they returned with a not guilty
verdict.

An up and coming Grand Rapids

Legislative Bills

Served in Similar
Capacity Since ’38
In Fairbtiry, Neb.
Th* appointment of Guy E. Bell
of Fairbury, Neb., as superintendent of the Board of Public Works

was announced Tuesday

met members of the board two

was the second court case to
weeks ago.
Creston basketball quintet invades grow out of the two strikes now in
the Civic Center Friday night to their fourth week in Allegan. This
As legislativecontact man for
tangle with Holland Christian’s particular incident concerned the City Council, City Attorney James
Maroons. The two clubs have not strike at the L. Perrigo Co. Kurtz
E. Townsend Wednesday night callmet previouslythis season, as they is an employe of the company and
ed
attention of Council to three
play a home - and - home game testified he had been instructedto
bills before the state legislature
on a two-year arrangement.
picket the Tripp TruckingCo. tei^
which have some bearing on city
Winners of the last three games, minal because the firm was storing government.
the Furniture City club appears to and shipping material for the PerOne is House Bill No. 6 to regube jelling as a unit after a rough rigo firm.
lar the hours of labor of policebeginning this season. They reachProsecutorDwight M. Cheever men in municipalitiesof over 10,ed perhaps their highest point last said the trial was a test of the
000 population. Council framed a
Friday when they stopped Grand right - to - work statu and chargresolutionpointing to its belief in
Rapids Christian, 53-iO. Previous to ed that Kurtz had attempted to
home rule, a stand it has taken in
that they had notched victories intimidateby inuendo Donald Nash
numerous other cases of this type,
over Grand Rapids Central and a truck driver for the Tripp Co. and instructed the clerk to send
Muskegon Catholic. They opened Nash had refused to cross the notice of its disapproval of the bill
It

by

Randall C. Bosch, board president.
Bell will succeed George H.
Rendleman, superintendenthere
for more than four years, who announced earlier this month that he
was resigning in order to establish
his own consulting business in
Eureka Springs, Ark. Rendleman
will leave Holland 'on or about Feb.
29 and Bell is scheduled to arrive
the middle of March.
Bell's appointment was unanimously approved at a meeting of
the Board of Public Works Monday
afternoon.The new appointee had

,

furn-

(Sentinel photo)

J.

Riemersma gave the invocation
and James A. Hallan read minu-

A Holland couple received minor
injuries Wednesdayat 5:10 p.m.
when their car skidded out of control and struck another vehicle on

Resolutions on.

ISP:!

Holland Since IB72

Guy E. Bel Will

M-40 Auto Accident

Council Drafts

I^4

Acting Chairman Harvey De

Vree

In

-

planning committee.

for the local study on school district reorganization, told the assembled group that he and other
MSU assistants are not here to
tell school leaders what do do, but
only to assist in a study which will
be done by the school leaders
themselves. "You are the people
who will get the facts, digest them,
make conclusions and then make

Picketing Case

Louis Tover, 38, of 138 Scott Dr.,
Prosecutor Claims
Holland, and Burton Earl Potts,
17, route 1, Holland, have waived
State Right-to-Work
jury trial, and Avery D. Knowles,
Law Was at Stake
48, route 2, Spring Lake, lias demanded a jury trial.
A sixTover and Knowles are charged ALLEGAN (Special)
with indecent exposure and Potts man Municipal Cout jury late
Wednesday afternoon found George
with rape.
Psychiatristswill be Drs. David Kurtz. 55, of Allegan not guilty of
B. Davis and Andrew Hoekstraof picketing in violationof the state

Assisting in Study

coordinator in charge of

Found innocent

before
jury to determine
whether the subjects are criminal In
sexual psychopathicpersons.

MSI) Educaton Are

Resident

-

psychiatrichearings are

scheduled Feb. 9 In Circuit Court,
two without a jury and the third

School Study

<

Local Couple Injured

Megan

Scheduled for Feb. 9

Area

A

The News Has Been

Constructive Booster hr

EIGHT RAGES

Psychiatric Hearings

Sub-Committees

Named

NEWS

HOLLAJVD CITY

the Town Where Folks

Special Assessments

m

Alma

picket line to put his truck in the
to State Rep. George Van Peursem,
terminal. A warrant for Kurtz’ arbut
then
lost
some
heartbreakers
tes of the planning committee. Dr.
State Sen. Clyde H. Geerlings and
to Grand Rapids City League title rest was issued on a complaint
Hansford in describingthe proState Rep. Harry Litowich, chaircontenders.
signed
by
William
Tripp,
co-partcedure of the study pointed out
man of the city corporations comThe polar Bears are coached by ner in the trucking firm and vice mittee.
that salariesof all consultants are
In
young Bob Johnson, son of the president of the Perrigo Co.
paid by MSU and traveling ex- City Council has taken under ad- of the time element as It affects
House Bill No. 7 would provide
fabulous Okie of Muskegon Heights.
Nash testifiedthat Kurtz had that any concession In any public
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
*
penses will be assumed by the Holwreckers
and
the
necessity
of
havvisement a report prepared by
Mrs. Margaret Stoutmyre,25, of Johnson has done a fine job at mfide no attempt to stand in front building owned and operated by
land Board of Education.
ing the area ready for use by next
Sub Committees met with the City Manager Herb Holt on estab- Tulip Time, Council felt that no 3U North 736th Ave., who pleaded Crestn, a school which had been of his truck and had made no any county or city shall be operGuy E. BeB
guilty Jan. 18 to a felonious assault in the cage doldrums for many threat. Leo Hoffman, attorney re- ated by a blind person. In view of
various consultants on various as- lishing special assessment disThe new luperlntendent,53, was
extensions beyond Feb. 15 could
tained
by
the
Perrigo
Co.
in
its
seasons.
So
far
this
year,
Creston
signments, and all committees trict for improvingoffstreet park- be granted. No requests for ex- charge against Mrs. Katherine
the fact that Council awarded a born Aug. 20, 1902, in Princeton,
have arranged other meetings next ing lots on Ninth St., one project tensions came from other oppu- Simpson last Oct. 17 in Olive town- has shone on defene, holding sev- current labor troubles, testified concession contract to the Junior III., and moved to Aurelia, I*., in
ship, was placed on probation two eral of the top clubs to low point Kurtz was walking on the driveway
•
Chamber of Commerce for Jlvic 1910. He was graduated from
covering the area of three houses pants.
years. when she appeared in Cir- totals. In their last three contests leading into the terminal and was
Sub-committeestudy groups and between River and Central Aves.
Center, a resolution was adopted Aurelia High School In 1921
If legal aid is necessaryto ob- cuit Court today.
their offense has started to click told he was picketingillegally and
aims follow:
that while Council was in sympa- and then attended the Unicondemned a few months ago in tain possession of the properties,
had
been
asked
to
move
so
that
along
with
the
defense
and
it
While on probation, the home
School program — John Kaper, Circuit Court, and the other the Council instructed City Attorney
thy with such a purpose, it stated versity of Iowa for three years.
the truck could go through. He its opposition to decisions being
Hamilton, chairman; Mrs. Henry so-called Gaylord property just Townsend to file the necessary may have no weapons or firearms has resulted in victories. •
From 1925 until 1928; he was emof any kind and the probation of- Christian, meanwhile has beer added that Kurtz was “peaceful,
Steffens, Holland, secretary; west of River Ave.
papers for a writ of assistanceon ficer was ordered to see that there spurred on by their tine victory quiet and well behaved” and he made at a state level rather than ployed by the Illinois Central
Theron Stone, West Olive; Austin The report, presented to City the three properties,upon rejection
the municipality involved. Coplea Railroad at Fort Dodge, la. In
refused to move in the driveBuchanan and J.J. Riemersma, Council at its regular meeting of a request to obtain possession. are no weapons. The gun which over St. Joe last week, and spirit only
will go to van Peursem, Geerlings April, 1928, he began work In the
way.
has
been
running
high
in
the
Dutch
Holland; James Kapenga, Van Wednesday night, is the first at- This action was taken at Wednes- Mrs. Stoutmyreused in the assault
and Rep. Lloyd Bills, chairman of engineering department of the Chicamp. The Dutch did not practice William Tripp and Police Chief the state affairscommittee.
Raalte (rural);Georgt Haverdink, tempt to establisha specialassess- day’s meeting rather than wait two last Oct. 17 has been confiscated
cago, Rock Island and Pacific RailMonday, but washed out the re- Howard Falk also testified ai
Senate Bill 1059 is designedto road and remained there until JanBeeline: This group v«n use a merft fflStffetbff a parking project weeks because ’It was expectedit by officers.
•
prosecution witnesses. The defenOther conditions are that Mrs. mainder of the
facilitate the collection of personal uaty 1931.
questionnaire to parents to dis- in the city. Spuecial assessments would take about two weeks
Coach Art Tuls was naturally dant was the only defense witness. property taxes by providing for a
Stoutmyre pay 5100 costs and 55
cover the content and nature of usually refer to paving or sewer through the legal channels.* In February, 1931, he went tc
He
said
he
had
been
picketing
at
pleased
with
the
performance
of
a month oversight fees and refrain
existing school program.
improvements. The matter had
Mayor Pro Tern Laverne Ru- from use of any liquor. The court his starting five against the po- the request of union officials when special method collection where Fairbury, Neb., as assistant citj
there is a danger of loss because engineer and light and water comCensus and projected school en- been referred to the city manager dolph presided in the absence of
he was arrested.
of transfer of ownership between missioner.and in 1938 was promotrollment
Don Williams, Lake- for report at the next Council Mayor Robert Visscher who is on said it gave special consideration tent Bears last week. But he also
He testified he was patrolling•
because Mrs. Stoutmyre has no had high praise for several review, chairman;Mrs. Mary Emma meeting.
vacation.All other Councilmen criminal record and she is the serves,includingthree juniors, who 30 - foot stretch of sidewalk and the date of assessment and the ed to the position of superintendate that the lien attaches to speci- dent of utilities,a positidhhe haa
Young, Lincoln, secretary; Jerry
Plans call for a special assess- were present with the exception of
have been coming along in recent had not stopped in front of the fic personal property.
Lohman, VSUey View; A1 Riem- ment benefit district to be set up CouncilmanRobert J. Kouw. Coun- mother of three small children.
held to the present time.
Albert Simpson, 35, route 2, Hol- weeks. In fact at one stage of the truck nor had any conversation
In thefresolution adopted, the city
ersma. Pine Creek; Andrew Sail, separately for each area, the one cilman Raymond Holwerda gave
In 1929 he married the former
pressure packed St. Joe tilt, four with Nash, the driver.
land,
who
was
found
guilty
by
a
indicatedits approval of such legis- Maxine Justice of Fairbury. The)
Holland; Adrian Veele, Harlem; area costing 59,360 and the Gay- the invocation. The meeting lastThe
defense
attorney
was
John
jury Jan. 23 of felonious assault, juniors saw action, including junlation as a necessary and effective
Leonard Fought, Waverly; Dick lord property 53,374.
have a 12-year-olddaughter, Saned about an hour.
also was placed on probation two ior starter Dave Klaver. Other P. Boeschenstein of Muskegon.
means of collectingvalidlyassess- dra. Mrs. Bell was a teacher in the
Hoffman, West Crisp; Iman KoeUnder the city managers’ plan,
years, conditionsof which are that Mulder at the guards and Ned
ed taxes in certain situationsand Fairbury Schools and has done conman, Elmwood; Edward Donivan, all commercially zoned property
he spend the next 60 days in jail, juniors seeing considerableac- Martin J. KeUer, 74,
directed copies to Van Peursem, siderablerelief teaching in school!
Holland. Committee will study his- except the post office and Armory Dinner Party Honors
pay 5200 costs, 55 a month over- tion are Herm Tuls and Roger
Geerlings and Sen. Harry F. Little,
tory of enrollment, existingenroll- within 675 feet walking distance of
as well as taking c h a r g e of the
sight fees, and no drinking. Fire- Joldersma at center.Cal Dykman, Succumbs in Zeeland
chairman of the senate judiciary Week Day School of Religious Edument, non - resident enrollment, each area is included within each Mrs. Mary Corran
a
senior,
has
also
been
used
frearms
of
any
kind
in
the
home
or
committee.
birth rate data, school census benefit district. Two factors have
ZEELAND (Special) — Martin Copies of all three resolutionscation on released time for the
Mrs. Mary Corran who celebra- possession were forbidden.
quently.
(past and present public and par- been used to apportion the cost of
ted her 81st birthday anniversary The allegedoffense occurred Aug.
Tuls is hoping that his club can J. Keller,74, of 242 North Ottawa also will be sent to the Michigan MethodistChurch. Both Mr. and
ochial).
improvement among the several Jan. 30, was guest of honor at a
Mrs. Bell are active workers ir
continue
to set the same pace St., Zeeland, died at his home Municipal League.
17 when he fired several shots at
Community study
Jack propertiesin each district.
Sunday School and church organidinner
party
given
on
Sunday
a* his wife, Katherine, and a 25-year- which saw them win four out of Wednesday afternoon ' following
Earlier in the meeting, a com- zations. Bell is chairman for the
Plewes, Holland, chairman; Mrs.
Forty percent of the cost is to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
their
last
five
starts
against
top several months’ illness. He was munication from U.S. Sen. Charles
old
friend,
Manuel
Davis.
The
court
Stanley Boven, Holland, secretary; be apportioned on the ratio that
Rummler.
employed as an engineer at the E. Potter was presented enclosing buildingcommittee for a new
pointed out that Simpson had been flight opposition.
Stuart Boyd, Holland; Jay Dyk- the assessed land value of each
Methodist Church in Fairbury. The
Attending
from
Grand
Haven
The
varsity
tilt is scheduled for Colonial Mfg. Co. for 35 years. He a copy of Senate Bill 1032 intropicked
up
about
five
years
ago
for
huis, Russcher; Henry Freriks, property bears to the total
were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rumm- unlawful use of firearms and was 8 p.m., while the reserves will retired some time ago. He was duced a year ago relative to Great daughter, a sixth grader, is an outNorth Holland; James Lugers, assessed land value in the district,
bom in Kalkaska and came to Lakes connecting channels. Potter doors girl and loves swimming and
ler, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Arthur given a year's probation.
clash in a 6:30 preliminary.
Harrington. Group will study em- and 60 percent of the cost is apZeeland about 45 years ago. He promised hearty cooperation to- ice skating. She is a Girl Seoul
Rummler,
Jr., and Gary Lee, Mr
Mrs.
Ardith
Ann
Russell.
1.
of
ployment,trading center, popula- portioned according to distance
was a member of the Odd Fellow ward enactmentof this legislation. and sings in the church junioi
and Mrs. LeVerne Rummler and 112 Albee St; Maxwell Gerald
tion, zoning, utilities,highways, from the lot with those closest
choir.
Spring
Lake
Lodge 192, Holland.
Kenneth
Lee
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Burns,
route
1,
Spring
Lake,
and
etc.
An offer from Dirk Kuiken to Bell is past president of the
paying the most and those farthest
Lowell Rummler, Carol Ann and Harold Carl Tober, 27, Spring Lake,
Suniving
are the wife. Jennie; sell to the city- for 5350 a parcel of
Finance— Wendell Miles, Hol- away the least. However, there
Succumbs at
Mary Jo.
one son, Harry of Grand Rapids; property 120 by 100 feet located Fairbury Kiwanis Club, past chairall pleaded guilty to charges of atland, chairman; Carroll Norlin, are the following exceptions in the
Chicago
guests
were
Mr.
and tempted larceny from a factory
two grandsons;
brother, west of parcel recently purchased man of the Fairbury YMCA board
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Holland, secretary; Albert Bak- 60 percent distance factor: propMrs.
Charles
Glass, Mildred and and will return March 9 for dispo- William F. Goosmann, Sr., 66. Armond Keller of Kalkaska; two by the city just south of 10th St. and has been camp chairman fw
ker, Robart; John Den Bleyker, erty in use, as a residence or
Bill, and attending from Holland sition. The alleged offense occuit- died Wednesdayevening at his half brothers,Roscoe Woodcock of if extended between Lincoln and many years. He is associated with
Pioneer-Meadowbrook; Leon Fa- church, vacant lots including
were Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mor- ed Jan. 23 when the trio attempted home. 117 South Lake Ave.. Kalkaska and Frank Woodcock of Fairbanks Ave. was accepted, several professional organization!
ber, New Groningen;James Hay- parking lots but not used car lots,
lock, Mr. and Mrs. James Burt, to take three toasters from Cam- Spring Lake. Mr. Goosmann had East Jordan; one half sister, Mrs. chargeable to the motor vehicle on utilities.His hobby is sports and
ward, Lakewood; William Koop, service stations or garages, and
model railroading.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hansen, field Manufacturing Co. where they been on sick leave for the past Josephine Stites of Flint; one fund.
Holland; Ray Mulder, Wauka- properties which have adequate
The family will live at 186 Weil
Brian, Mark and Michael, Mrs. are employed. Mrs. Russell is a year from Anderson Bolling Manu- sister-in-law,Mrs. Walter WoodCity
Clerk
Garence
Grevengoed
zoo; Don Thoma^, Holland;John offstreetparking.
12th St. in HoUand.
Gordon Burt, Debra and Terry, sister - in - law of Burns.
facturing Co. where he was em- cock of East Jordan.
reported that the removal of the
Van Dyke, Holland. Committee Councilmen listened intently to
Fairbury was described as a cit)
Mrs. Mildred McSwain and Mr.
Funeral services will be held house at 13 West Ninth St. had
ployed as a rseearch engineer. He
to make complete study of school the proposed program, but rather
and Mrs. Leonard Rummler, Judy
had
been
suffering from a heart Saturday at 1 p.m. at Yntema been tabled from the Jan. 18 meet- somewhat smaller than HoUand
budgets and financial needs.
than take immediate action they and Glenn.
condition.
Funeral Home with the Rev. J. C. ing and reported that the city at- and
Z the new superintendent
1 "
Survey of school buildings
felt it would be better to await reHe
came
to Spring Lake 10 Hecocks officiating. Burial will be torney had ruled that the previous c0!ls‘lJera^leexperience not <
Arthur Read, Holland, chairman; actions from local citizens,and
years ago from Grand Rapids, in Zeeland Cemetery In charge of bidder could withdraw hi,
1" light and water departme,
Harold De Free, Montello, secre- Study the matter . further. Costs Heart Attack Fatal
where he was born Aug. 15, 1889. the Odd Fellows Lodge. The body Three new bids were entered, and but also in sewerage and oth
tary; A. J. Cook, HoUand; Gerald have been figured for all properutility services.
He had been employed at the was to be taken from the funeral Council okayed a contract with
Veldheer, East Crisp; Hans Suze- ties in the district and they range To John Baker, 76
Tanglefoot Co. in Grand Rapids home to the residence this after- Capitol Lumber and Wrecking Co.
naar, Holland. Committee to do from a high of 5494.64to a low of
Wabash College of Crawfords- for 43 years, also as a research noon. The family requeststhat for low bid of 5375, chargeable to Newcomers Club Has
ZEELAND (Special)
’John
complete survey of all school 51.36.
ville, Ind., is the lone new entry on engineer. Mr. Goosmann was a contributionsbe made to Odd the parking meter fund.
Baker,
76,
of
routb
1,
Zeeland,
buildings in area with special refThe city acquiredthe one site
scheduleannounced today by A1 member of the Malta Blue Lodge, Fellows home in Jackson instead After final reading,Council adopt- Luncheon Gathering
erence to adequacy of building through condemnationproceedings died unexpectedly at his home
Wednesday noon following a heart the 1956 Hope College football the DeWitt - Cointon consistory, of flowers in memory of Mr. ed a new ordinance amending the
site, playground equipment and at a cost of 566,000and the other
A luncheon and busless meetii
the Saladin Temple and the (^sino Keller.
attack. He was a farmer and lived Vanderbhsh,athleticdirector
building code of HoUand.
other facilities.
through direct purchase for 518,of the HoUand Newcomers Cli
alone for about 35 years.
The Hope-Wabashcontest will Club in Grand Rapids, ana the
Oaths of office were filed for
000, both prices chargeable to the
was held Wednesday afternoon
Surviving are three brothers, open Hope's home season Sept. Shrine Club of Grand Haven.
Helena V. Winter, member of the
parking meter fund. The later Johannes of Holland, Andrew of 29 following the season’s opener Survivingare the wife, Rose; Ralph Visser Surprised
the Warm Friend Tavern..
Planning
Commission
for
three
home is now being torn down.
Hostesses for the event, t
Zeeland and Joe of Muskegon; against Heidelberg College in two sons, George and William F., At Birthday Party
years, and Harry Harrington,
There had been some discussion three sisters,.Mrs. Peter De Jongh Tiffin, Ohio, Sept. 22. Both games Jr., both of Grand Rapids; a
Mesdames Chester Kowalski, Ph
member
of the distributioncomearlier of establishinga specialasdaughter.Mrs. William (Lorna)
of Zeeland,Mrs. John Klooster- will begin at 8 p.m.
Ralph Visser who celebrated mittee for the Greater HoUand Up Singleton and Willard Conn<
sessmentdistrict for the purchase man of Beaverdam and Mrs. Fred
Winey,
of
West
Brook,
Me.;
one
his
77th birthday anniversary Wed- Community Foundation for five used a Valentine theme in t
Hope will play eight games inof parking lots, but the time ele- De Jongh of Ravenna; one brothtable decorations.
cluding the six MIAA football sister,Rose and a brother. Her- nesday was honored at a surprise years.
ment was such that arrangements er-in-law,Harry Burgess of MusPresident, Mrs. Louis Brunm
man
W.,
both
of
Grand
Rapids,
party
at
the
home
of
his
daughfoes. The conference opponents
A petition requesUngvacating an
ter, Mrs. William Kruithpff, 200 alley lying between 19th and 20tli presided at the business meeti:
KALAMAZOO - Dr. Paul Fried could not be completed legally, and kegon.
will be played on consecutive and eight grandchildren.
the purchase was made through
The body will be taken from the West 21st St Dinner was served Sts. running from Van Raalte to at which time plans were a
Funeral services will be held weeks.
of the Hope Colege history depart
the parking fund. Had this been Saturday at 3 p.m. at Yntema
Barbier
Funeral Home in Spring after which the guest of honor wai
nounced for a card party to
ment, has been named to the state
Michigan Normal and Carroll
Harrison Aves. except for the east
completed through special assess- Funeral Home with the Rev. J.
held on Feb. 11, and a fashi
steering committee of the foreign
College, 1955 opponents, were Lake to the Metcalf Funeral Home presentedwith a gift. Entertain- 252 feet was referred to the Planshow and lancheon on March 7.
affairs “Great Decisions”discus- ment, purchase and improvemests Guichelaar officiating. Burial will dropped from this year’s schedule. in Grand Rapids on Friday, where ment included the showing of pioThe 16th annual report of the
Sbcty-threemembers and gues
sion project that will get under- would be near the 5100,000 mark be in Zeeland Cemetery.The body
The complete schedule: Sept. 22. services will be held Saturday fares.
Ottawa County Department of Soafternoon. Burial will be in Wood
way in Michigan during the week instead of the proposed 512,734 is at the funeral home.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. cial Welfare for 1955 was present- were present, including prospt
at Heidelberg,8 p.m.; Sept. 29,
figure.
Lawn Cemetery in Grand Rapids. Rail* Visser, Mr. and Mrs. Wilfive new members, the Mesdara
of Feb. 27. .
Wabash, here. 8 p.m.; Oct. 6 at
ed. It was referred to the city manThe projectwill give opportunity If Council adopts the program Band Boosters Club
liam Kruithoff and Beth, Mr. and ager for study and will be placed James Brown, Roy Deljolt,Iv;
Kalamazoo, 2:15 p m.; Oct. 13
to citizens all over Michigan to later, a special hearing would be
Mrs. John Derks, Marcia, Barbara on file in the city'clerk’soffice. Edwards and Burton Call.
Adrian, here, 2 p.m. (Homecom- Two Cars Damaged
Followingadjournmentof t
study and discuss eight critical is- scheduled before it could become To Sponsor Supper0
and
Johnny, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
ing) -Oct. 20; at Hillsdale, 8 p.m.;
A public hearing was set Ffb. meeting,
Two cars were damaged at 1
games were played wi
sues pointing up the stake of the effective.
Busscher
and
Cindy
and
Mr.
and
Oct. 27/ Olivet,here 8 p.m.; Nov.
15 at 7:30 p.m. for a variance from
today when they collided on
City Oerit James E. Townsend
Arrangementsfor a pancake 3 at Albion, 2 p.m. and Nov. 10
United States in world affairs.
Mrs.
Robert
Kruithoff,
all of Hol- requirementsof the fire district high scorers as foUows; Mrs.
the Ottawa Beach Rd four miles
Local committees are being or- pointed out that the deadline for supper to be held Friday in Junior Alma, here, 2 p.m.
land, the Rev. and Mrs. James R. ordinance to permit remodeUng of R. Leggett, bridge; Mrs. I. E
west of River Ave. Involved were
gainized in several cities, includ- tenants moving from the three con- High school gymnasium have been
Breckenridge and Luann and Janice a commercial buUding at 129 East wards, pinochle,and Mrs.
cars driven by Jean Vander
Walker, canasta.
demned parcels had been reached completed by committees of the
ing Holland.
Meulen, 39, route 4, and John of Flint and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Eight St for occupancy by a tavand
requested
instructions
on
furHolland Band^ Boostsers Club Man Bound Over
The Gerat Decisions project,
Visser of Grand Rapids. Unable to ern. The application came from
Staat, 23, Chicago. Damage to the
which is sponsoring the affair.
sponsored by the public affairs ther procedure.
Charles Albert Walley, 30. of 66
attend were the Rev. and Mrs. Ed- Andrew Klomparens.
Driver Issued Ticket
two . vehicles was estimated at
Clifford
Hopkins,
one
of
the
formcommittee of the Michigan Adult
The supper will be served from West 10th St., waived examination
ward Van Harn and David of CiI. >
Councilman John Van Eerden Warren Mokma, 19, of 249 E
$500,
according
to Ottawa County
Education Association and the er owners, appeared before Council 6 to 8:30 p.m., proceeds of which in Municipal Court Monday aftergo and Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Cook, suggestedthat the city give con- Ninth 3L, was issued a ticket
Foreign Policy Association,is and spid it would take another will be added to the fund for new noon when he was arraigned on a deputies.
Mary Lou and David of Na- siderationto water fluoridation for failure to yield the right of
unique in its provision for partici- week or 10 days before his new uniforms for the elementaryband. gross indecencycharge, and was
cogdoches, Tex.
HoUand, pointingout that a number after his car and one
pants to report their opiniems on place would be ready for occupan- Entertainmentduring the evening bound over to Circuit Court. Bond Speckled Bass Biting
of cities have launched this service Joyce Disselkoen,18,
unsigned f allots which are sum- cy and requesteda two - week will be provided by the Holland of 51,000 was not furnished im- Speckled bass are "re illy
Prospect Park hostess supper with good success. Council voted Ave.
marized and the results taken to extension.Council was sympathetic High and Junior High school mediately. The alleged offense oc- biting” today in the Big Bayou, scheduledat the high school will to refer the matter to, the Board
the State Department in Washing- to his problem and felt the exten- bands. General chairman of the curred on or about Sept 30 in
accordingto a report from Gris- be held instead In thq church to- of Public Works for study and re„
sion could be granted, but because affair is Andries Steketee^
Holland township.
sen’i. >
night at 6:30. t
port back to Council.
the
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Rites

Kazoo Five Stops

mm

Keep League Lead

Read

at Niekerk

Church

HoUand, 59-52

m
FoBowmg Wins
Economy IGA and

Hollander

Beverage stayed neck - and - neck
In the City League basketballrace
following wins Wednesday night in
the Armory and It appears that
the two clubs may well go down
to the wire tied.
Hollander won easily over Sears,
81-67 and dropped the Sears five

1

Economy IGA

U a

student at West-

Seminary in

Holland, brought the

message at

the Sunday evening service.Mr.

Hulzenga of Hudson ville was the

An

ever-threatening H o 1 a n
High school basketball squad faltered in the final quarter Tuesday
night on Civic Center court and
bowed to the Kalamazoo Central
quintet,59-52.
rowd of approximately 1.300 fans turned out to
see the clash.
The loss was Holland’seighth
straight while the Maroon Giants
1

guest soloist

Mr. and Mrs. Richaru Vand-'r
Molen and Edward of Traverse

City spent froiA Friday evening to
Sunday afternoon with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nyhuis.
On Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Brink and family were hiso entertained at the Nyhuis home.
Mrs. Marina Ziel and children
have now dimed above the .500
mark with a 5-4 season total. In of Grand Rapids were Sunday
an earlier meeting, the Kazoo boys supper guests with Mr. and Mrs.
had a far easier time stopping the William Ziel.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey and
Dutch, 70-48.
Coach Fred Weiss’ Holland High children of Wyoming Park spent
club was in the ball game all the Sunday afternoon -vith their parway. but didn't quite have the ets, Mr.’ and Mrs. John Poskey.
Mrs. Manley Stegeman attended
guns when it needed them in the
final quarter to snatch the win a birthday party last Saturday
of Mr. and
ho
from the on again, off again evening at the home
Kazoo squad. The Dutch played a Mrs. Lester Veltema in Eastmanfine second half, outscoring the in- ville for their son, Lewis.
Warren Kunzi, who was honorvaders, 25-23. After trailing by nine
points at halftime, the Hollanders ably discharged from military
from
fought back to a one-point deficit service arrived
at one stage in the third quarter, Germany last week Friday eve-

A

,
1

......... 6

H. E. Morse ...........?
Sears .................... 4
Barber Fords .......... 3
Vets ....................
0

DR. JOHANNA

J.

VAN DULLEMEN (right),

prominent Dutch educator, chats with Willard C.
Wichers (left) of the NetherlandsInformation
Service and MunicipalJudge Cornelius vander

Mculen during her

visit here in City Hall. They
are looking at a book issued for Princess Beatrix
on her ISth birthday which was observed the day
Dr. Van Dullemen visited Holland.
(Sentinel photo)

24-18.

The Beverage five had a hot
streak going in the second quarter
and got balanced scoring from Bob
(Shorty) Van Dyke, Lou Van Dyke,

Islands who

For Eighth Loss

.

Hollander started slowly but a
44-pointsecond half told the story
and turned the game into a onesided affair.
Sears, behind the shooting of .L
A. Van Dyke and Dale Van Dprt
jumped ahead in the first period,

Often But Falter

ern Theological

the Vets but aided by Ron Fortney’s
foul tosses, won out, 56-49.
H. E. Morse stayed in the race
with a rousing 8^62 victory over
Barber Fords. The game featured
a 30 - point effort by Ron Nykamp,
Morse forward,the highest individual point performance of the
season.
Standings following Wednesday’s

HollanderRevenge ... 6

South Blendon
Paul Shik from Cebu, Philippine

from any possible title chances.
Economy had a tough time with

play:W

Dutch Threaten

Hamilton
Educator

Is.

Enthusiastic

Word was received Monday from

m
/j*

home

v

r &

NMi.

ning.
but couldn't close the gap.
Sparked by John Kleinheksel, Donald Vander Laan arrived
Mr. ond Mrs. Alvin Joy Boeva
(de Vries photo)
Sherri Shaffer and Ron Van Dyke, home last week Friday from
the Hollandersmore than held Alaska where in :pent the past
Miss Elizabeth Jane Van Dyken Boeve, sisters of the bridegroom,
their own on the boards and miss- year with the U. S. Army.
became the bride of Alvin Jay were bridesmaid and junior bridesed numerous t i p i n possibilities, Miss Mary Lou Vruggink enter- Boeve at a ceremony performed maid, respectively.They were attained a group of friendslast week in Niekerk ChristianReformed tired in ice blue gowns and carried
particularlyin the first half.
Coach Bob Quiring’s Kazoo out- Friday evening the occassion be- Church Friday evening, Jan. 20. pale pink carnations, arranged in
fit employed a full -court press ing her birthday anniversary. The Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Van Dyken colonial bouquets.
Flower girls were the bridethroughout the game. Although the group went ice skating to John of Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.
press did bother the Dutch on a Ball Park after which they return- John Boeve of route 3, Holland, are groom’s twin sisters,Joyce and
few occasions,it proved far more ed to her home for games and the parents of the bridal couple. Jean Boeve. They wore pink taffeta
costly to the Celery City team. It lunch. The guests were Audrey
Bouquets of gladioliand ferns frocks of net and carried baskets
caused them to commit several Wondergem, Kenneth Hassevoort, decorated the church. The Rev. of pink rose petals. \
Edwin Boeve served as best
close guarding fouls, and many Gerry Van Zoren, Jim Potter, John Beebe performed the ceretimes left them with a weak de- Linda Gryzen, Elmer Kooenigaand mony. Mrs. Julius Becks voort was man for his brother. Ushers were
Norman Boeve and Jacob Boeve,
fense in the Holland front court. Jerry Kooeniga.
organist.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman
The bride, given in marriage by cousin and brother of the brideOn numerous occasions, the Dutch

Herman yhoff that Bob
had undergone a leg operation and
that a steel pin had been put in
the bone. Both Mrs. Herman and
The Fulbright program for exMrs. Bob Nyhoff are expected
change teachersis working out
home at the end of this week. Bob
well in the Netherlands, according
is in the St. Albens Hospital, in
to Dr. Johanna J. Van Dullemen,
St. Albens, N. Y. He was transfered there from Maine.
a leading Dutch educator who last
and childrenof New Groningen her father, wore a satin gown fea- groom. The bridegroom’suncle,
the winners into the lopsidedsituaThe Annual Allegan County C. E. took advantage of the close deyear was appointed executive ofand Mr. ad Mrs. Arthur turing clustersof ribbon appliqued Gerrit Boeve, was master of cerefense
by
breaking
a
man
loose
for
tion.
New members of the Fahocha banquet was held in the local Reficer of the U. S. Educational founPetroelje ad Nancy had supper on the bodice and skirt, iridescent monies.
Hollander enjoyed balanced scoran easy counter.
formed
Church
Monday
evening.
Sunday School Class were pledged
Sunday with their parents, Mr. trimming and pointed sleeves. She
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
While
Holland’s
defense
was
deing and saw five men get in the dation in Holland which adminisGuest speaker was the Rev. Rayto the group in a consecration serand Mrs. Manley Stegeman.
chose a fingertipveil edged with Van Dyken wore a navy blue lace
double figures. Kempker and ters the Fulbright program.
mond
Weiss. The Rev. Don Brandt signed to stop the high scoring
Dr. Van Dullemen, who lectured
Progresson the new church lace and carried a colonial bou- over taffeta dress with a jeweled
vice Monday evening at First led singing and acted master of Kazoo pivotmen,Del Beelick and
Shorty Van Dyke each had 17;
quet of white roses and carnations neckline and pink hat. Mrs. Boeve
Bauman, 15; L. Van Dyke 12 and in Holland, Muskegon and Grand Methodist Church chapel.
Bob
Brown,
it did permit outcourt building is rapidly nearing com
ceremonies.This celebratedthe
Rapids on Tuesday, was high in
chose a navy blue crepe dress and
shooting by the Maroons, which pletion. The dedicationservice has centered with a white orchid.
Koop, 1L
75th
anniversary
of
Christian
EnJoining the class were the Mesbeen tentativelyset for March L
Miss
Theresa
Van
Dyken
attend- white hat.
Other Beverage scorers were: her praise of the Fulbright prothe
winners
did
well.
deavor in America. The women's
The first period was a nip and The Junior C. K. took part .n ed her sister as maid of honor. A reception ^as held in Zeeland
F. Van Dyke, 3; R. Isreals,4, gram which aims at internationaldames Rachel Adler, Lenora groups of the League and Guild
understanding. But she was realis- Bair, Twila Comelissen, Phyllis
tuck
affair with both the locals and the mid-week prayer meeting She wore a cotillion blue paper City Hall. The couple left on a
R. Beckman, 2.
prepared the dinner. Two - hunGord Grevengoed led Sears with tic too, and said seven years of Dadd, Mildred Edwards, Pat dred and nine tickets were sold. Kalamazoo trading baskets last week. This was in obser- taffeta gown with net and carried honeymoon. After which they will
program operations revealed that
vance of Youth Week.
make their home near Holland.
18 while R. A. Van Dyke followed
Gebraad, June Gooden. Grace Me This was the largest group ever throughout much of the quarter. Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis Boerman a colonial bouquet of deep pink
The bride was honored at several
with 17 and Van Dart potted 16. the older teachersand scholars Dole, Mary Monetza, Marlene attending the annual banquet.
Two quick baskets at the close of
carnations.
have worked out better than the
The Misses Joan and Marian pre - nuptial showers.
Other scorers were: K. Van Tatenthe period provided the winners and Dianne of Oakland were
Born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ken
Harris,
Kay
Kaser,
Marjorie
Keck,
younger ones. Fulbright scholars
bove, 4; D. Hulst, 6; T. Beerthuis,
with a 16-12 margin going into the Sunday evening visitors with their
must be mature and adaptable, Betsy Knoll, Betty Knoll, Lorna Huevelman last week Friday at second stanza.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G e r r i t
4 and D. Schout, 2.
Boss at the Zeeland Hospital on
Knowles, Jo Teuslnk, Corinne Butterworth Hospital in Grand
she said.
D. Vruggink.
Kalamazoo
took
advantage
of
Monday, Jan. 23, a daughter, KimTownsend, Ruth Van Lente, Cerita Rapids, a baby girl who will be
At
present
there
are
65
AmeriMr. and Mrs. Harvey Meyaard
Economy found itself sweating
several fast break opportunitiesin
berly Joy.
known
as
Jill Kay.
Veldhuis,
Lois
Noyd,
Betty
Pefand girls spent last week Wednes
and behind the Vets 40-36 at the cans in the Fulbright program in fers, Maureen Speake and Betty
Mr. John Beyer is still in BlodThe Dr. John Van Peursem of
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Boerigter the second quarter to move out to day with their parents, Mr. and
Holland,
32
students,
19
teachers
end of the third quarter but a sharp
Zeeland , was guest preacheron gett Hospitalbut expects to be
and
boys and Mr. and Mrs. Mar- a 10 point bulge with two minutes
Taylor.
Mrs. Lambert Meyaard
20 • point offense coupled with a and the remainder doing advanced
Sunday morning in the local taken home sometime this week.
Mrs. Marguerite Hagans and vin Van Doornink and Steve attend- left in the half. At this point, Hudsonville.
scrappy defense in the last eight research.The average age is 27, a
however,
the
locals
held
firm
and
church, and Mrs. Louis Kraay, He is expecting X-ray treatments.
el
the
Shrine
Circus
in
Grand
Mrs.
Mildred
Edwards
furnished
minutes kept the Grocers knotted higher average than usual, accordplayed on even terms to close out
who served a short term in Japan He came home Tuesday.
music for the service. Participat- Rapids Thursday evening. Mr.
ing to Dr. Van Dullemen.
for the lead.
the half on the short end of a
Address of serviceman, Pvt.
brought a message at the evening
and
Mrs.
John
H&akma
and
girls
ing were the Mesdames Jane
She
spoke
highly
of
Barbara
The winners started fast and
service, Miss Louise De Kleine of Leroy Hulst, U.S. 165253682, 2nd
attended the circus on Saturday. 36-27 score.
Severson,
Eloise
Schmidt,
Dorothy
worked to an 18-9 first period lead. Lampen, local teacher who is
Holland capitalizedat the foul
Drenthe furnished the special Pit. Co. I. 20th Infantry Regiment,
Last Sunday being the beginning
Beil and daughter Janice, Betty
The basket went cold for the Gro- spending the year as a Fulbright
Fort Ord, California.
of Christian Endeavor week, the line at the start of the third quarmusic.
Dick,
Wilma
Hill,Janice
Dick
cers in the second quarter and the exchange teacher in Ede, while Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Miles and
Iwj groups of the Reformed Church ter. Hitting six straight the Dutch
and
Ruth
Van
Lente
who
sang
A congregationalmeeting was Appointed as ushers at the
improved Vets came up within one Jan Kievenaar is teaching in the
pulled to a 38-33 margin, before daughter, Helen, left today for a
My
Life, My Love I Give to the Juniors and Seniors took charge
held on Monday evening for the morning services for the year of
local
system.
“Miss
Lampen
has
a
point at halftime.The intermission
of die services, the Senior group Kazoo again lengthened the lead. month’s vacation in the South.
purpose of calling a minister. 1956 are Sherwin Hulst, Dick
great advantage because of her Thee.”
score was 28-27.
New
members were welcomed at The morning service and the The Hollanders came right back, Mrs. Charles E. A. Van Duren After the meeting, refreshments Schermer, Allen Vredeveld and
musical
talent,"
the
educator
said.
A change of scenery didn't help
however, with a basket and two and son, Charles Reemer, have
by Mrs. Corrine Kolean, new pres- Junior group in the evening.
were served by the King’s Daugh- Leonard Guichelaar, at the eveand Grocers were ou (scored again "She has organized a choir and
foul shots to trail only 43M2. But returnedto Midwest City, Okla.,
At
the
morning
service
Marlene
ident of the group and each was
ters. Proceedsof the refreshments ning service for the month of Febeven
taught
the
Dutch
students
in the third period and fans began
Joostberns presided at the organ, four straight points by Kazoo gave after spending seven weeks at the went to Children’sRetreat in Cut- ruary are A1 Hop and Nelson Koepresented
a
class
rose.
Corsages
Negro Spirituals,something selto sense an upset
man.
were given to Mrs. Estelle De th' invocation was given by Allen them a 47-43 lead going into the home of Mrs. Van Duren’s parents, lerville.
But the winners came alive be- dom heard in the Netherlands.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Boersma, 566
final quarter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar
Vries, class teacher, and Mrs. Klingenberg,responsive reading
Catechism
for the young people
They
were
so
good
they
appeared
hind A1 Nelson and Ron Fortney
Building their lead to 57-49 with Lawndale Ct., while LI Van Duren
and
sons were Sunday evening
led
by
Patricia
Lugten,
congreVivian
Lamoreaux,
Fahocha's
was
held
on
Wednesday
at
7
p.m.,
on radio."
and went on to win.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mulgational prayer by Lloyd Folkert four minutes remaining, Coach was on temporary duty.
Tot's Chaperone.
Senior
C.
E.
at
7:30
p.m.
(conseTwo
other
Hope
College
graduIt was Fortney’s uncanny ability
Quiring instructed his club to go
The St. Agnes Guild of Grace
Mrs. Dorothy Burke, retiring and Carl Kemme, and scripture
cration meeting), and prayer der and family of Zeeland.
at the foul line that made the dif- ates, Grace Huitsingand Clara
into a stall. During the remaining Episcopal church will sponsor a
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynreading
by
Glen
Folkert
Jr.
Bert
president,
conducted
a
business
meeting at 8T5 pm. with the Dr.
Van
Til,
also
are
in
the
current
ference. Fortney sank 14 out of
minutes they took just two shots card party and dessert at 8 p.m.
meeting
and
new
officers were Brink, sponsor of the group, .gave
John
Van
Peursem
of
Zeeland
in garden, Pearl, and Ellen were
Fulbright
program.
The
program
16 for the best display of foul shootat the hoop as they controlledthe Wednesday, Feb. 8 in the church
Sunday afternoon callerson Mrs.
charged. Officers for the year are a talk on “What is C. E.?” A
ing this season. He added six buck- in the Netherlands calls for a 20play against the hard pressing parish hall. The public is invited. charge.
John H. Van Welt at the ParkMrs.
Corinne
Kolean,
president; mixed choir from the C. E. sang,
The
Sewing
Guild
met
today
at
year
program
and
has
been
in
ets and ended the evening with 26
General chairman is Mrs. Rudolph
view Home in Zeeland.
Mrs. Jane Severson, vice presi- “The Awakening Chorus.” Rev. Dutch.
points for top honors. Nelson was progress since 1948.
From the foul lane, Holland had Eriksen and ticket chairman is 1:30 p.m with Mrs. Henry Boss
Van
Heukelom
preached
a
sermon
Mr. Clair Jousma of East Saugserving as hostess. A special ofDr. Van Dullemen has studied dent; Mrs. Mary Freers, secrenext with 18.
16 out of 29 and Kalamazoo, 11 out Mrs. Charles Madison.
atuck
was a recent caller on Mrs.
on,
“Christ
Shall
Reign”.
tary;
Mrs.
Rose
Gilman,
treasurfering
for
Rest
Haven
was
taken
Other Economy Scorers were : R. surveys of Fulbright programs all
Ernest Bedell has returned to
At the evening service the entire of 19. Bill J a p i n g a and Dick
K. Jousma, Mr. and Mrs. S.
at the meeting.
T. Schreur, 6; B. Vryhof, 2; D. over Europe and was particularlyer; Mrs. Oriel Bowie, courtesy
Junior group sang several chor- Vander Yacht tied for Holland his home at 221 West 16th St. from
Men’s Brotherhoodhas been in- Broersma.
Bloemendaal,2 and B. Kramer, 2. interested in how the students committee;Mrs. Marie Wilbur,
point honors with 12 apiece, while University Hospital at Ann Arbor
uses. Marla Lugten and. Marlene
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Wyncalling;
Mrs.
Shirley
Kuite,
pubvited
to meet with the Forest
Jim Slagh paced the Vets with liked’’ the foreign countries,
Joostbernsplayed a piano-organ Bill Holmes had 17 for Kazoo and where he was confinedfor two Grove Men’s society tonight at 8 garden and family were Sunday
licity;
Mrs.
Fannie
Pardue,
leper
knew
that
students
liked
Holland
13. Other scorers were: Dwayne
*
weeks for observation
duet. Joanne Ten Pas led in con- Beelick had
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Grissen, 4; Del Grissen, 8; G. and hoped my country would head fund; Mrs. Avis Brandt, memberOn Friday, the Dutch travel to A regular meeting of the Waverly p.m. The speaker will be a layman Jacob T. De Witt and family.
gregational
singing.
Sally
Kaper
of
the
Reformed
Laymen’s
PubBotsis, 7; R. Fedders, 8 and H. the list, but that is not so. Den- ship; Mrs. Martha Petroelje, finMuskegon to meet the Big Reds. Activity Club will be held in the
Mr. George Van Zoeren of Zeemark is the best liked place and it ance; Mrs. Lynn Moeller, nomina- read the law from the scripture; Box score:
licity Committee of Grand Rapids.
Poest, 9.
School Friday at 8 p.m. Members
David
Lugten
gave
the
offertory
tion;
Mrs.
Dorothy
Burke
and
Due
to the Men’s meeting the land was a Sunday caller on Mrs.
really is easy to figure out. NearHoUand (52)
are reminded to bring candy or
J. G. Van Zoeren and Mrs. R. P.
prayer, and Steve Orr read scripMorse had some good eyes and ly everybody in Denmark speaks Mrs. Dorothy Bell, projects.
FG FT PF TP other items of food for boxes which Willing Workers will meet on next Leestma.
ture.
Rev.
Van
Heukelom
had
as
Mrs.
Pauline
Schutmaat
of
Boracked up the highest point total English and it is a gay, friendly
7 will be sent to men of the district week Thursday instead. Mrs.
2
3
Van Dyke, f ... 2
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Vree
his sermon, “The Cry of Forgiveof the season in knocking over Bar- country. One look at the orienta gota, Columbia,South America,
7 who are serving in the Army. Mrs. Dcpew of Grand Rapids will be
3
2
Shaffer, f ...... 2
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ness”.
was
guest
for
the
evening.
tion
program
for
American
studspeaker.
All
the
ladies
are
Invited
ber Fords.
8 Herman Kamphouse who was
0
2
Kleinheksel, c .. 4
Clifford Rynbrandt of HudsonNykamp, in popping 30, hit from ents would explain this. Denmark Followingthe business meeting The Rev. Van Nuil had as his Japinga, g ..... 4
12 scheduled to speak will speak at a to this meeting.
4
1
ville.
weekly 'prayer meeting topic, “Why
has
a
series
of
gay
social
activities
the
class
adjourned
to
the
social
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Hungerink
all over. John Mulder, also had
4 later date.
4
2
Overway. g .... 0
extend
a
cordial
invitation
to
the
himself a good night with 11 while Holland emphasizes the rigid room where Mrs. Kay Kaser and Missions?”
12
2
2
•5
Vander Yacht, g
Miss Carol Harrington, student at
“Is Getting Even and Jealousy
buckets for 22 points and Bob scholastic theme. No wander!” she Mrs. Pat Gebraad poured at a
0
0
2 Lake Forest College,Lake Forest, congregationto attend tho mar- Avery Baker to Speak
Plagenhoef, g .. 1
ever
Christian?”
was
discussed
in
said.
beautifully
arranged
table
cenriage of their daughter, Shirley to
Altena added 18. Other scorers
111. is spending a midterm vacation
She added that the Dutch stu tered with pink and white carna- the Senior C. E. meeting on Sunwere S. Disselkoen with 12 and R.
At Men’s Breakfast
52 with her parents, Mr. ’ and Mrs. Donald J. Piersma.
Totals...18
16
11
day by Carolyn Bolks. Nancy Handents all like their American teach tions.
Miss Tena Beyer of Grand RaBekius, 4.
Kalamazoo (39)
Carl
Harrington, 231 Washington
Avery D. Baker will address the
Mrs. Vi Rowe was refreshments sen led in devotions.
pids was a Tuesday guest of Mrs.
The winners had 26 points in the ers not only for the general
2
15 Blvd.
5
5
Two signs have been placed one Beelick. f .......
Jacob
T.
De
Witt.
In
the
afterfirst quarter and pretty well iced terest associated with a foreigner chairman, and committee memMen’s
Breakfastat the Clubhouse
17
3
1
Holmes, f ...... 7
Red Cross Gray Ladies who filled
the game right off. The first period nor because they are more lenient bers included the Mesdames Ruth* on each end of town welcoming Brown, ........ 1
1
3
3 an assignment Wednesday at the noon, Miss Beyer and Mrs. De Saturday at 6:30 a.m. All men
score was 26-14 and the halftime but the principalattachment is be Van Lente, MaurineeSpeake, Mary folks to the servicesof the two local Lake, g ........ 2
3
4 Michigan Veterans Facility in Witt called at the Gerrit Beyer are invited and no reservationsare
Q
cause the American teachers treat Smith, Mildred Speake, Wilma churches. The Men's Brotherhood
count was 48-31.
d
4
6 Grand Rapids were the Mesdames home of Drenthe and the Tony needed.
Chumas, g ..... 3
of the Reformed Church and the
The third period score was 64-42. the students like grownups and Hill and Joyce Conklin.
10
0
4
La Duke, g ... 5
Eugene King, Blna Nead, William Beyer home in Zeeland.
Mr. Baker who is Ottawa CounMen's group of the Christian ReJohn Jeltes led the Fords with meet them on their own level.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngardenwas
2 Valkema and James Cdowle.
2
1
0
Friedman,
c
...
ty Juvenile agent, will speak on
formed
Church
sponsored
the
proIn
general,
she
said,
it
is
perhaps
18 points. Other scorers were: D.
2
0
1
Brownell, g .... 1
Donald B. Hillebrand, Ban Cup- a Wednesday afternoon guests of juvenile problems.
Kansas City Finn Will
ject.
Spaan, 6; B. De Young, 15; R. equally as difficult for the Amerierus,
Robert De Nooyer and R. E. Mrs. Harold Ter Haar.
A total of 55 men were present
Word was received by Mr. and
Sisson, 5; M. Peelen, 3; R. Vander can teacher to conform to the high Study Milwaukee’s Water
Mr. and Mrs. Herman A. Ten
59 Barber of Holland have returned
Totals. .24
. 19
at
the last brtakfast. They repMrs.
John
Haakma
of
the
death
of
rigid educational standards in the
Lugt, 6 and A. Bieri, 9.
from Washington,D.C. after at- Harmsel of Zeeland were Friday resented churches from various deNetherlands as it is for the Dutch
MILWAUKEE - The Milwaukee the former’s grandmotherwho
tending an auto dealers conven- evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. nominations in the locality.
teacher to understand the informal common council Tuesday approved passed away on Sunday in RedJacob T. De Witt
tion.
Probations Revoked
American system. There are expenditure of 373,000 to retain the lanGi, Calif, at the age of 97.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were
many advantages in each program, Kansas City, Mo., engineering firm
Admitted to Holland Hospital
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Editor Describes New
For Grand Haven Pair
and many reasons why systems are of Black & Veatch for a survey
Wednesday were Mrs. George Harrington School
Elmer Boss and family of Zeeland.
Baby Shower Honors
GRAND HAVEN (Special)| different,” Dr. Van Dullemen said. of water needs.
Kolean, 267 Rose Ave.; John Van
Mr. Bert Ensing, who was stay- Engraving Process
Hears Talk by Baker
She told an interestingincident Under the contract,the firm will Jacalyn Rath Brink
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith]
Dyk, 70 West 28th SI; Paul Rozeing with his daughter, Mrs. Gertie
MILWAUKEE
FrankUn D.
revoked probations for two Grand about the Thanksgivingday din- study the entire physical and finanma, 227 152nd Ave.
A large group of parents attend- Rooker in Jamestown was taken
Haven youths Wednesday. Robert ner for the Americans which fol- cial condition of the water works. Three-week-old Jacalyn Ruth
DischargedWednesday were ed the HarringtonSchool Parent to the Zeeland Hospital on Satur- Schurz, editor and publisherof the
South Bend, Ind., Tribune, describThe same Kansas City firm was Brink, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Knoll, route 1; Sandra Van
Kohnke, 18, was sentenced to serve lowed a special service in the old
Teachers meeting Tuesday eve- day afternoon and placed In an
ed a new photo engraving process
18 months to 10 years in Southern] Pilgrim Church. To make this a consultant for the Holland’s water Donald Brink, was honored at a Ommen, 106 East Seventh St.; ning when Avery Baker, county oxygen tent.
baby shower on Monday evening. Jaclynn Van Ommen, 106 East
to delegates attending the annual
Michigan Prison at Jackson with real American Thanksgivingdin- need study.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Wyngarden
Hostess for the event was Mrs. Seventh St; Mrs. Dale Van Om- juvenileagent, spoke. His talk was
the minimum required. Louis De ner, Dr. Va% Dullemen arranged
were Sunday afternoon callerson Great Lakes Newspaper MechanMiss Hermine Ihrman, Miss George Plakke, assisted by Mrs. men and baby, route 1, Hamilton; followed by a question and answer Mrs. Albert Lanning. Mr. and Mrs. ical Conferencehere Tuesday.
Kraker, 17, was sentenced to serve to have pumpkin pie — something
period.
The process was developed by
two to five years in Jackson with] almost unheard of in the Nether- Esther Kooyers, Russell Welch, Robert Wiley.
Mrs. Kenneth Behrendt and' baby,
During the evening Cub Scouts Nick Lanning.
the recommendation he be trans- lands. She obtained the canned Carroll Norlin, Harold Streeter, Games were played with prizes route 4; Mrs. Edgar Mosher and of the school sponsoreda baked
Saturday evening guests at the the American Newspaper Publishers’ Association, and the 'Dow
ferred to Cassidy Lake school as pumpkin from England and got the elementary school principals,and awarded to Mrs. Ed Barber, Mrs. baby, 269 West 28th St.; Mrs.
goods sale which netted about $19. Simon Broersma home were Mr.
Chemical Co., and now is used by
recipe from a girl in the embassy. Miss Margaret Van Vyven, ele- Richard Brink, Mrs. Henry Brink George Bosch and baby, Mounted
soon as possible.
Mrs. Kenneth Kerbs, Den Mother, and Mrs. John Broersma, Grade,
The Milwaukee Journal and J6
Kohnke who was placed on pro- Restaurantcooks followed the re- mentary coordinator, attended a and Mrs. Fred Kleinheksel.
route, Zeeland; Mrs. Clare Broad, arrangedthe sale.
and Richard.
A two-course lunch was served Route 4; Mrs. Esther M. Snow,
bation a year ago on an indecent cipe faithfullyand the pie turned meeting for school administrators
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Guiche- other newspapers.
The third grade, taught by Mrs
It can save up to half an hour
liberties charge was arrested Jan. out so well that all the men re- in Muskegon Tuesday. Arrange- with each- guest receiving a favor 1113 South Shore Dr.; Robert
Marvin
Overway,
received
the laar and family were Sunday evements for the services of a con- picturingthe guest of honor.
per engraving plate and produce
27 by sheriff’s officers on a reckless quested two pieces.
Manglitz, 342 West 40th St.
ning
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
MerInvited were the Mesdames A daughter was born in Holland prize for having the largest per
much higher reproductions.In the
The educator has been on a sultant from the Department of
driving charge. De Kraker who
ton Wabeke and family.
Fred
Kleinheksel,Glenn Geerts, Hospitaltoday to Mr. and Mrs. centage of parents present at the
School
Services
of
Wesleyan
Uninew process,magnesium plates are
month
long
lecture
tour
in
Ameriwas put on probation last July for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
D.
Wynmeeting. A total of 48 percent was
attempted armed robbery was ar- ca, ending Tuesday in Holland, versity.to provide demonstrations James Rabbers, Sr., Ed Barber, Vincent Duffy. 297 West Hth St.
garden were Sunday evening treated with an acid and oil emulpresent
sion to produce engravingplates
rested Jan. 27 on a drunk and dis- Mich. She is scheduledto spend in the Holland Public Elementary James Rabbers, Jr, Richard Brink,
Lunch
was
served by the Mes- guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Wolanother month on Fulbright affairs School on reading and literature, Henry Brink, Ted Kleinheksel,
orderly count.
in less than two minutes. To endames Marvin Ten Brink, Edward fert arid family.
Marriage Licensee
In revoking the probations,Judge in Washington before returning were made. The demonstrations, William Kleinheksel. Wayne
grave zinc plates by the old method
Catechism
for
the
local
school
Wolters,
Oscar
Hallquist,
Harold
Warren Jay De Vries, 22, route
said, “You have been thor- home. This was her fourth visit part of an in-servicetraining pro- Tripp, Wes Auger, Donald Brink,
a half hour was required for a
children
wlU
be
held
on
Friday.
3, Holland, and Marjorie Ann Alderink, Gordon Van Putten, L.
uncooperative and failed to to America, but her first to Hol- gram for teachers, will be held in Robert Wiley and the gpest of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley half tone. T
Stege^ga, L. Haight and R. Reno.
Guichelaar,
20,
Zeeland.
honor.
land, Mich.
April
to advice, let alone heed it

Fuzz Bauman, Jack Kempker and
Dell Koop. The winners managed
to pull ahead 37-34 at halftime.
The winners kept going in the
third quarter and upped the lead
four more points to lead at the
end of the period, 60-53.
A 21-point effort in the fourth
quarter, with Bauman coming in
for the majority of buckets,pushed
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Ed Burton Sets

It.

Ottawa County

Several

Couple

Appear

Wed

in

Zeeland Church

Real Estate
Scoring

$3
m:

Record
Transfers

if

MAS

In Circuit

Court

The
Inc. to Raymond N.
Smith and wf. Pt Lot 4 Village For
of Cedar Swamp, Twp. Holland.
.Paced by a new'schqol indivi- Isaac Dornbos and wf. to Albert
GRAND HAVEN (Special)dual scoring record of 45 points F. Drost and wf. Lot 131 East Several persons appeared in drby Ed Burton, Muskegon Heights' Highland Park Sub. No. 4 Grand euit Court Friday, some for
basketballjuggernaut rolled to its Haven.
arraignment and two for
ninth straight victory of the seaMary McMillan Oakes et al to disposition.
son at the Heights Friday night. Charles Klein and wf. Pt. Lots 1,
Roy Green, 49, of 601 Myrtle
The host club set Holland down 2 South Sheldon Heights Add. City
Ave., Holland, waived the reading
for the second time this, season, of Grand Haven.
of the informationand pleaded
85-61
Martin E. Bleckley and wf. to guilty to a gross indecency charge
Holland’s 61 - point outpouring, Ellis-P. Lillie and wf. E'.i E>4
and furnished $500 bond for his
good enough to win most high NE1 26-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
return March 9. The aUeged ofschool games, wasn’t enough
Adm. Est. Harry Driesenga, fense occurred Jan. 21 in Holland
against the No. 1 ranked class A
Dec. to John Driesenga and wf. city.
team in Michigan. The Dutch now
SEU NEK Sec. 4 EK SEU SWK Clarence Tubergen, Jr., 35. of
stand at one victory and seven deSec. 10 NH NW!4 Sec. 15 and 235 East 15th St., pleaded guilty
feats for the season.
NEJ NWJ 16-6-14Twp. Blcndon. to a gross indecency charge and
Burton’s fabulous total included
Walter Hoeksema and wf. to bond of $1,000 was continued for
18 field goals and nine free
James E. Townsend and wf. Pt. his return March 9. The alleged
throws. His brilliantperformance
Lot ! Village of Harrington, City offenseoccurred on or about Sept.

With 45 Points
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shades his brother's old individual
of Holland.
scoring record of 36 points.M. C.
Service Home ManufacturingCo.
Burton currently is playing freshto Paul R. Inwood and wf. Lot 53
man ball at the Universityof Sunset Heights Sub. Twp. GeorgeMichigan.
town.1
Both teams dilly - dallied briefly'
Robert Van Noord and wf. to
at the opening o’ the contest, but
First Christian Reformed Church,
from then on the Heights really beHudsonville Pt. Lots 12. 13, 14 Blk
gan to bristle and at the end of
2 Hudson’splat, Hudsonville.
theu first quarter the count stood
Martin W. Kole and wf. to
at 21-10. During that first eight
Clifford H. Dengler and wf. Lot
minutes, Burton accountedfor six
64 Blk 5 Central Park. Zaalmink's
of his ‘ 'am’s points while Ken'
Plat. Twp. Park.
Howell made eight.
The eventual victors continued Jeanette Kole to Clifford H.
Dengler and wf. Lot 65 Blk 5
the pace in the second quarter
while Holland also came to life. Central Park, Zaalmink's Plat,
The Dutch outscoredthe Tigers Twp. Park.
John Sidney Glashower and wf.
20-19 and at halftim* the score was

" /
I

11

pir

rvfyfvi

30. 1955.

Frederick James Schuitema,33,
of 1145 Madison, S. E., Grand
Rapids, pleaded guilty to a gross
indecency charge. Bond of $500
was not furnished.He will return
March 9 for disposition. The allek*
ed offense occurred Jan. 25.
Schuitema waived examination
when arraigned in Holland Municipal Court Thursday and was
bouml over to Circuit Court.

Robert Wasker. 36. route

•SvK -

1.

Hudsonville, (Bauer) also appeared on a gross indecency count
and although his attorney was not
present it was requested that he
enter a plea of not guilty. The

Mr. and Mr*. LaVerne Joy Hoeksema
to Arthur Van Solkema and wf. case will be heard during the
(Prlnce photo)
Miss PhyllisAnn Molter became lerina • length gowns of blaze blue
The Heights, igain paced by a I/)t 3 De Vries Plat, Twp. George- April term. Bond of $2500 was not
town.
furnished.The alleged offense oc- the bride of LaVerne Jay Hoek- iridescent taffeta with matching
14-pointcontribution from Burton,
outgunnedthe Dutch with 22-18 Harvey L. Soholten, Trustee to curred on or about Aug. 3 in sema last Friday, Jan. 20, in Third satin slippers. Their headpieces
Kin of Local
Christian Reformed Church of Zee- were fashioned of blue veiling.
points in the third quarter and Frank Sykes and wf. Lots 3. 4 Blendon township.
when the whistle sounded it Blk 3 and Lot 7 Blk 4 Sunnyside George M e 1 c h e r, 33, Grand land. The double ring rites were •Riey wore white wrist - length
Plat, Twp. Spring Lake.
Haven, pleaded guilty to a charge performed by Dr. J. H. Bruinooge gloves and carried white velvet
was 62 - 48.
D. Royce Edgerly and wf. to of driving while his operator’s li- before a setting of palms, candela- muffs with white mums.
Egged on by a partisan crowd
of some 1,600 fans during the Fred C. De Vries and wf. I,ot 20 cense was revoked, third offense, bra and bouquets of white mums. Attending the groom as best man
A new group of Gray Ladies reThe bride is the daughter of Mr. was Wayne Westenbroek.Ushers
fourth quarter, «the home team Edgeworth Sub. Twp. Georgetown. and will return Feb. 8. The charge
ceived caps at a special capping
Simon N. Disselkoen and wf. to was placed against him after he and Mrs. John Molter of 53 East were Roger Bartels, the groom's
really rolled and piled up the oneceremony and recognitionmeeting
Erie
sided win. Again Burton, with John Warner Pt. Lot 4 Roosen- pleaded guilty to a drunk driving, Central Ave., Zeeland, and the cousin,and Norman Hoeksema, his
for Red Cross Gray Ladies and
some timely feeding from his raad’s Plat No. 4 City of Zeeland. second offense,charge on Jan. 21. groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. brother.
Russel A. Michmershuizen and
Edward Wellwood, 19. route 1, Louis Hoeksema, 810 East Eigl th A reception for 150 guests was
The nephew of a Holland man Is gallon blood donors Wednesday
mates, scored 19 points to post
wf. to David V. Wright and. wf. Holland, who pleaded guilty Jan. Et.. Holland.
the new record.
the moving force behind organiza- night in Grace Episcopal Church.
held in the church basement.AsMusic for the rites was provided sisting about the rooms were
tion of a ship-to-shoreclub emThe 85-point total also eclipsed Lot 20 Legion Park Sub. Twp. 16 to a charge of obtaining money
Mrs. Floyd Ketchum, Gray Lady
Holland.
under false pretenses, was placed by Mrs. 'Hugh Koops, organist, Misses Marilyn Dokter, Marilyn
bracing private boat owners in
the old gym scoring record of 84
chairman, assisted in the capping
Bernard W. Buhrer and wf. to on probation two years. Provisions and Warren Plaggemars who sang Hanson, Muriel Hansoi Beverly
the Monroe, Mich., area.
George Zuverink, pitcher for the points. And the fans loved every
Florence Baker Lots 9. 10 are that he make restitution of the "O Promise Me," "Because" and Hoeksema, Lois Roelofs, Judy'
He is Jasper E. Hopkins nephew ceremonies for six new entrants to
minute of it.
of Leo Hopkins of 45 West 10th the Gray Lady Corps which num- Baltimore Orioles, was guest
Holland played good ball for the Wolbrink - Kennedy Sub. Twp. $67.69 check as soon as his earn- "The Lord's Prayer."
Lakers, Sandra Boonstri and Carol
speaker for Rotary Club members evening, but it wasn’t enough Allendale.
St., who was elected commodore
For her wedding, the bride chose Dutmer.
ing ability will allow him to do so.
bers 61 members. New entrants
oi tlw? newly formed Hopkins Shipare Miss Lena Brummel, Mrs. at their noon luncheonThursday. to match the >--c lass of Coach Cecil W. McNeal and wf. to He also must pay $5 a month over- a floor • length gown oi white crys- For their western trip, th£ bride
Speaking informally.Zuverink Okie Johnson’s potent club. Coach James R. Klein and wf. Lot 117 sight fees, leave liquor alone and talette, styled with an elongated wore a gray suit with red and
to-Shore Club at Monroe Tuesday
Berend Bos, Miss Norine Potts,
\
told of baseballas big business Fred Weiss’ crew missed a lot of East Highland Park Sub. No. 3 observe a midnight curfew.
bodice with petal sleeves. She wore white accessoriesand mouton jackMrs. Roger Strick, Mrs. Lambert
Primary purpose of the organizaWilliam Radney, 24. route 2. matchinggauntlets.Flouncedtiers et. The newlyweds will make their
Van Dis and Miss Allie Wenzel. and describedbriefly how in re- shots that might have made a dif- City of Grand Haven.
tion is to represent private boat
William A. Griswold and wf. to Grand Junction,who pleaded formed tl^e bouffant skirt. A ban- home in Tacoma, Wash. The groom
(Shown in photograph, left to cent years players' rights have ference. The Dutch made 34 perowners in matters affecting their
been protected through organ- cent of thei rshots from the floor William Bronsema and wf. Lot 32 guilty Jan. 16 during the recess of deau of crystalette touched wijh is stationed with the U. S. Army
right, are Miss Brummel. Miss
ization.
interests, particularlyin flie field
Sherri Shaffer paced the balanc- Brandt '& Gilleland's Plat, Twp. a trial on a charge of larceny from pearls secured her veil of silk illu- at Fort Lewis. Wash.
Potts, Miss Wenzfl, Mrs. Ketchum,
of marine telephone communicaThis year the BaltimoreClub ed Holland scoring attack with Spring Lake.
a motor vehicle, was placed on sion. She carried a cascade bouquet
Mrs. Strick, HospitalDirector
The bride, a graduate of Zeeland ^
tions. They will cooperate with
will have spring training in 14 points followed closely by
Gerrit Bouwer and wf. to probation two years. He must pay of white carnations and ivy centerBurd
and
seated, Mrs. Bos. Mrs.
High School, was employed at tho
other boatmen and with the Coast
Scottsdale, Ariz. According fb 'Geinheksel with 12 and B i 11 Cornelius Van Dyke and wf. W'a $200 costs, make full restitution of ed with three gardenias.
Van Dis was absent.)
Guard in rescue and other operaZuverink, the first 10 days are the Japinga with 10. Dick Vander W>4 SEK and EH Wli W>, SEK an amount to be determined by the
Miss Geraldine Wagner attended General Electric Co. office before
The new group received diplomtions.
roughest, for it is then that base- Yacht came in for nine points.
14-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
probation officer, leave liquor the bride as maid of honor. Brides- her marriage. The groom is a gradas from Hospital Director Fred
Members must be licensedradioball fundamentalsare drilled into
Charles Hilditch to Conrad alone and observe a midnight cur- maids were Joyce Karst* n, cousin uate of Holland High School and
Behind Burton in the H e i g h t s
telephone operators or owners of Burd who explained the hospital each player, regardless of his exscoring column was Bob Slezak Frovog et al Lot 10 Blk 22 Village few. Radney was charged with tak- of the bride, and Miss Vera Molter, before induction into service was
addition
now
under
construction
boats having a licensed operator
perience.
sister of the bride. They wore bal- employed at Sears and Roebuck.
with 12. Slezak and Forward Ted of Ferrysburg.
ing two wheels from a car.
and outlinedsome new projectsthe
aboard.
Zuverink had * high praise for Perry, Burton's consistent feeder,
Edward Winters and wf. to
Gray
Ladies
can
undertake
when
Hopkins said the charter club
Manager Paul Richards who ex- played their last game for the Clarence Clover Jr. and wf. Pt.
would seek members along Lake the addition is completed.
pects the best performance from home team. Both graduate at the L/)t 6 McCarthy'sSub. Twp. Grand
William P. De Long, chairman all his players.
Erie as far east as Cleveland and
end of the first semester.
Haven.
possibly along other Great Lakes. of the Ottawa County Red Cross
In the question period that folBox score:
Ida E. Ulmer et al to Donald S.
chapter,
presented
gallon
donor
—Arnold Mulder
Each member will receive a log
lowed, Zuverink said his greatest
Hollanf’ (61)
Stevens and wf. NWK NWK Sec.
book listing all members, their tel- gold pins to six more persons who wish was to rejoin the Detroit
John
Gunther's
new
"Inside"
FT
FG
PF TP 3 and NWi NWi 16-9-13 Twp.
earth at its waistline, the
ephone numbers, name and Coast have given eight or more units Tigers. Next to being a Tiger, his
Van Dyke, f ..
2
2
book, called "Inside Africa," Is Equator."
6 Chester.
Guard number of boat, where of blood to the Holland Commun- greatest thrillwas pitchinga three Shaffer, f ....... 2
. 4
14
Bert Baker et al to Alverne
4
LANSING- Owners of property so enormouslylong that I should They visited 105 different towns,
docked and other data, for consul- ity Blood Bank. The new honor hitter in his first game against
Kleinheksel, c . 6
0
1
and took fifty-four differenttrips
12 Mast and wf. I,ot 4 Baker-Huizen on most Michigan lakes can prodonors
are
Gardiner
Joyce,
Mrs.
tation when distress calls must be
think many people would be scarCleveland. George also expressed Japinga, g ....
. 2
6
1
10 Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
tect their beaches and cottages ed away from it on that score. by air. The author points out that
sent out. Coast Guard lighthouses Edyth Hapeman, Gertrude Vos, a preference for a starting role
O'erway, g ____. 2
0
4
Africa is approximately four
4
ClarenceKnoll and wf. to John against high and low water troualso will receive the books. They John Fisher, Herbert Thomas and rather than relief, when the presIt contains952 pages, and they
Vander Yachi . . 4
1
2
9 P. Wiersma and wf. Lot 16 Vander bles by using a state law passed
times bigger than the United
will contain hints on better radio Robert Dykstra.
sure is always on.
are
large
and
closely
printed
2
0
6 Kooy Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
States. In coveringthis vast terin 1939.
Mrs. Gladys Aldrich, executive President Larry Wade extended Hilbink ........ . 2
operation and other data useful to
pages; whereas the average page
skippers.
The law. Act 194 of 1939, has in the average book is in the ritory the author took notes on
secretary, welcomed the group. best wishes Lr a successful seaTotals
22
17
14
61
seen frequent use since its passage neighborhoodof 300 words, the conversationswith 1,503 people.
Hopkins has visited Holland on All Gray Ladies appeared in uni- son to Zuverinkon behalf of the
Muskegon Height* (85)
during a time when much shore page in "Inside Africa" runs to And since many of the nations
occasions and gave veiled sug- form. It was announced that iO Rotary.
Perrf, ( ......
i
gestions in a letter to his uncle local Gray Ladies would be cappropertythroughout the state is about 500. That means that the that make up the continent have
3
Rotarian Dan Williams introduc- Howell, f ......
0
3
10
never held a census, it is easy
that it might be a good idea to ped at the Veterans Facility in ed the speaker.
being developed.
book as a whole runs to nearly
Burton, c ..... . 18
9
3
45
start such an organizationqn Lake Grand Rapids in the near future.
The act was set up to help peo- half a million words. And that to see how difficultit was for
Smith, g ....... . 2
3
2
7
Macatawa for this enthusiastic Twenty-four Gray Ladies receivple whose beach is occasionally means that there are between its a writer to get facts that can
Slezak, g ...... . 5
2
1
12
boating section of the state.
ed special recognition for service
turned into a five-acre mudbank covers approximately five books pass muster as being accurate.
Cummings ..... . 0
0
1
Several cases were processed in by low water, or whose cottage
0
Any takers? Hopkins lives at in the local corps. Receiving chevIf any prospective reader should
of the size of an average volume.
Robinson ......
0
0
2 Municipal Court the last few days. has to be cablked up and made
312 WinchesterSt., Monroe.
be scared away by the book’s
rons for eight years were Mrs.
This
is
Gunther's
fifth
"Inside"
McCarty .......
1
0
4
Mrs. Pearl Geertman. of 95 East floatable in high-tide summers.
size, I would advise him to read
John H a r t h o r n. Mrs. Neal
book. His reputation as a writer
Burners ........
0
1
2 15th St., paid costs of $7.60 after
Tiesenga and Mrs. Mildred Barens.
Government agencies, including is based on that- "Inside" idea, the section about the Union of
The new semester of the Cherry
she was found guilty of a charge county boards of supervisors,the
South Africa, the scene of the
Receiving bars were Mrs. J. De
that he hit upon perhaps 6y acTotals 36
15
8
to
13
85 of failure to yield the right of way US. government and the state
Boer War; then the author’s inWeerd. seven years; Mrs. Street Cooperative Nursery, which
cident soon after we got i n t o
Thursday afternoon.
Cameron Cranmer, six years; Mrs. is conductedin the parish hail of
C-onservationDepartment,will act World War II. He had been a terview with Albert Schweitzer;
Walter Jones, route 1, West Olive, on proper public requests for aid
then the section devoted to Egypt
James Crowle, Mrs. Leona Kellogg Grace Episcopal Church, began
who appealed to Circuit Court his in settinglegal high and low lake correspondentin Europe for All three are very much in the
and Mrs. Floyd Ketchum, five an Monday.
many years, and when Europe
The new semester wjll be run
Municipal Court convictionDec. 21 water levels on defined "public”
news, and Gunther’s book gives
years. Receivingfour -year chevwas dosed to us by the war he
Eight Boy Scouts of the local rons were Mrs. Herbert Colton, under a new plan in which the chilof
a
charge
of
careless
driving,
lakes.
valuable backgroundmaterial for
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Webb enrevealed what conditions he had
area will receive Eagle awards at Mrs. Peter Dryer and Mrs. C. L. dren will be divided into two age tertained Mr. and Mrs. Fred Per- had his case remanded back to
Property owners must convince found on that continent while the current news stories from those
groups. The school is open to prer kins and daughter of Chicago.
a court of honor Monday, Feb. 6, Kirkpatridk.
Municipal Court, and paid the ori- boards of supervisors that a consections.
war chicks were being hatched.
at 7:30 p.m. in Harrington School!
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hopper ginal fine and costs of $24.90.
Two-year barf were presented to schoql children ages three through
trollabledam is needed at their
'Die
success
of
that
venture
The Scouts are Dennis Smeenge Mrs. James Klomparens, Mrs. five, and under the new plan, those visited his mother in Detroit last
Elias J. Vander Kooi, of 152 East lake's outlet and they must be
caused the author to write three
and Dean and David Mrris of troop Max Welton, M t s. William youngsters who will begin kinder- weekend.
Seventh St., was referred to traffic willing to stand at least part of
more "Inside" volumes before the
10. Arthur and Richard Dirkse. Broker, Mrs. J. Doornewerd,Mrs. garten next September will attend
Mrs. Frederick Derring recent- school when he appeared Thursday tlw* cost of building and maintain- present one - "Inside Asia," Building
Martin Van Dyke, Jr., and Robert Melvin Essenburg, Mrs. Fred nursery sessions Monday, Wednes- ly entertained Mr. and Mrs. Her- night on a speeding charge.
ing such a structure.Property "Inside I-atin America." and, curKingshottof troop 30, and Dean Galien, Mrs. Henry Sandy, Mrs. day and Friday mornings. The re- l>ert Becker of Chicago and Mrs.
Fines were suspendedfor David owners can petition their local
iously, "Inside U.S.A."
Heyboer of troop 33.
John Westenbroekand Mrs. Harvin mainder will attend Tuesdays and T. Henderson of Greenwich,Conn. L. Marcus, of 82 West 22nd St., boards for action or the board
But whereas "Inside Europe" Include
Thursdays.
Mrs.
Edward
HeuvelThe Scouts were interviewed at Zoerhoff.
Mrs. Leah Whipple entertained right of way, $12, and William can institute direct action without
just naturally took shape in the
horst is the teacher.
a board of review earlier this
the
Past
Presidents
club
of
the
Rhoda,
of
563
College
Ave.,
speedReceiving one -year bars were
a property owners' petition.
author's mind in the course of
week in the office of High School Mrs. James Kiekintveld,Mrs. Nick Although there already is a wait- Legio* Auxiliary at a chop suey ing, $20. Both had attended traffic
Three applications for buildThe Conservation Department the normal experiencesof noring
list
for
next
fall’s
nursery
sesPrincipal J. J. Riemersma. Mem- Lanning and Mrs. Kent Thompson.
dinner last Monday evening.
ing permits totaling $14,350 were
school.
provides preliminaryengineering mal living, the other books cut
sion, registrationapplications are
bers of the board are Riemersma,
filed last week with Building InMrs. Lillian Morris has had her
Fines were paid by Paul Eizinga, advice, including xsuch necessary
from this pattern, including the spector Laverne Seme in City Hall.
being accepted for the list at all home "Cozy Cottage” on I^kc of 131 West 2Lst St., speeding, $10;
Dr. Eugene Ostemaven,Earl
answers as beach profiles, cost present volume, were synthetically
times. Mrs. Ben Bowmaster is Street remodeled and modernized. Juliu* J. Martinie. route 1. ZeeThey follow
Borlace and Amos W. Beedon,
estimates,dam recommendations manufactured by him. In each
chairmln.
membership chairman.
Her son Russel Frehse and wife land, speeding. $5; Steve l^acey,
Willard Johnson. 740 Van Raalte 7
and
sea
level data that establish case he made it a point to visit
All nursery parents will meet on have come from Chicago and will Lakewood Blvd., imprudentspeed.
Ave., new house and garage, 24 by
the lake’s elevation.
the
country
or
continent
about
Wednesday. Feb. 29. at 8 p.m. at make their home with her. Mr. $12; John W. Schrotenboer, of 186
32 feet and 22 by 20 feet, frame
w’hich he planned to write an and brick construction,$13,000 and
the parish hall for a panel demon- Frehse retired from the real es- East 32nd St., speeding, $20; Ed"Inside" book, and, notebook In $1,000; self, contractor.
All
Glitters
station on the arts — music, art tate business in Chicago Dec 30 ward Oonk. 910 West 32nd St., Spring Lake Man Found
hand, he gathered the material he
and speech — on the nursery school 1955.
Model Laundry, 97 East Eighth
speeding,$12; Dale Compagner, Dead in Trailer Home
needed to manufacture satisfac- St., celotex blocks on ceilingand
level. Members of the .program Dr. and Mrs. Justin Dtmmire route 6, no muffler. $7.
committee are Mn. Otto Schaap, and children came from Milan,
Parking costs of $1 each were
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- tory copy. Needlessto say. that panel walls, $150; self, contractor.
Is
Silver!
Mrs. Charles Burton and Mrs. Russ Mich., to spend the weekend with paid by Roscoe Young, Pullman; Arthur Martin, 78. was found dead system of writing does not as a
Richard Taylor, 21 East 38th St.,
De Vette.
their parents, the Harry NewnA 35-year-oldman picked the
remodel kitchen, $200; Harold
Robert Beukema^ of 28 West 18th in his trailer home on route 2, rule result in literature.
hams.
Nor is the new volume, "Inside Langejans, contractor.
wrong man Thursday afternoon to
St.; Corina Gonzales, of 296 West’ Spring Lake, about 1:30 p.m. ThursMr. and Mrs. Hilton Brown 13th St.; William J. Luxemberg, day. The body, fully clothed, was Africa," literature in any true
hit for some money.
s Three Men Fined
made a short trip to Chicago Wedsense. It does not maV* such
The man. staggering slightly,
Oak Park, Mich.; Esther Smeenge, discovered by Everet Hall, a milk
nesday. ^
Funeral Held Monday
fame up to a tall well-dressedresAfter Argument
of 364 West 21st St.; Norm man. Martin was last seen Tuesday pretensions; it merely promises to
give the reader a mass of inident on a downtown street, and
night
by
a
nephew.
Fynewever,of 103 Lakewood; VicFor Cornelins Diekema
asked for a quarter.
formation about the peoples of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)tor C. Kimmel Detroit.
Martin is survived by two sisters,
He also offered to share some of
Africa, their habits and customs,
Three persons were arraignedin
Funeral services were heia
Mrs. Arthur Chittenden of Spring
the wine he was carrying for a
Municipal Court Friday afternoon
Lake and Mrs. William Peterson their religions, their politics, their Monday afternoonfor Cornelius
Admitted
to
H
o
1 a n d Hospital
little silver so he could get some
Three- Year-Old Child
attitudes toward the rest of the Diekema, 67, of route 6. who died
on charges of disorderly conduct
of Spoonville.
Thursday were Linda Zeerip, 187
•‘coffee."
after one of the trio allegedly
world, their social development Wednesday at Tifton. Ga., while
Dr. Peter MacArfhur who servFast 35th St.; Cherry Van Spyker, Succumbs at Hospital
A smile which crossed the man’s
or lack of it, and a thousand returning home from Florida.
broke a car window with his fist.
ed
as
medical
examiner
attributed
55
West
13th
St.;
Susan
Kay
Haan.
Linda Kay Bos, three-year-old
face as the resident reached into
other facts of that nature. The
Harold Ray Bishop, 28, Grand
Rites were held at 2 p.m. at
death
to
natural
causes.
224 Michigan. Zeeland; Charles G. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben G.
his pocket quickly changed ‘to a
use of that word "thousand” is Graafschap Christian ReformHaven, and Eugene Paul Fett,
Neff, 512 Graafschap Rd.; James Bos -of 370 Roost Ave., Holland,
frown.
hardly hyperbole; this is one of ed Church with the Rev. L. Oosten20. West Spring Lake, each paid
THE EGG AND
This
M Knoll, route 1; Jaclynn Van died this morning at Blodgett Hos- Two Men Arraigned
In the resident’shand was not
the wordiest books I have read in dorp officiating.Burial was at
$10 fine and $5 costs and Leroy
unusual specimen of a Paul Haney. 21, Michigan State Ommen, 106 East Seventh St.; pital, Grand Rapids, where she had
silver but a gold badge which said
years.
GroofshapCemetery.
Luke
Lambers,
42
Graves
PI.
On
Morals
Charges
Sgt. Ralph Woldring,Holland Pobeen taken earlier today. The
chicken epp was found last
To gather his material for the
Park, paid the same fine and costs
Surviving Mr. Diekema are the
DischargedThursday were Lyle child had undergone surgery last
lice Department.
Two men were arraigned late book Gunther and his wife wife, Sena; three daughters,Doris,
week by Mr. and Mrs. Bert
plus $8.95 restitution.
Snyder, 461 West 21st St; Mrs. year. Cause of death was cancer.
The man spent the night in the
Friday in Municipal Court on made several trips to points of Mrs. Joe Tubergan and Mrs. HarThe arrest by city police was Herbert Maatman, 10462 Melvin
Brewer at their home on
city jail as a guest of the police.
Linda was born Nov. 19. 1952. charges of gross indecency.
interest in Africa. Using air old Mulder; a son. Laverne; a
the result of an incident which
route
4,
Butternut
Dr.
The
St., Zeeland; Linda Overway, 71
He was escorted to the city limits
Charles Farwell, 25, of 206 West transportation,they were able to daughter• in - law, Mrs. Alma
occurred at 3:25 a.m. Jan. 21 Vander Veen; Mrs. Seth Kalkman Surviving besides the parents are
size of the egg can be
the next day and told to head
when the three, with George and baby, 99 West 18th St; Mrs. a brother,Gerald, and the matern- 14th SL, demanded examination get to many places that have Diekema; six brothers,Henry, Alsouth.
measured by the ruler next to
al grandfather, Fred Woodruff.
which was tentativelyset for Jan. been thought of as almost inacces- bert, John, Ben, Fred and Martin,
Hitsman. 19, route 2, Grand Haven, Dale Brower ahd baby, 553 East
The man did.
Funeral serviceswill be hela 31 by Judge Corneliusvander sible. The two of them working and two sisters. Mrs. Jennie Kooyit and the hand holding it.
were in a local restaurant and be- 16th St; Mrs. Charles E. Stewart,
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Langeland Meulen. Bond of $1,000 was not as a team in some instances, sing- er and Mrs. Willis Bell.
The top half of the egg congan arguing. Rather than take part & West 27th St.; Linda Zeerip,
Ancient Rome built a road sysFuneral Home with Dr. S. F. furnished.
ly at other times, traveled more
in the argument. Hitsman left 187 East 35th St; Susan Kay
tem that stretched from northern tains the white and the larger
Lagsdon officiating. Burial will be
Earl Haveman, 25, of 427 East than 40,000 miles, which, says the
the
building
to
get
in
his
car
when
Aluminum was not
bottom half the yolk. The
Haan. 224 Michigan, Zeeland.
Scotland to the Euphratesriver
in Babyland in Pilgrim Home Eighth St., waived examination
Haney reportedly followed him
in Ajsia Minor. Parts of the road
A son was born in Holland Hos- Cemetery.Friends may call at the and was freed on $1,000 bond author in a preface, "is sixteen a separate metal until U
Brewers have leghorns and
times the air distance across the scientists say there
out and broke the right front pital today to Mr. and Mrs. George
system are still in use.
funeral home this evening from 7 pending his appearance in Circuit
(SentimJ photo) car window with his fist
United States, and much longer Inum
Bosch, Mounted Route, Zeeland.
to 9.
Court on Feb. L
than the circumferenceof the any
Hospitol Director Fred Burd Presents Diplomas to
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Lesson
I

Sunday, February 5
Jesus Teaches Gratitude
Luke 17:11-19
By C. P. Dame
Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the D i v i s i o n of

1956

At Post Office Banquet

By Raymond E.

Four Holland Post Office employes who have recently retired
were honored at a banquet Satur-

day evening at Cumerford's res-

Weiss

sion.t

This world would be a happier
world if every person in it would
HflUM
»*8«te*w< Thun- be thankful and ready to express
thankfulness by life and lip. Most
^3av hr
l \n t \
pmsott cv. orrw»
people are willing to admit that
«W;
Hoi' gratitude is too rare. Perhaps the
ibt'A.
study of this lesson may induce
the ungrateful to become grateful.
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I. There are

>i'<

< x’' -;

m,

me;

many

physicallyafflicted people in our world. It is
encouragingto note that more is
being done today for the fight
against disease and sicknesses
than ever before. While Jesus was
on his way to Jerusalem he was
met by ten lepers as he was entering a village. In the days of
Jesus leprosy was a common disease. Little was done for lepers
in those days. They were unwel-

the leader: As you consider taurant.
John Grevengoed, John Post,
the topic for the meeting you have
to lead this week several ideas un- John Mills and Edward Hafkemeydoubtedly come to your mind. One er were honored by more than 100
thing this topic says io you is that postal employes and wives.
James Kiekintveld acted as masin the future the Lord Jesus Christ
shall reign as King of kings and ter of ceremonies for the evening.
Lord of lords after He comes The invocationwas given by
again. Another thing this topic says George Van Dyke.
•Speaker for the evening was U.
is that right now Christ shall reign
S
District Attorney Wendell Miles.
inmy life. It Is this latter emphasis that we are to de^l -with Brief remarks were given by Postin the discussion of the topic this master Harry Kramer. Mrs. Harold
Van Dyke presided at the piano
week.
"Christ shall Reign" is the theme for group singing and gifts were
for the International Society of presented to the hbnored guests by
Christian Endeavor for this year Assistant Postmaster Sipp Houtand next and therefore is being man.
Former postal employes who
used as tne topic on this 75th Anniversary Christian Endeavor Sun- were among the invited guests at
day. Possibly you can present the tl.e affair were A. J. Westveer,
topic in such a way that your so- John Brinkman, John Van Lente,
ciety will wish to adopt this as Dick Klein, Anthony Nienhuis,
the expression of its goal for this George Schuiling and Gerrit Bax.
year in the society activities and
in the lives of each individual

Top Programs

To

Christian Education, National
Council of the Churches of Christ
in the U.S.A. and used by permis-
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Endeavor
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Retired Employes Feted

and Isa. 45:22-23

.

*

Christian
•Feb. 5, 1956
Christ Shall Reign
Matt 6J4-34, Rev. U:15
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Grand Hotel Country Club At Lima, Peru

Engaged

Traveling Wilsons Find Flight
At High Altitudes Is Trying
By Matthew J.
Adventurestill
JVi

Ison's in South America.

We

flew

come everywhere and they were
from Lima to Cuzco, about 400
compelled to stay away from peoMidi .dver- ple and from all cities and villag- miles, over the Andes. Since we
__ _ es. It was but natural that they went over 20.000 feet high and

rtmnent.

0iSi

knew how really lucky we were,
because due to bad weather, Friday’s plane could not land at Cuzco
and had to return to Lima. We
would still he there stuck along
with two plane loads of anxious
travellerswondering when we
would get out of Cuzco.
tle

Wilson

piles up with the

member.

m

Leader’s Talk
The Claim of Christ to Reign.
a. We are His for He bought us
when He died for our sins. (I Cor.

Special School

1.

Now Scheduled
For Tulip

Time

Michigan State Talent
To Produce One Night
Event

in Civic

Center

Arrangements were completed
for all major programs of the
1956 Tulip Time Festival May 16
to 19 at a meeting of the board
of directors of Holland Tulip
Time Festival.Inc., Friday afternoon in the green room of Civic
Center.
As events now stand, the choral
program originally scheduled for
Thursday,May 17, has been shifted to Wednesday night at Civic
Center. This will be a choral
program put on by choir s of
church-related colleges in Michigan. About nine colleges are expected to participate.Each choir
will sing a few selections, and as
a climax five collegeswill join in
a mass chorus of some 400 sing-

these planes although four motored. are not pressurized,we were So. in spite of shortness of breath
given oxygen tubes to suck. These and severe headaches, we took in
6:19-20)
pilots are clever and although the a horribly dirty Indian market at
b. If we are saved we confess
flight takes only two hours, three Pisac and a religious fiesta for
Him as Lord — a word meaning
•Jli
stewardesses are kept busy. Often Saint Sebastian which was another
ers. Dr. Robert Cavanaugh of
the one who rules over us. (Rom.
people faint dead away and litile drunken affair where Indians were
10:9-10.Lk. 6:46)
Hope College is serving as chair2. The Need of Christ's Reign.
man for the program.
"Master, have mercy on us." kids are hard to get oxygen to and so full of chichi, a native corn
SALT FOR POLITICAL
Screening Group
Thursday night will feature a
The forces of sin are so strong
Jesus heard them but also saw get sick and not too long ago a drink, that they could hardly stand
statements
and deceptive. (Eph, 6:11-12;
Civic Center program put on by
them, took notice of them. Jesus woman died on the plane and they up or lift up the image of San
Takes Applications;
The time Is here for sprinkling always saw the needy and heard had to turn back. Heart cases bet- Sebastian which they paraded
Cor. 11:14)
Michigan State Universitytalent.
wit on the statementsof politicians
around
the
square
and
into
the
Included will be the Bell Ringers
b. Man without God does not
the afflicted,and responded to ter not do it!
Staff Is Announced
local, state and national. Almost
Anne and I felt the 10.500 feet church accompanied by a band,
who appeared before President
know the right wav and is helpless.
their pleas for help. Jesus told
every day the ‘ statesmen" in both
dancers whom we could not see
Opening of the new Prestatie Eisenhower, a quartet which afv
(Jer. 10:23. John 15:5)
these men to show themselves to altitude at Cuzco very badly and
parties are lambasting the ideas of
Jesus after one one bad day and night because of such crowds, and shoot3. His Power to Reign in the Huis (Achievement House) a school peared on the Ed Sullivan show,
the priests and they did.
their opposites,giving the impresfor mentally handicappedchildren, a comedy cantata and other numChristian.
Miss Lorroine Geisel
knew the law which required that tried to get a flight out and cancel ing off of firecrackersand ringing
sion that the other party is manned
of bells. People fell on their knees
a. Christ is the all powerful, rul- both ambulatory .md those in bers. There also will be klompen
Mr. and Mrs. Owen P. Geisel of
lepers go to a priest to be exam- out our planned trip to P.uno by
by ignoramuses, if not something
wheelchairs is scheduled Feb. 13, it dancing by local girls.
ined and to receive a certificate rail and across Lake Titicaca by in the mud and added more to their Windber. Pa., announcethe engage ing King today (Eph. 1:19-23)
already great accumulation of filth. ment of their daughter. Lorraine,
worse.
b. Christ promised His power to was announced today. Children
Friday will featurethe Parade of
of health if health had returned. overnight boat to La Paz in Bolivia
President Eisenhower
from five to 16 in the Holland area Quartets, arrangedby the Holland
As they journeyedto the priests at 12.500 feet. We heard that to gel Incidentlywe have another accum- to Jack Van DorpJe, son of Mrs. work for us. (Matt. 28:18-20)
makes one of the reports to conto Puno you crossed a pass at mulation of bug bites which swell Lester Van Dorple of 390 West
c. The Christian has this power will be eligible.
chapter of the Society for the Presthey were healed.
gress that the constitution requires
up and water and itch. Our treat- 201 h St.
Officers and board members ervation and Encouragement of
of Christ in and through him and
TTieir obedience to Jesus got the 15.000 feet without oxygen and that
him to do. Adlai Stevenson and
Miss Geisel is a graduate of for hi tp when he "abides" In Christ, met Tuesday noon in the Warm Quartet Singing in America, Inc.
desired results. Undoubtedly they the boats were not heated nor the men has been to open and paint
Averell Harriman and a number of
were very happy. If they had not hotel at La Paz. Having experinc^d with iodine. As result we look as. Goldey-BeaconBusiness College in (that is, trusts Him and obeys Him Friend Tavern to set up the policies This has been a popular attraction
others are sure to rush into print
obeyed Jesus they would not have the cold hotel at Cuzco all our if our legs had had chicken pox. Wilmington,Del. Mr. Van Dorple completelymoment by moment). and housing requirements. Presi- on Friday night for the last two
with statementsthat attempt to
dent Edwin Raphael presided at or three years. It also will be
has been in the Air Force for the John 15:4-8.
been healed.Obedience to the Lord heat was two electric heaters in Oh for the joys of travel!
make the President look like a
Cuzco
is
really an interesting last four years.
the meeting.Bernard Donnelly Is staged in Civic Center.
our
room,
we
decided
we
did
not
Before
the
meeting
have
one
of
Jesus is always beneficial.
simpleton, tfhen John Foster
n. All were healed but only one want three nights at La Paz where town and one marvels how cruel A March wedding is being plann- the members who writes well in- vice president; Clarence Jalving, Saturday's events will shift to
Dulles gives an interview to a
Pizzaro and his rowdy gang ever ed.
scribe the Christian Endeavor treasurer and Mrs. Richard Wil- Riverview Park for the band reshowed gratitude. And he showed it it is much colder.
magazine that in all conscience is
Then* we found out that plane arrived there to conquer and rob.
Pledge on a sheet of paper under son, secretary.
view in the afternoon,followed by
by returningto Jesus to thank him.
open to attack, the statesmenin
Other board members include the Parade of Bands, and the
the heading "75th Anniversary
The names of the lepers are not reservationsback to Lima were so Tough hombres but I think the Inthe other party give an interpretaRobinson
Township
cas were better off and had more
Commitment Service
Feb. 5, Walter W. Scott, Dr. Otto van der Saturday Varieties in the evening.
given us but the nationality of the hard to get and that we might have
tion to it that is out of all keeping
culture and religionthan their de1956.” To close the meeting use this Velde; Dr. Vernon Boersma, Victor The two Riverview Park events
gratefulman is recorded— he was to wait several weeks. From then
Resident
Succumbs
with the plain meanings of simple
sheet, asking all those present who, Van Oosterhout and Mrs. Paul are in charge of Harold J. Karsten.
a Samaritan. The Jews hated and on Anne or I haunted Faucett Air- cendants. the present day ragged,
words.
before Christ, will endeavor to al- Jones.
GRAND
(Special)
Many other attractionsalso ace
despised the Samaritans.Some- lines and finally I found out that filthy, poor Indian of today. Those
Contraiwise.when General RidgeSuperintendent of the school will being planned, but Friday's regutimes noble traits appear in peo- the president of the Rotary Club of Ecuador seem happier, better Stanley Masko, 78, Robinson town- low Him to reign in their lives to
way takes to the national magafed and more friendlyand certaincome forward to sign .heir names, be Miss Mary Rhoades, registered lar meeting was devoted mainly to
ple who are r\pt held in esteem. was also manager of the airline.
zines with statements that are
ly lots cleaner and few beggars. ship, died at midnlgnt Tuesday In pledging again or for the first nurse and psychology major, who
schedulingtop attractions other
Jesus was surprised that only He promised to do all he could for
greatly damaging to the party in
Since we were held over we de- MunicipalHospital where he had lime. "Trusting in the Lord Jesus is completing her instruction at than parades, klompen dancing,
one returned to give thanks and He us. but that Wednesday was out.
power, the defenders of that party
So I went to Rotary on Wednesday cided to go to Macchu Pichu. that been a patient for a month. He was Christ for strength.I promise Him Hope College. Assisting her will
jump into the fray with a vio- said so. “Were there not ten and sat with him at head table. very interestingold Inca strong- bom in Poland and after coming to I will strive to do whatever He be a group of Hope College psy- and the like.
Chairman J. J. Ricmersma precleansed? but where are the nine?
lence that makes calm, clear
this country worked in coal mines would have me do .
chology majors.
There
are not found that returned He speaks no English. He said that hold discoveredby Prof. Hiram
sided. Others present were Hafold
reasoning almost impossible.Both
Bingham of Yale and later U. S. in West Virginia. He had lived in
Location of the schol will be Karsten, Russell Fredericks.
to give thanks, to God. save this with cargo and mail held up they
sides are long on heat and fatally
Senator from Connecticut. We are retirementin Robinson township
88
East 13th St., across from the Dave Hansen, Bertal Slagh, Dick
had
to
put
it
through
Thursday
but
stranger.”The nine were Jew’s, the
short on light, but Ught is exactly
glad that we could make this trip for several years. He was a mem- Janice Lynn Gillette
new Western TheologicalSeminary. Smallenburg,I^arry Wade, Mrs.
man
wlio returned and “wnth a he would get us aboard Friday.
what the American people need.
A thorough screenin0 of all ap- Fred W. Stanton and William H.
Late Wednesday we were over- as it is an outstanding example of ber of St. Patrick's church here" Has Birthday Party *
loud voice glorified God" and who
There is nothingto be done about
Inca culture, engineering and oth
The rosary will be recited at
plicantswill be made by staff doc"fell down on his face at His feet, joyed to leam that we were given
Vande Water.
this. You can be dead sure that
8:15 p.m.. Friday in Kinkema
Janice Lynn Gillette, daughter of ^s and educators. Information ingiving Him thanks" was a despis- space on Thursday's plane. We lit- er achievements.
it will continue until the votes have
Funeral chapel. Funeral services Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gillette, was | dudtng a full family doctor s rebeen counted in November, and ed Samaritan. Jesus was disapwill be held at 9 a m. Saturday
pointed
and
surprised.
honored at a party Saturday af- port and complete case data must
the tempo of charge and counterfrom
St. Patrick’s church with the
be furnished to the screening comThe nine had other things upon
ternoon in celebration of her third
charge will increase as the weeks
the
for
Rev. E. J. O'Hara officiating. birthday anniversary’ which she mittee with applications. The school
their
minds
than
giving
thanks.
and months pass. That sort of
Burial will he in Robinson town- observed Sunday. The party was will also have a parent educathing just is the nature of the One was very likely in a hurry to
ship cemetery.
given at the Gillette home, 233 tional program as an integralpart
American party member ,who is see his family, another longed to
Surviving are a sister, Mrs. Lakewood Blvd.
of the child’s education.
see
his farm, another was eager to
aspiring to office, and nothing will
Agnes
Mieszala
of
Stevens
Point.
An interchangeof information
get a job again, and another wantGuess I forgot to tell you about Wis., and a brother, John, route Games were played with prizes and progress reports between the
change it.
By Matthew J. Wilson
ed
to
see
his
place
of
business
going
to
Carol
Oetman,
Dave
TimBut the common grass-roots
(Mr. and Mrs. Wilson are travel- that last experience!After being 1. Grand Haven.
mer and Judy Bennett. Refresh- public schools and the Prestatie
Liabilities
variety of American, the mere again— these things were more im- ing in South Amtrica. The follow- in bed with the grippe and as
Huis will be maintained so that
ments were served.
Anne washed some things in the
voter who is not trying to get into portant than showing gratitude.
children
now
in
remedial
rooms
They were mistaken. Ingratitude ing was written by Mr. Wilson bathroom I felt the bed begin to
Janice’sguests includedCarol
office through the medium of either
Holland Fish and Game Club
from Ecuador.— Editor's Note) quiver. I said to Anne, "I think
and Judy Oetman. Dave Timmer, who are having difficulty may ob- has a net worth of $20,900 and no
party, has one remedy that may hurts for it closes the eye. and the
tain
more
training
and
children
in
Stopped in a very typical Indian that we are having an earthstand him in good stead. It is a ear and shuts the heart's doors.
Admitted to Holland Hospital Judy Bennett.Chris and Debby the Achievement House may take liabilitiesaccording to the treasurvillage of Calderon where their
purely personal remedy, bat that’s Gratitude increases a person's joy.
quake." Then for the 15 longest Monday were Gerrit Styf, 143 East Bennett and Kathy Gillette.
their proper place in the public er’s report submitted at the anall he needs in an election year. makes him more appreciative of huts are made of bamboo and seconds we have ever lived, our 16th St.; Mrs. Howard Terry, 2084
nual meeting at the Club-House
schools.
All he needs to do is spread a what has been done for him and of mud and much like our western sixth floor bedroom shook with West 14th St.; Wayne De Boer, 647
For
information about this new Thursday evening.
Dennis
Donivan,
Father
hogans. We saw herds of sheep, added intensity and you could
liberal sprinkling of the salt of the blessingshe has received.
It was reported there were 695
Bay Ave.; Roger Britten, 2314
program persons interested may
It seems so easy to forget our goats, cattle and pigs all shepherd- hear the building groan and
skepticism on any charge or
West Ninth St.
01 Holland Man, Dies
call Miss Rhoades at 68938 or Ed- members in 1955.
countercharge that is made by any blessingsand the benefit we have ed by little boys and girls not squeak. A bit of plaster fell off
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
Directors re-electedfor two-year
i win Raphael at 65224.
"statesman"in either party. Just been given. It is not unusual for over six years of age. We saw the ceiling and walls. But as for Kenneth Walters and baby, 371 Elm
Dennis Donivan of Lawrence,
terms were Mine Van Der Heuvel,
remember that all such statements the people who have received the little five-year-oldboys and girls actual damage there was none in St.; Mrs. Jay De Jongh and baby, Mich., father of Edward Donivan
Mart Klomparetij.John Jousma.
are put out, not to get at the most to be most thankless and for carrying babies on their backs Quito althoughanother town had 268 East 11th St.; Nelson Morris, of Holland, died Monda. evening Lakewood School Cabs
Alvin Potter, Wally DeWaard and
people who have received but little while mother carried heavier 10 homes destroyed. It was not a
truth but for party advantage.
Andy Naber, A1 K a 1 k m a n and
880 Columbia Ave.; Mrs. Herschel at Bronson Hospital. Kalamazoo.
Have Pack Meeting
stuff to the market. The
You'll do that anyway when the to show gratitude.
'Glenn Brower were new members
funny experience!
Martin and baby, Holland; Ray- He was 88 years old.
1. Jesus always saw the least work too and get a little drunk
election is in the bag for one
Surviving besides the son are
burn Paulk, Fennville, Mrs. James
elected to the board.
I^akewood School Cub Scout Pack
after market day. Who can blame
party or the other. If you are a last and the lost.
Directorswill meet Thursday,
Christie, route 2, Fennville; Roger two daughters, Mrs. Carl Kendall
3049
met
Friday
evening
at
the
2. Gratitude doubles our bless- them, because it is about the only! PciTy GilHsh, 74, DlCS
typical American,you will be
Feb.
2, to elect officers for the
Britton, 2314 West Ninth St; and Mrs. Lester Rockwell of
school with Cubmaster Clyde Fogg
fun they get. But what terrible
convinced that the losers were not ings.
Kalamazoo.
Wayne De Boer, 647 Bay Ave.
year and to set a date for the kickpresiding.
At
Grand
Haven
Hospital
3 The more thoughtful people hangoversthey must have after
the political crooks they were acDens 1 and 2 sang the opening off meeting for memberships in adcused of being but fairly good are the more thankful they usually drinking a raw liquor called
vance of the banquet date which
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
song.
"Sailing, Sailing" and each
"chicha" made of corn fermented
Americans;or if you belong among are.
will be announced later.
den
sang
an
original
song.
Pirate
4. Christians have much to lie and drunk raw. They also tie up a ! Pci'ry Gillish. 74, of 1405 Hillcrest
the losers you will think that the
The committee on roads reportskits were given by dens 1 and 2.
winners should be given a fair thankful for.
cactus plants leaves and as the | St., Grand Haven, died Sunday
ed evidence of obstructions on
entitled
"Tickle
the
Captain
to
5. The people whom we expect liquid gathers in this cup it fer- 1 morning in Municipal Hospital folchance to show what they can do.
roads giving access to the shore
Death" and "Burying the Booty,"
If later, why not now? Salt is to be grateful are not always ments and they drink this as is. lowi a ,ong il]nessHe was
line of Lake Macatawa. The group
respectively.
Each
den
gave
a
wholesome in the world of ideas grateful.
The wealthier that ran afford it
was instructed to take necessary
"yell.”
in
Germany
Nov.
1,
1881
and
came
6. It is not enough to say. "He will drink a native brandy called
a. well as is the physical metaThe
annual
County
Institute
Awards presented were: Wolf steps to acquaint/proper authonknows I am thankful." It is far aguardeinte. Only a native could to this country and settled in Chibolism.
ties with the conditions.
badges
to Jerome Simmons, Mike
for
teachers
of
both
public
and
better to express gratitude in like it.
cago at the age of 3. He was marStockholders present voted to
Hughes, Dickie Conant; bear badgwords and deeds.
On Sunday we were up again at ried there in 1906 to Elizabeth Ban non-public schools in (M tawa
hold the usual banquet in the
es to Scott Van Hekken, Kenney B.
6 and a beautifultrip through
Dock. They lived in Chicago for County will be held in
Wright and David Underwood; sil- spring, the annual picnic in the
J lovely mountains and
valleys to
Haven
Senior High School Friday,
ver arrows to Scott Van Hekken, summer and die fishing rodeo for
about 18 years before moving to
i Banos where water springs are
Kenney B. Wright. David Under- children ip July or August.
Feb. 10. The meeting will begin at
farm in Wexford County near
j hot and cold and there are swim- a
Dates for the series of educationwood, Mickey Michielsen and Mike
ming pools for each temperature. Cadillac and later returned to Chi- 9:30 a.m.
al meetings
announced.
Fogg,
and
a
gold
arrow
to
Mickey
We did not go in as we did not cago where he was employed as a Members of the county Board
These start on Monday evening,
Michielsen.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
like the looks of the bath houses. butcher in the stockyards for the of Education and a music comFeb. 27 and continue for four
Four persons appeared in Circuit
While refreshments were served
Also went to see a high falls Armour and Swift companies.He mittee of Harold W. Rau, Grand
Monday meetings. This activity is
by
Mrs.
John
Van
Dyke
and
Mrs.
Court Wednesray for arraignknown ax Agoyan. Looked over moved to Grand Haven about a Haven High School. Miss Frances
R. C. Hughes, dens 1 and 2 con- sponsoredjointly by Holland
ment on gross indecency charges.
Kalamazoo Central's reserve a steep precipice to take the pic- year ago to make his home with Rose of Spring Lake and Harvey
Charles Albert Walley, 40, of 66 squad snapped Holland High's
ducted
games. The closing song High School and the club.
a daughter. Mrs. Jack Johnson. He A. Burgess of Grand Haven have
Mrs. Anita Jacobs reported on
was
"Sailing."
West 30th St.. Holland, first plead- Little Dutch four game winning ture and rather breath taking.
Took
in another and differentmar- was a member of St. Anns Catho- planned the program.
her
experiences last summer at a
ed guilty to the charge and then streak Tuesday night on the Civic
The morning program will be a
ket at Salsidas and an interesting lic Church in Chicago.
session of the school conducted by.
after furtherdiscussion with Circuit Center court, by edging the locals.
Besides the wife he is survived symposium, "Echoes From the
Heart Attack Fatal
the Michigan Department of ConJudge Raymond L. Smith, the 41-37. Coach Bob Connell'sHolland church.
servation. She showed photos,
Finally for the night at Amhato by four daughters, Mrs. Clarence White House Conference."ModerJudge ordered him to return Feb. High squad now has a 4-5 mark
For Spring Lake
drawings and other materials proin a rather primitive hotel with- Klingdeilof Harriette,Mich., Mrs. ator will be Richard Guenther,
8 for rearraignmcnLThe alleged for season's play.
Johnson, Mrs. Robert Remner and coordinator of pilot projects in
duced by her pupils at New Gronout
heat
and
it
was
cold.
That
offense occurred on or about Sept
GRAND
(Special)
The contest was close right up
Mrs. Paul Curtis of Muskegon; five Michigan for the mentally retardingen School. Mrs. Jacobs was
30 in Holland township. Bond of to the final stages of the contest. night I had chills and next mornJohn
Faber
Goodwin,
72, route 2,
sponsored at the conservation
ing I dressed fast and did not sons. Stanley of Montague, Herman, ed. Others will be Mrs. Mary L.
$1000 was not furnished.
Spring Lake, died in Municipal
Holland had the better of the first
Peter. Henry and Joseph, all of Keeler, president of the Michigan
school by the club.
Paul Adrian Wallinga, 24, route quarter, coming out on top. 13-11 shave as there was only cold waHospital at 1:55 p.m. Tuesday.He
Congress
of
Parents
and
Teachers,
Muskegon;
19
grandchildren
and
ter at 6 a.m., our rising call.
1, Coopers ville, pleaded. guilty and but fell behind. 21-19 at halftime.
had entered the hospital Sunday
Philip Lovejoy
of Grand Rapids; James Ver
three great grandchildren.
will return March 9 for sentence. Holland managed to take over Went to kitchen where maids
tant to the U.S.A. delegation draft- morning after a hea^ attack.
Hotel Disappearing
Meulen,
executive
vice
president
of
The alleged offenseoccurred on or ‘ho lead in the third quarter at in- were just preparing breakfast and
He was born in Hamjiill, Mass.,
at San
American Seating Co., and Donald ing the U.N.
Macatawa Hotel is rapidly
stood
by
a
big
wood
burner
stove
about Nov. 26 in Holland city. Bond tervals but by the end of the period
and during the duration of World
Car Rolls Over
L. Stevens, educational director of Francisco.
becoming a thing of the past with
to
get
warmer.
After
seeing
the
of SI, 000 was continued.
still trailed, 28*27. It was the aame
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - At Michigan CTO Council, Grand Lovejoy has addressed repre- War I he was employed In the many of the buildingsalready tom
Robert Robbert. 47,* of 516 Cen- tight ball game in the fourth before coffee, etc., was made I lost my
sentative audiences all over the Navy yard at Portsmouth, N.H. In dowtl Including the post office,
12 :30 this morning a 1955 car driv- Rapids.
tral Ave., Holland, first pleaded the winners pulled away in the final appetite.
globe
South America, West 1925 he moved to Ypsilanti and store buildings and the popular
en
by
Alfred
Potter,
21,
Muskegon,
In
the
afternoon
there
will
be
Left for Quito and saw many
guilty and then in view of state- minutes.
Indies, Mexico, Netherlands, later to Spring Lake. He retired soda fountain. Wednesday workgoing
south,
rolled
over
on
US-31
a
panel
of
Junior
High
pupils
from
ments made to the court, the court Gary Gibbons led the locals with fine herd of Holsteins en route apd
in 1953.
in Grand Haven township. Elmo the Grand Haven School who will England, Ireland. France,
men will start tearing down the
ordered a plea of not guilty and set 11 markers, followed by Larry Al- several modem pasturiz.ing plants
Surviving are the wife; a daughThailand, India, New Zealand,
Christian,
38,
of
6845
12th
Ave.,
present
their
ideas
on
Michigan
old dormitory building.According
trial for the April term. Bond of derink with 10, Bill Tornovish with which made cheese, dried milk,
ter,
Mrs.
Arthur
Prins
of
Grand
Australia,Norway, Italy, Indonesia
Jenison, was treated in Municipal Hall of Fame.
to Manager Dick Den Uyl, the
81,000 was continued. The alleged six, Clayton Rice with three. etc. If you buy their pasturized
and others. He was decorated by Haven; a son, John of Monroe; a roof of the hotel will start being
Hospital
for
cuts
on
the
head,
a
Philip
Lovejoy
will
present
the
offense occurred on or about Sept. Harold De Vries with three, and milk in hotels it is always best to
sister,
Mrs.
James
F.
Fitzgerald
the president of Chile and award1 In Holland township.Robbert Jerry Gilbert and Paul Elenbaas, ask to have the milk brought in sore back and a cut ear. Coniidera- main speech on "Streamlining Our ed the King Christian X Medal of of Haverhill, and four grandchil- removed on Friday. This phase of
ble damage was done to the vehi- Pronouns." Lovejoy was general
the wrecking will probably take
in
the
original
sealed
bottles.
waived examinationin Municipal two apiece.
dren.
Denmark.
several days. Curious spectators
All during our trip we found the cle. State police who investigated secretary of Rotary International
Court in Holland Tuesday afemoon
Funeral
services
will
be
held
at
charged Potter with reckless driv^ from 1942-62 and executive director All schools will be closed on the
during
the weekend took home
Indians
very
friendly
and
a
happy
and was bound over to circuit
Instituteday when '850 teachers 2 p.m. Friday from Kinkema Fun- pieces of buildings as souvenirs.
people. Seem healthfulfind appar- Ing and having no operator’s li- of Children’s Home Society of
Demands Examination
Court.
eral
Home
with
the
Rev.
Edwin
Florida, 1953-54. He is a graduate will attend the events in Grand
Earl Haveman, 25, of 427 East Ralph Meeuwsen,39, route 1. Wed- ently eat well. They smile back cense.
Lockstiegel,assistantpastor of
of University of Michigan with Haven.
when
you
smile
at
them.
Really
The St. Joe river in Idaho is
Eighth St, Holland, pleaded guilty nesday demanded examination
Jennie M. Kaufman, county First Presbyterian Church offiB.A.
and
M.A.
degrees.
He
has
Living with relatives is much
the higest navigableriver in the
and will return March 9 at 10 a.m. when arraigned in Municipal Court enjoyed our trip in the highlands
ciating.
superintendent,
will
be
chairman
held both teaching and admlni
world. It’s in the area of the larfor disposition. Bond of 81,000 was on a charge of gross indecency. of Ecuador In spite of bug bites, more common among couples marof the Institute, arrangedwith apThe alleged offense oc- Bond of 81.000 was not furnished. my attack of grippe the last few ried the first time than among strativepositions in Michigan.He proval of the Department of PubA day on Mare i* 37 minute* long- gest stand of white pine ih the
or about Dec. 27 in The offense is alleged to have oc- days, shortness of brpath and an those in which either partner has is a member of National Council lic Instruction
United States.
i er than a day on earth.
of Boy Scout* and was a consulbeen framed previously.
earthquake.
city.
curred in Holland Township.

sought each other in erder to have
fellowship—misery likes company.
There are many people in our
world who are driven together by
common miseries.
reSubscrlbcr»
will confer a f»vo^
report !t»k promptly wy Itregu arlly
These ten lepers sought and won
In ^delivery.Write or Phone 3191.
the attentionof Jesus. They said.
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Persons With Income Less

Mothers March

Contrast of Ancient and Modern

NEWS, THURSDAY, FEIRUARY

$7,500

Engaged

Than

$5,000 Should Use Form 1040A
A

Today we shall explafn the use
taxpayer should not file a
of the so-calledsimplifiedor wage 1040A if he wishes to claim specThe postponementof the Hopaearner's return filed on Forul ific deductions such as:
In
Adrian MIA A cage c o n t e a t at
1040A. This Form 104dA is on a
1. Contributions,interest, taixes,
Adrian Saturday night, due to the
etc.
card 314 by 7Vi inches.
The Smiling Blue Birds of Jefsleet storm, may have caused
2.
If
they
are
entitled
to
diviOn
one
side
It
has
10
questions
We arrived at the hotel El PanaSlippery Conditions
some Involved complications,Hope
ferson School met Jan. 17 at the
dends
received
credit.
pertaining to identificationsuch
ma at 10:30 p.m. but up again at
home of Judy Westerhof.They
Coach John Vlsser reported today.
Slow
Volunteers
as your name and address, etc., 3. RetirementIncome credit
6:30 and did not get to enjoy the
The Free Methodist Church, the made towels with puppies on them
Adrian which struggled through
4. Exclusion for sick pay.
the amount of money you have
lovely swimming pool or other adIn Polio Canvass
Rev.
James Hecock, pastor, Is for the orthopedic room. Marcia
the first semester games without
5. Refund or credit for overpayearned and the tax withheld. The
vantages of this resort hotel. Flew
Tobias treated the group. Reported
the services of several key ball
other side is for the purpose of list- ment of Social Security taxes.
out at 9:10 ’a.m. landed at Cali planning an “E^angellltic' Crusade
Icy* roads and slippery walks
by scribe, Janice Klaver.
players, Including their ace, Roy
Any taxpayer who does .not qualing your dependents and exempin Columbia and Quito, Ediador at the church, corner of State and
The Happy Blue Birds of Pine slowed down the Mothers March tions.
Hughes, because of scholasticeligify to file a 1040A must file a
at 12:25 p.m.
Me Kinley Sts.,- Feb. 1-12 each Creek
met at the school. They were on Polio to a crawling cadence
ibility,may use the players at the
This form may be used by any form 1040, and compute his own
Met by a lovely young lady who evening at 7:30 p.m. Rev. L. A.
taken to their leader’shome, Mrs. Saturday night, but the spirit of
beginning of the second semester
taxpayer
who
has
total
income
of tax.
^ was to be our guide for the next Robert, district superintendent of
Harrington. The girls hung cups of giving wasn’t slowed at all. And
which is today. It is expected that
Tomorrow
we
will
explain
the
less
than
55,000
and
consists
eneight days. Checked into the Hum- the Grand Rapids Districtwill be
feed on a tree to feed the birds the 1956 Mothers March became
the Bulldogs will be at top strength
tirely
of
wages
reported
on
with- filing of the form 1040 for all
boldt Quito Hotel (named after the special speaker. There will also
New officers were elected as fol- the most successful to date with
when they Invade Calvin Tuesday
taxpayers who wish to use the
holding
statements
(Form
W-2)
German who discovered the Hum- be special music by mixed quarIdws: President, Ruth Ann Simon- some 450 mothers and fathers colnight.
and not more than 5100 total of standard deduction rather than list
bolt Current on west on South tets, male quartets,ladles trio and
sen; secretary and treasurer,Jan- lectingalmost 57,500.
Had Hope been able to make the
other wages, dividends, and inter- all of their personal allowable deAmerica as well as climbing some duets, under direction of Rev. J.
ice Heighes; scribe, Gayle KleinThe incomplete total was 57,470- est.
ductions.
trip Saturday night, Adrian would
of their highest peaks.) Since we W. Elwood.
heksel. Reported by scribe, Gayle .19 this morning.Some volunteers
not have been permitted to use the
A husband and wife may file
Miss Patricio Elolne Berry
were at an elevation of 9,400 feet
Dr. H.R. Munro, Zeeland,re- Kleinheksel.
had not yet turned in their collec- a joint return on this form proand were short of breath we de- ceived advanced training at the
The engagement If Mls« Patricia ineligible players. However, since
Falls
on
Ice
The Waukazoo Blue Birds met tions, and at least one volunteer vided their combined incomes do
the game will now have to'be playcided to relax and try to get ready 33rd annual fwst graduate conferElaine Berry to Dale I. Biellby has
at the school with their leaders, was making her rounds in a rural
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
ed
sometime in the- second semesnot
exceed
the
above
limitation.
for the next seven days.
ence for veterinariansheld at Mrs. Don Vander Baan and Mrs. neighborhood today because of the
The advantage of filing this Mrs. Arie H. Klaasen, 68, of 317 been announced by her parents, ter, the problem arises as to wheJust as I was getting ready to Michigan State University last
George Menken. Sixteen girls were slippery conditionsSaturday night. type of return is that It only
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Berry, ther these boys may play against
leave for the Rotary Club meet- week. More than 300 veterinarians
present and one absent.Vicky Boss
Fortunately,there were no weath- takes the average taxpayer from Maple St. Ferrysburg, received a
»•
1261 ProspectAve., S. E.. Grand
ing, all the light in Quito went off. from Michigan, Indiana, Ohio
fractured left ankle when she fell
treated. They are making furni- er casualtiesduring the March, alfive to i0 minutes to fii out comI walked the six flights down an and other mid western states,atCoach
John
Visser says that
Rapids. Mr. Bielby is the son of
ture for a doll house. They were though it 'as probably the roughest
pletely. Upon receipt of this on the icy sidewalk just north of
unknown inside staircase lighted tended. The conference was sponMr. and Mrs. James W. Bielby, this is one the commissionerwill
dismissed after singing the Blue going of all local marches. Volun- card form the Internal Revenue
First Reformed Church after the
by candles at each landing and got sored by the MSU College of Vethive to decide or he may call
Bird song. Reported by Carol teers started a half hour earlier Service will compute the tax and
3438 Butternut Dr., Holland.
t<j the street. Found a cab and erinary medicine.
in all member dubs to settle the
evening services Sunday. She was
Lipchik. scribe.
than last year and many captains
Miss Berry attended South High issue. At any rate, Visser says no
through very dark streets to the
Raymond J. Lokers, high school The Happy Blue Birds of I>ong- didn't report until 10 or 10:30 p.m. bill the taxpayer for any additional taken to Municipal Hospital by
School. Grand Rapids and Mr. date has been set for the replay,
tax he owes or send him a refund
4 Tennis Club where the meeting principaland director of the
was held. They had lights and a schools adult educationprogram fellow School held their meeting at Previously, most areas had been check if he has paid in excess of ambulance and was discharged this Bielby attended Arthur Hill High and it may lie some time before
the home of their leader, Mrs. covered in one hour with reports his actual tax.
School and Bay City Junior Col- it is scheduled.
morning.
verj interestinggroup.
has announced that there will be William Hakken. President, Patti rolling in soon after.
lege.
The first BritishConsul returned a course in leather carving offerme to the hotel at 9:40 and the ed to adults by the Zeeland public Jo Sprick conductedthe meeting. Sponsoring organizations.Junior
Ruth Ann Van Dyke called the roll Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary
Mrs. Anna Fennema, 67,
Two Accidents Occur
lights had just gone on a few mi- schools. The course is open to all
Former Holland
and gave the treasurer's report. and Kiwanis Queens, had only
nutes before so that I did not have adults who are interestedand will
Dies of Heart Ailment
On Icy Highways
The Blue Bird wish was read by praise for the many women and
to climb those six flights in that meet for the first time on Monday
Diet in Grand Rapids
Nancy Kolean. The members finish- number of men who volunteered
altitude.
Mrs. Anna Fennema. 67, of 77
evening, Feb. 6. It will last from
One car was demolished and aned making their Blue Bird dolls. their services. All involved were
Gerrit J. Smith, 77, former West 28th St., died early Sunday
Quito is a most interestingplace
to 10 weeks. Paul Hooker will
other
badly
damaged
in
a
colliHolland resident, died late Satur- morning of a heart ailment at her
and the first night you are kept teach the class which can ac- The. rest of the meeting was spent more than pleased with the success- Its
sion on icy t'S-31 four miles south
awake by church bells every 15 commodate about 25. Cost of the knitting sweaters for their dolls. ful results.
of Holland at 11 a m. Saturday. day evening at thq home of his home followingseveral months
The group was treated by Roberta The amount collectedwas more
son and daughter-in-law,Mr. and illness. She was born in Riverminutes from many churches. This course will be 52.50 and the partiThe crash occurred when a car
Hallan. Sharlene Prince and Susan than one-third of the polio fund
Mrs. Henry Smith. 2700 McKee dale, 111., and lived in Chicago
old Spanish town was founded by cipants will be expected to buy the
driven by Carroll Quin. 63, route
McBride were the clean-up com- goal set for Holland area — 522.265.
Ave., S.W., Grand Rapids.
the conqueror Pizzaro who found- materials they use.
Chicago recently until they moved
1. East Saugatuck, went out of
mittee.
by Margo Goal for the entire county is 559,Mr. Smith was bom in Borculo to Holland In November, 1954.
ed Peru. It is still a marvel to be
Members of the Ladies Literary Hakken acting scribe.
control,
and
hit
a
car
driven
by
ZEELAND (Special) • In a Ken244.
Sept. 3, 1878 and lived in Holland
how i those Spanish Conquistadores Club enjoyed a one-act comedy in
She is survived by the husband,
New-Wa League basketball game Henry Volkers,37, East Sauga- at 209 West 16th St. until about Sofridcs; and one daughter, Mrs.
ever covered so much territory, rhyme by Aurand Harris, entitled The Fairy Blue Birds and their
tuck.
leaders, Mrs. Guy Duey and Miss
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - played at Holland Armory Friday
10 years ago when he moved to Leon (Dorothy) Voss, of Holland;
over such rugged and varied terri- Ladies of the Mop" at their meetMary McLean met last Monday at Total of 54.540 was raised SaturThe Quin car was demolished Grand Rapids.
one grandson, Michael Voss; one
tory and subdued the many Indian ing Tuesday afternoon.The cast of
night, the Zeeland Chix ran roughWashington School. The Blue Bird day night in the Tri - Cities Mothand the Volkers car was damaged He is survived by the son, sister. Mrs. A. Rietveld of Harvey,
tribes that they encountered.
four scrub women was portrayed
shod
over
Sparta
to post an easy
The city is modern in some res- by Mesdames, A. Vande Waa, L. Wish was read and roll called. All ers Porch Light Drive for Polio.
to the extent of 5600 or 5700. Henry: two daughters. Mrs. 111.; four brothers. John Norman
the money from the candy sale Individual totals were 52,740 for 61-44 victor)'.
pects and ancient in others but Van Haitsma, D. Plasman and
Quin,
who was thrown from his Cornelius Woodwyk of East Sauga- of Riverdale.Ill., William of South
tuck and Mrs. Marvin Bosma of Holland, 111., Peter of Chicago and
\ overall is intensly interesting. 31. Bouma. Mrs. Philip Haan and was turned in. The group sold 126 Grand Haven city. 5540 for Ferrys- The win gives Zeeland a 9-2 recMany beautifulchurches, both out- Mrs. Paul Van Eenenaam directed pounds. Patty Kievit was top burg and 51.260 for Spring Lake. ord for the season so far and keeps car, received a summons for fail- Holland, route 4; seven grand- Lawrence of Goodenow, 111.
salesman with Beth Plasman and
The Penny a Pound plane rides the Chix in the runnerup spot be- ure to have his car under control. cl ildren; one brother, W i
1 am
side and inside. A new residential the play.
Barbara Duey in second and third
Smith of Holland; one sister, Robert E. Lee and U. S. Grant
section is as modern as you
Zeeland Literary Club place. The girls made puppets dur- were cancelled again Saturday for hind Fremont in the league stand- Deputy Bert Bos investigated.
the second week because of weath- ings.
A car driven by Allen Bruner, Miss Jane I,a Huls, one brother-in- once fought on the same side in
might wish, yet along with modern- chorus composed of the Mesdames,
ing the remainderof the afternoon. er conditioas. Airport Manager Wility you have Indians in native dress L. Meengs, F. Berghorst, M.
the. war against Mexico.
Coach Mel Bouma had a chance 20, Otsego, was damaged to the law, Louis De Weerd.
with heavy loads on their backs, Klooster, J. fr.allegan,.L. Van Lorraipe Miles brought the treat. liam Layne said the project will to see what some of his second extent of 5400 when it hit a guard
Reported by scribe, Beth Plasman. not be rescheduled. However, any
stringerscould do Friday night as rail at Dunningville after skidding
the ever present burro and shoe Kley, and K. De Jonge, sang, "In
The Smiling Blue Birds of Jefshine boys and peddlers.
Garden" by Rugger, "I ferson School met Jan. 10 at the one having tickets for the rides he played them freely in the sec- on the icy highway Saturday afover Grand Haven may use them ond and fourth quarters.
We visited the Ecuator Monu- Heard
ternoon. Deputy Henry Bouwman
Forest Praying," by
ment at high noon and had some Peter De Rose, and "New River home of Judy Westerhof. The group at anytime in the next three weeks
WATER WELL
At the end of the firs* quarter Investigated.
started to make baby bibs for the when the weather is good.
mail cancelled here at (MW) lati- Train," by Gladys PitcheY. Peter
the count w’as a lopsided 18-6 with
orthopedicroqm. Gail Harmson
PROBLEMS?
tude. The sun rises and sets every Wolthuis, civilian defense direcZeeland firmly in command. At the
AT HOME AND AT
treated the group. Scribe, Janice
day at 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. We had tor, talked on the immediate needs
half it was 37-22 and at the third
Klaver.
THE
pictures taken with one foot in the and duties of the civilian Defense
quarter it was 55-39.
The Maplewood Dozen Blue Birds
Northern Hemisphere and the other program in this area. Hostesses for
Consult ui fer water
The winners used a sizzling fast
met on Jan. 9 at the home of Mrs.
in Southern. It is cool here be- the meeting were Mrs. R. Pool and
well advice. We have
break to good advantage time
Mazurek.
They
worked
on the wall
cause of the altitudeeven though Mrs. J. Van Ommen.
extensiveknowledge
after time to roll up the point
plaque
which
they
started
last
you think of being on the Equator
total.
and data on ground
week. They planned to have a canas hot. Also received our official
dy sale at Maplewood School Jan.
wotor formation!end
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A Zeeland hit a good 35 percent Reports indicating growth in
plaque showing that we had cross- Miscellaneoas Shower
25. The money earned will help goal of 75 years of married life from the floor while Sparta hit 30 church activities, a progress rewoter well construced that part of our terrestial Fetes Recent Bride
purchase their Blue Bird hats. fell short a few months Sunday percent.
port on church expansion and
tion!.
sphere.
Wissink paced Zeeland's scoring election of consistorymembers
Eileen Griep treated.Reported by morning with the death of Angus
YOUR HOSTS:
One overnight trip was made by
miscellaneousshower was
with
14
points
on
six
field
goals
tus- R. House of 401 Fulton St., at
featured the annual congregational
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTt
Pan American Highway to Ibarra given last Tuesday evening for scribe, Cynthia Hein.
and
two
free
throws.
High
for
meeting in Hope Reformed Church
and stayed overnight at a rather Mrs. Donald Holley, the former The Friendly Blue Birds met at the Little Village Rest Home near Sparta was Bradford with 15.
ACROSS PROM POSTOFFICI
Thursday night.
good Hotel Turista. The road is Donna Visscher who was married the home of their leader, Mrs. Roy Nunica.
Zeeland has somewhat of a resKlomparens
on
Monday
afternoon. Mr. House, 99 years old, died
In his annual report,Dr. Marion
ZEELAND
rough but good being made of rock Dec. 10. The party was given by
after a long illness. He and his pite from the naskerballwars until de Velder, church pastor, drew
Co.
apd Indian labor. When surfaced Mrs. Donald Van Kampen and They sang songs and had their busiFeb.
7
when
the
Chix
take
on
Holness meeting. The treat was serv- wife, the former Margaret Schuret
attentionto the growth in memberCLOSED SUNDAYS
it should be O. K. Very curving Mrs. Lawrence Bouwman at the
Oe M-21
ed by Mrs. Klomparens. They would have celebrated their 75th land Christianat Civic Center. ship. A total of 386 families with Pheee 6-6536
and through many quaint Indian Van Kampen home.
Christian
and
Fremont
are
the
only
wedding
anniversary
in
May.
crocheted hat strings for their hats.
724 active resident members is
Invited were the Mesdames Roy
villages. Passed many Indians
Mr. House was born Nov. i. 1856 teams that have beaten Zeeland high for Hope church, he said. Anloaded with all sorts of things Hickman, Peter De Jonge, Carl Scribe, Diane Lynn Vanderham. in South Broadman, Mich., and on this season.
other high was reached in receipts
they were carrying to the Satur- Visscher, Leslie Van Hekken, Ken- The Cheerful Blue Birds of Lin- May 22, 1881 married Miss
In the reserve game Friday. Zee- of more than 571,000 including
coln School met at the home of
neth
Van
Wieren.
Jack
Tietsma,
day Market at Otovalo. They carry
Schuret. They lived in South land won 57-37 with Max DeJonge nearly 520.000 for benevolences.
Scrappy says:
tremendous loads 30 or 40 miles William Boonstra, Ted Engel, their leader, Mrs. Slagh. New offi- Broadman before moving to Vir- dumping in 21 points. It pushes
Church expansion plans are undercers were elected: President,
Howard
Terry,
Robert
Borr
and
each week for a very little money
Caryle Bell; treasurer,Sandy Mul- ginia and 17 years ago they came Zeeland’s record to 10 wins and one way and specificplans will be reWhat looks like chaos in a scrap yard
But the market is their only source Merle Taylor and the Misses Joan
loss so far this season. The win- vealed in the near future under
der; scribe, Joan Pluim; sergeant to Grand Haven where he was
of amusement and get together and Tuinsma, Norma Van Dyke, Betty
lumberman
and
woodsman.
ners
had
quarter
advantages
of
20is really efficientorder.
chairmanship of Peter Van
at arms, Laurie Pomp. All sevenBorr and Mary Hoesli.
must mean a lot to them.
Besides the wife who is 97 years 11. 30-20 and 46-28.
Domelen,
Jr.
teen
Blue
Birds
were
present.
Linda
Prizes were won by Mrs. TietWe were up at five in order to
Box score:
Nykamp brought the treat. They old, he is survived by three sons
Reports for the church organizabe at the market by seven and as sma and Mrs. Boonstra. DupliSparta (44)
tions were given by Mrs. Milton
worked on a group scrap book. Re- Thomas of Denver, Colo., William
cate
prizes
were
given
to
the
is typical of most markets we hav^
of Priest River, Idaho, and Frank
always buying
materials
FG FT PF TP L. Hinga, presidentof the Women's
ported by Joan Pluim, scribe.
visitedtheir goods are laid on the bride. A two-course lunch was
of Nunica; six grandchildren. 18 Passmore, f .... 1
3
3
5 MissionarySociety; Mrs. Clifford
f ground for sale, sometimes under served.
great grandchildren and seven David, f ...
2
6 Hopkins, secretary of the Women's
1
cover and more often not. LiveIcy Roads Cause
great, great grandchildren.
2
Singleton c .. .... :>
2
12 Aid Society; Mrs. Mauricv Schaap,
stock. all sorts of vegtables,foods Linnen Shower Given
0
6
Kkster, g .... .... 3
1
president of the Women’s Club;
120 River Ave.
Holland,Mich.
Crashes in Grand Haven
leathergoods, woolen ponchos, raw
0
Bradford, g . .... 5
5
15
Robert Vanderham,president of
Grand
Haven
For
Beverly
Nyland
wool, fruits, baskets, copper goods
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the Men's Club; Miss Fern Snyder,
pottery, firewood, lovely embroiTotals ...16
12
7
44 secretary of the choir and Mr. and
A linen shower was given last Two personal injury accidents oc- Dies at Nursing
deries made right there without
Zeeland (61)
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Mrs. Lester Deridder, presidentsof
hoop or a drawn design, home Tuesday evening for Miss Beverly curred in Grand Haven during the Mrs. Anna K. Green. 85. of 28 Wissink. f .......
IN
*
14 the Mr. and Mrs. Club.
2
3
Nyland
at the home of Mrs. Marvin weekend due to icy road conditions.
wrought iron, candles, etc. We saw
...
3
0
6
Wiersma,
f
1
North
Jackson
St.,
died
Sunday
afBruce
Van
Leuwen,
clerk
of
the
On
Saturday
at
7:38
p.m.
cars
Koeman. Miss Nyland will be maroranges', blackberries,bananas
0
2
4 consistory,read a report from
driven by F. Assink. 15. route 2. ternoon at the Hillcrest Nursing Vande Bunte, c .. 2
papaya, limes, lemons, and later ried March 2 to John J. Teusink.
5
Kaat. g ..... ... 3
2
8 Mrs. Norma Baughman, director
The
guest of honor was present- Holland and Thomas Fullerton,31, Home in Grand Haven following
there would be apples and peaches
Klamt, g ____ ... 3
2
0
8
of the c h i 1 d r e n' s choirs. Mr.
Grand
Haven,
collided near Mu- a three • year illness. She was
ed
a
corsage
with
rhymes
attachOf vegetables there were carrots
.... 3
3
2
9 Deridder who was named recently
ed telling her where her gifts were nicipal Hospital. Nellie Ruth As- born Anna Carpenter Feb. 22. 1870 Lohman .....
Burns ...... T .... 2
0
0
4
as the "OutstandingYoung Man
placed. Games were played and sink, 31. was treated and released. in Nunica and was married in
0
0
Bos ......... .... 1
1 of the Year” by the Junior Chamduplicate prizes awarded. A two- Fullerton was charged with failure Grand Rapids in 1888 to Anson
0
Beyer ....... .... 2
2
4
ber of Commerce, was honored at
course lunch was served.
to stop in assured clear distance. Green who died in 1941. She wax
0
0
Taber
....... .... 1
2 the meeting.
a
member
of
St.
Mary's
Catholic
Invited guests were Mrs. Howard Damage to both cars was minor.
Totals ... 26
9
12
61
Special reports were given by
At 3:48 p.m. Sunday, cars driven Church,' Spring Lake.
Garland and Mrs. Neils Harss of
She
is
survived
by
two
daughters,
Miss
Joan Van Riper, director of
by Jack Dunn, 20, Ferrysburg, and
Paw
Paw,
Mrs.
Gordon
Van
PutYOUR STATE
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 6 6660
Christian Education,and George
ten, Mrs. Elmer Teusink, Mrs. Rus- Emil Brandt, 65, Muskegon, col- Mrs. Harry Conn of Spring Lake Royal Neighbors Hold
with
whom
she
made
her
home
and
D.
Heeringa,
chairman
of
the
finsell Teusink, Mrs. Don Teusink, lided at Second and Columbus Sts.
ance committee.
Mrs. Sid Teusink, Mrs. Bob Ash, Mrs. Florerce Brandt, 61, was Mrs. Earl Faber of Merrick, Long Formal Installation
I.
Elders elected were Randall J.
Mrs. Don Olthof, Mr*. John Ny- treated for contusions of the left Island, N. Y.; five grandchildren
New
officers of the Royal Neighand
12
great
grandchildren.
land, Mrs. John H. Teusink, Miss cheek in MunicipalHospital.ConBosch, A. G. Buys, C. E. Drew,
bors were installed in formal cere- the Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp, Dr.
Everybody's happy when MAPLE
Sharon Teusink, Mrs. Mary Ann siderabledamage was done to both
monies Thursday evening at the James K. Ward and Russell
Teusink, Mrs. Harry Tabberer and cars. Dunn was charged with failGROVE Milk is served. Junior
Den Mothers Attend
club rooms. Mrs. Stella Dore was Welch. Deacons named were L. W.
Mrs. James Matthews of Hastings, ure to yield right of way. City poinstalling
officer
and
Mrs.
Blanche
knows there's nothing like a cold
Mrs. Jacob De Free of Florida lice investigatedboth accidents.
Lamb. Jr.. I. H. Marsilje and Paul
Cab Scout Work Shop
Shaffer, ceremonial marshal. They Winchester. Dr. J. Harvey
and Mrs. Eugene Teusink of HolThe recreationroom of Third
glass of milk and
knows
were introduced by the marshal, Kleinheksel was chairman of the
land.
Reformed Churc i was the scene of
Last Rites Held (or
Mrs. Minnie Serier.
nominating
committee.
much activityThursday afternoon
that MAPLE GROVE'S process of
Installedwere: Oracle, Mrs.
Michigan has 85 varities of grow- Young Cancer Victim
J. J. Riemersma, vice president
when the Cub Scout Work Shop for
Adeline Van Dam; vice oracle, of the consistory,presided. Dr. Je
keeping milk cold from the cow
ing trees, more than any other state
1956 went into action.
Mrs. Stella Dore; chancellor,Mrs. Velder gave the invocation and
in the nation.
Funeral services were held
Materials for 37 samples of hanto you makes it the safest milk
Saturday afternoon for Linda Kay dicraft were available to the 56 Melva Crowle; recorder. Mrs. An- devotions were given by Dr. James
na
Ellison;
receiver,
Mrs.
Nellie
Wayer.
FXKSiWe.
Bos, three-year-olddaughter of Mr. dei mothers,along with aids to
'What Every
and Mrs. Ben G. Bos of 370 Roost make and present to their school Klies; Marshal, Mrs. Minnie A potiuck supper, under the
Ave. who died Friday in Butter- pack committees.Included were Serier; assistantmarshal, Mrs. chairmanship of Mrs. L. J.
Owner Should
worth Hospital in Grand Rapids leathercraft,beadcraft, paper- Blanche Shaffer; inner sentinel, Stempfly and Mrs. William Pluim,
Handy 20-patebooklet fea(and Soda Bar)
just an hour after being admitted. craft, Indiancraft,shellcraft, wood- Mrs. Nellie Israels;outer sentinel, precededthe meeting.
turingmaterialfrom the pagea
•71 MICHIGAN AVE.
PHONE 2937
Cause
of
death
was
cancer. The craft, Cubcraft and utilizationof Mrs. Marie Slayer; manager for
of the Rbadkr’s Digest,inthree years. Mrs. Garnet Knoll;
child
had
had
surgery
last
year.
scrap
materials
given
by
business
cluding "You Can Stop That
#•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«••••••••••••#
musician, Mrs. Lena Ackley; phy- Moose Women's Group
Car Thief"... "How To
Dr. S. Franklin Logsdon of concerns of the community.
sisian,
Dr.
C.
Van
Appledom.
Park”
. "America’s Moat
Immanuel Church officiated at Craft instructors were Mrs.
Has Monthly Meeting
Widely Bought Auto Inaur-'
sician,Dr. C. Van Appledom.
rites In Langeland Funeral Home. Harold Oosting,Mrs.
ance"
. "What Two Drinka'
The five graces installedwere The Academy of Friendship
Burial was in Babyland in Pilgrim Helder, Mrs. Ivan De Neff, Mrs.
Wjll Do To Your Driving"|
Mrs. Lucille Green, faith; Mrs. members of the Women of the
..."TapingYour Bumper
Home Cemetery.
Willis Osterhoff, Mrs. Chester
May Sava Your Lift"
. and
Surviving are the parents; a Vander Molen. Mrs. George Piers, Myrtle Bennett, courage; Miss Moose, Chapter 1010, held their
i Djunous
if
othera. Get your copy today!
Wilma Bronkhorst, modesty; Mr*. regular monthly meeting Wednesbrother, Gerald, and the maternal Mrs. Aaron Shuck and Mrs. Donald
Alice
Rowan,
unselfishness,
and
day evening at the home of Mrs.
grandfather, Fred Woodruff.
Ham.
Mr*. Garqet Knoll, endurance.
Marie Bouis, chairman.
Ben Von Lento, Agent
A potiuck lunch was served with Mrs. Botsis read minutes of the
177 COLUGE AVE. PHONE 7133
Mrs. Nellie Kleis and her commit- last meeting and a letter from
and
Mrs. Laura Hettinga, a member
tee in charge.
Arranoe that tpeelai bual*
visitingCalifornia.Mrs. Hettinga
Chester L Baumann, Agent
neaa appointment et The
had enclosed several articles from
Bier Kelder. Alrcondltloned
School Entered
135 L 33th St. Phona 6-1294
the Inglewood, Calif., newspaper
with only nationallyadvan>
Sheriff’s officers are investigat- concerning the Women of the
Authorizedrepresentatives
tlaod boveragea. open fer
ing a break-in at
Moose there.
your eonvenlenee from noon
Serve our quality delicacies for dessert, and you'll win your
school which occurred during the
The group voted unanimouslyto
'intll midnight
family's approval. No trouble at all and less expense than
weekend. The building was enter- have a Birthday Calendar as a
onbbages, potatoes, beets, radishes,
By Mathm. 3. Wilson
(This is the second in a series leaks, onions, corn, wheat (both
by Mr. Wilson, who, with Mrs. measured out in little bowls) milWilson is touring South America.) let and tomatoes. %
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ed through a window. About 512.50 forthcoming project A social hour
is missing.
and lunch followed the business
meeting.
1950 was an all - time high for
The next meteing will be held
number of students graduated from Feb. 29 at the home of Mrs. Florcolleges and universitiesin the ae Berkey. It will be a valentine
party.
United States.
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(Special)- HoUand

Christian’sBasketball quintet continued its mastery over the highly rated St. Joe Bears here

.

\

Friday

night by edging the Bears 64-61.
With the gym packed to the rafte.s, both clubs staged a tremendous contest, flashing smooth operating units with contrasting

\

styles.

.

/.

Justices of Peoce ot AssociotionMeeting

Christian now is the only club
to have beaten the Bears twice
this season, their only other loss
coming at the hands of Chicago
Dunbar. In an earlier meeting
the Dutch dropped the Bears from
their No. 1 rating to their present
third, by eking out a 62-60 win.
Neither Coach Art Tuls of the
locals or Ray Haack of the

Bears could have asked much
more of their ball clubs. Both

played better ball than in the first
meeting this sea .on. Neither made
many mistakes and had fine shooting percentages. St. Joe, limited to
just 49 shots by a good Maroon
defense, hit 20 baskets for a very
good 41 per cent. Christian
meanwhile, took 59 shots and also hit on 20 for a 34 per cent avJudge Cornelius vander Meulen Jayne of Detroit were Saturday
erage. It was the same from the
was guest speaker at a dinner and Sunday guests of Mr. and
Bill Tornovish sank a free throw
foui lane with the Dutch hitting
meeting of the Justice of Peace Mrs. Harry Dunning and family.
Mrs. John Brow er and two with just 25 seconds remaining in 24 for 32 and St. Joe 21 for 35.
Association Thursday night at the
roof. The north concourse and basement held more displays* of
HOLLAND AUTO SHOW OPENS
A large crowd was on hand
It was the tremendous team
Eten House. Ottawa, Allegan and daughters of Drenthe spent a re- a game basketballgan e a! Muskecars and cutaway viqws of engines. The show continued Friday
Thursday afternoon at 5 p.m. when the doors of the Civic Center
Kent Counties are represented in cent afternoon with Lrank and g0n Heights Friday night to give spirit and heady play, however,
which gave the Dutch the win. Alfrom 5 to 10 p.m. and Saturday from 2 to 10 p.m. Professional
opened on the first annual auto show. The main floor (above) was
the Association which meets three Will Vander Kolk.
the Holland High reserves a 51though the tilt was nip and tuck
Dr. and Mrs. Roger Leestma
times a year with a state meeting
performers entertainedthe crowds both Friday and Saturday
jammed
with the latest model cars. The glistening new automoin June. Traverse city will be host and sons of Battle Creek were 50 victory over the Heights re- most of the way, the Bears did
from the Civic Senter stage. The show was sponsored by the
biles
attracted
the
close
attention
of
residents,
who
for
the
first
move into an eight point lead earSunday guests of Mrs. J. G. J. serves.
to the state meeting this June.
Goodfellows
Foundationof the Exchange Club. (Sentinel photo)
time,
had
a
chance
to
inspect
vehicles
of
all
makes
under
one
It
was
the
fourth
straight
victory
ly in the fourth quarter. With four
and Mrs. R. P.
In his talk, Judge vander Meulen Van Zo e r e
for Coach Bob Connell's lads and minutes left, the Bears led 57-52
discussed the proposed legislation Leestma.
for procurement of probation ofMr. and Mrs. Martin
Wyn- it came without the servicesof two and then went into what proved to
ficers, especiallyin the South Ot- garden attended the funeral ser- ace guards. Bob Stoel i.nd Allen be a costly rotary stall. With the
tawa County. Joe Parisie,Jr., of vices of Mrs. Susie Michmerhuizen Teusink, who were sidelined with minutes ticking off, the Dutch
The Hamilton Discussion group
Kalamazoo, executive director of in Grand Rapids on Tuesday, Jan. injuries. Before the victory string, stole the ball twice to trail 57-56
the little Dutch had lost four with 1:39 left. By this time Christr.et at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
township officers associationof the 16.
Fred Billet on Jan. 20. A report
state, augmented the information
ian's ace, Dave Vander Hill, was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were straight.
of the Women's Committee meetand mentionedthe legislation pro- Tuesday guests of MV. and Mrs.
Muskegon Heights managed to
the bench with five fouls.
By Matthew J. Wilson
nose ahead 14-13 at the end of the
ing held at Monterey Center was
posed in this session of the state Syrene Boss of Galewood.
Then things began to happen.
(Mr. and Mrs. Matthew J. Wilson
first
quarter.
During
that
time
given by Mrs. Ben Eding. John H.
legislature.
Warren Boer calmly sank two free
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P.
of Holland are on an extended
Cornelius Blanker of Wyoming Wyngarden were Sunday callers on Clayton Rice made all of Holland's throws to give the Dutch a 58-57
Albers reported on some of the
tour of South America. This is
Township, president of the Assoc- Mrs. John H. Van Welt in Zeeland. points. However, he cooled off and margin. St. Joe's clever Allen
proposed legislativebills as folthe first in a series to be sent to
iation, presided at the general dislows: School bus regulations,fixEugene Brower, Jacob Morren, ended with 15 for the evening, one Ross counteredimmediately on a
Tabulation of a vote conducted
cussion on uniform fines. Harry Martin D. Wyngarden, Mr. and behind leading scorer Garry Gib- driving layup to give the Bears The Sentinel by Mr. Wilson.
ing hours of township meetings, among the young people of Christ— Editor).
Brandau is secretary and C. C. Mrs. Will Timmer. Mr. and Mrs. bons.
exemptionof 2% tax on farm gas, ian Reformed churches in the
a 53-58 lead. With just 57 seconds
First
Wood is treasurer. The group was Tom Beyer, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holland came back strong in the left, Christian'sDave Bos sank a
drainage code and highway hunt- United States and Canada gave
Leaving Holland in a snowstorm
formed a year and a half ago.
Beyer, and Mrs. John Beyer second stanza to run ahead 30-24 :autifuljump shot for a 60 - 59
a resounding 94 percent approval
ST. JOSEPH (Special) — Some ing laws.
Jan. 2, we ran out of it in IndAllegan will be host at the next
The topic for the evening was to merge the present two nationwere Sunday callers on John Bey- at halftime.The Dutch were on top led. However Ross came right
iana.
Proceeding
south
with
graduncanny
outcourt
shooting
in
the
dinner meeting in April. There
"The Guaranteed Annual Wage al F e d e r a t i 0 n s, the Young
er. who is confined at Blodgett 44-36 at the end of the third quar- back with two successfulfree
ually warming weather we reach- final quarter enabled thu St. Joe
were 23 members present at the Hospital in Grand Rapids.
ter. They faded in the fou.-thperiod throws to give the losers a 61-60
and its Effect on Farmers".It was Calvinist Federation (YCF) and
ed New Orleans
it was
Thursday night meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis but managed to hang on and score edge with 30 seconds left. But once
reserves to edge the previously un- agreed that it was not a good thing the American Federation of Resummer weather and people swimagain the Dutch rose to the occaand family of Kalamazoo,Mr. and the eventual win.
defeatedHolland Christian Little for farm people as it lessened their formed Young Women Societies
McCarty was high for the host sion. as Bos connected on another ming in motel pools. We spent
buying power and create an in- (AFRYWS). The single new orMrs. Donald M. Wyngarden of
t h e Maroons 53-51, here Friday night.
jump shot for the game winning sonu time re-photographing
crease in costs. About the only ganization is called the Young
Hudsonville were recent guests of team with 30.
bucket. It was all over but the Old French Quarter in color and The Dutch now have a 10-1 mark way a farmer could increase his Calvinist Federation of North
Bob Conner, senior student at Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. WynStereo, took care of last minute 1 an(, the UtIle Bpars an g.2 record>
shouting at Christian'sHerm Tuls
net income would be to do more America.
Western Theological Seminary in garden and family.
Bonnie Lohman Has
Christian held the upper hand specialized farming instead of
hit two from the foul lane with two detailsof our trip and put car
Bert Hungerink is confined to
The desire to serve and to unite
Holland was guest preacher in the
storage for three months. Incident- throughoutand owned as much
seconds left.
diversified farming, it was de- all types of youth organizationsin
Party on Birthday
local church last Sunday. Miss his home with illness.
ly the Old Coffee House in
St. Joe, anxious to avenge
as a 13 point lead in the third cided. Lunch was served and a the ChristianReformed Church
Jan Van Peursem of Zeeland, who
Orleans serves square doughnuts. quarter. However then the Bears
Bonnie
Lohman
celebrated
her
the
earlier
defeat,
was
really
firsocial time followed
prompted the negotiations. The
was scheduled to furnishthe specJan. 7 up at 4:30 a m. to be began finding the range from out,
ninth birthday anniversary last ed up at the start of the game
Mrs. Herman Nyhoff and Mrs Federationswere encouraged by
ial music at the evening service,
at airport for 7 a.m flight to
was unable to do so because of Marve Webeke paced the Hol- Saturdayby entertaining a group and raced to a 9-2 lead before the Merida, Yucatan. We were met while the Dutch were having trou- Robert Nyhoff left by plane Mon- the Synod of th. denomination
of friends at a skating party.
Maroons
fought
back
to
narrow
ble finding the hoop.
day evening for Limestone, Maine, through its SynodicalYouth Comillness.
land archers this week at their
After skating, the guests return- the count to three points. From and whisked to the very nice
The Little Maroons raced out upon receiving word that Robert mittee.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousma of regular Wednesday night shoot.
Mayaland
I^)dge
at
Chichcn-Itza.
to a 15-7 lead at th«. end of the had received a leg injury as H6
To carry out the plan, each FedHolland, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wabeke shot a 786 for the night; ed to Bonnie's home at route 2, this point on the Bears managed
Hamilton, where she opened her to keep a five point margin to This lodge has improved its fami- first quarter and were still lead- was servicing a plane at the air eration appointed three members
Berry, Steven, and Susan of Grand followed by Bill Brown with 774.
gifts. "Bible decoratioas included hold a 19-14 bure at the end of lies. food and services since we ing 30-21 at halfti.ne.After the
base. They arrive on Tuesday to work out the details and a
Rapids were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Other scores were Gene Hillinga,
were there six years ago. It now Duteh were leading 38-25 in the
and called to state that Robert Constitution.Serving this commitK. Jousma, Mr. and Mrs. Simon 768; Norma Naber, 768; John Lam. Walt Disney characters and favors the quarter.
were given by the hostess, Mr$.
Christian kept the pressure on caters to American tastes, has third, the Bears began to move would be flown to a Washington tee were Dr. Garnce De Graaf,
Broersma.
750: Paul Barkel. 748: Warren St.
Kenneth Lohman, assistedby Mrs. i in the second quarter as they crept good electric lights that do not and only trailed 40-3b at the
D.C., Hospital. His mother and professor of English at Hope ColMrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren and John, 744: Bill Vander Berg. 738;
get turned off at 10 p m., and period's end. The lead cea sawed
1 to within one point, five different
Mrs. R. P. Leestma were recent Glenn Brower, 722; Harvey Clem- Russell Wolfe.
wife will also go to Washington lege, Holland, and presidentof
Guests were Kay Stehower, i tjmes throughoutthe period but several new cottages.
in the final period, but the Dutch to be with him as he undergoes the YG'; the Rev. William P.
guests of r e 1 a t i v e s in Grand ents, 720; John Ross. 720; Millie
We spent two days there >e- just couldn’t cope with the fine
Mary Lynn Koop, Linnay Rankins, , couidn't close the gap. St. Joe
Brink, pastor of Bethany Christian
Rapids.
Petroelje. 720; Chuck Rozcma.
Judy Hoover. Janice Reimink. held a 32.31 margin at the inter- visitingand taking in color the Bear shootingin the last hectic surgery
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempkers , Reformed Church, Holland, and
Shirley and Jerry Beyer were 713; Jack Westrate, 702; Bob
Wilma Bultman, Louise and Arma mission.
always interestingMayan ruins of minutes.
Sunday guests at the Will Timmer Schoon, 700; Jerry Kline, 692; Lee
spent Wednesday in Kalamazoo Richard Postma, Grand Rapids,
Haverdiiik.
The Dutch took their first lead a civilization lasting before Christ Jim Kool led the Little Maroons with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dykema. YCF director.
home.
York, 692; Glad Jousma, 686, and
of the game with just one minute and up to about 700 a.d. They with 22 points, followedby Jim
1 e
The Sewing Guild met Thursday, Rich Woltman, 686.
The annual Farm Bureau Co-op For the AFRYWS Mrs. T i
were master builders, astronom- Meurer with nine. Cal Klaasen and
gone in the second half
Jan 19 at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Webb Dalman, 666; Joyce Bar- 1 Circuit Court Awards
stockholders meeting wtlh-* held Gelderloos J a a - s m a, Grand
they moved out in front 35-34. The ers and evidentlyhad a highly Jerry Altena with seven each and
Henry Wyngarden serving as host- kel, 653; Bill Lokker. 636; Andv
on Feb. 16 at the Community Hall Rapids, president of the AFRYWS;
$2,772 Consent Judgment lead see-sawedfor a time before developed form of religious wor- Dan Bos with six. Dase led St. Joe
Annet Weessies, Kalamazoo, and
ess. Others present were the Mes- Naber, 632; Al Petroelje.625; Mel
beginning at 10 a.m
the Bears again stepped up the ship. No one knows where they with 19.
dames Carl Schermer, Jacob T. De Jousma, 618; Norm Riksen, 609;
A letter recently received from Hester Monsma, Grand Rapids,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A tq^po to pull out to a 50-45 lead disappearedto. Beautiful carvings,
W.tt, Will Vander Kolk. Martin D. Fred Ter Vree, 602; Milt DangreMr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing. who secretary of the AFRYWS.
consent judgment, based on two going into the final stanza.
some looking Egyptian and one
Wyngarden, Henry Boss, Harry mond, 585; Mike Lam. 541; Dick
are winteringin Florida, states This committee worked out a
foreign transcripts of judgment,
Coach Ray Haack’s club built up face very much like our Savior.
Dunning, John Ver Hage, Gerrit Hahn. 531; Margo Vander Berg,
that although it had been cold "it new- Constitutionwhich was subwas awarded in Ottawa Circuit their margin to eight points- in the Some pyramids are very high so
Boss, Eugene Brower. Irving 530; Sally Schoon. 473: Joey Wahas still got Michigan beat". They mitted to the annual convention
Court Friday afternoon in favor of early stages of the final period,be- this time I passed up the two
Hungerink,John Hoeve, J a c ob beke. 462; Charlie Meyers, 408.
also
wrote that they had seen of the Federationsin 1954 for
Ruth Ellen Thomas of Chicago fore the determinedDutch began highest because the steps are
Morren, Gerry Schermer. Joe and Reka Brown. 274.
President and Mrs. Eisenhower study. In August of 1955, both
against Joseph F. Thomas, Jr., their drive which ended in the ul- very narrow and very high.
Brinks. John De Jonge, and Hubert Shooting perfectflights this week
while the latter were vacationing Federations approved the ConIn Six
route 1, Grand Haven, in the timate victory.
Thence to U x m a 1 to a very
were
M.
Wabeke.
6;
G.
Hiddinga
stitution and By-Laws for submisHeyboer. Lunch was served by
in Florida.
amount of $2,772 plus costs of $28.
Jason Harness. St. Joe's ace. nice hotel now being built. The
the hostess,Mrs. Wyngarden. The and J. Lam. 4 each; B. Brown
. Rev. Van Heukclom had as his sion. to all member societies of
The amount represents alimony who had been sidelinedthe last workmen, carpenters,m a s 0 ns,
Burglars hit the Wooden Shoe
next jneeting will be held Feb. 2. and N. Naber, 3 each; and P.
Sunday sermon topics. "Faith in I
Federationsfor a vote, redue
Mrs.
Thomas
from
the defen- two games came in the second tile setters, etc., get only a dol- Texaco gas station on US-31 bypass
Barkel.
W.
St.
John.
H.
Clements,
suiting in the overwhelming apMr. and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden
the One Who Died" and "What Is
dant
according
to
the
terms
of
a
near
16th
St.,
early
Friday
quarter, and played about a half lar a day and meat costs them
proval of the memberships.
are the grandparents of a daughter J. Ross. C. Rozema and G
a Christian?"
divorce decree entered in ftie Cook before leaving in the final quarter that for two pounds. They are not for the third time in six months.
An interim committee will now
born to Mr. and Mrs. A1 Kamps of Jousma, 1 each.
The
Junior
and
Senior
CE
County Superior Court in 1952. when he picked up his fourth foul. happy and to me that Ls what The latest breakin netted the
direct
the actual changeoveras
Zeeland at the Zeeland Hospital on
groups met in joint session on
In the 17th century, a single whereby Thomas was ordered to Christian'sVander Hill once again may cause them to adopt Com- thieves an estimated $500 worth of
each Federationcontinues to
Sunday, Jan. 15.
Sunday
at
6:30
p.m.
A
play
ennew automobiletires.
carry on the usual activities unMrs. Jacob T. De Witt and Mrs. tulip, the Semper Augustus, sold pay $20 a week for the support of did a tremendous rebounding and munism. They work from about 6
Ottawa County deputies said en- titled, ‘‘GrandmaBerg's Sacrifice" til a hoard is set up on th enew
his minor child.
scoring job. Then of epurse, Christ- a.m. to 11 p.m. to make ends
Joe Kloet attended a potluck din- for $1,400.
was presented by several memian's Warren Boer along with Ross meet. Everythingis done by hand trace was gained by smashing a
Constitution.
ner at the home of Mrs. Ward
bers of the church league.
small
pane
of
glass
on
the
south
of
St.
Joe
did
fine
playmaking
for
Local men serving on the inand no power machinery at all.
Keppel on Thursday,Jan. 19.
The Allegan Union CE annual
their respective clubs.
terim board which met Jan. 20
Tiles are cut and filed by hand to side of the station. The thieves
John Beyer was taken to Holland
banquet
will
be
held
at
the
ReChristian next entertains Grand fit, mortar hand mixed and car- then opened a large window and
are Dr. De Graaf, Rev. Brink and
Hospital last Thursday after a reformed Church on Monday eveRapids Creston on the Civic Center ried and everything in-efficient. tossed out the tires.
John Spykman.
lapse from a recent illness, for xning
at
6:30.
Deputiessaid the station attencourt.
The Holland - Zeeland League Ls
rays and observation.On Sunday,
As I said before, what Central
Box score:
affiliated with the YCF. League
America needs are Industrial dant was lured from his job by
he was taken to Blodgett Hospital
Holland Christian (64)
president is George Brink of East
Auxiliary Has
in Grand Rapids for further medSchools and moje modern meth- two occupants of a late model car
FG FT PF TP ods to improve building trades. bearing Illinoislicense plates. They
Saugatuck. '
ical care. He has been confined to
Regular Meeting
2
6
3
0
Klaver. f ......
his home for six weeks.
The men make little money but said there was a motorist whose
14
5
4
4
Bos. f .........
Mrs. Casey Wabeke was a Tuesfor what they aecomplish in a car was in a ditch near Zeeland

Municipal Judge Talks

Dutch Reserves

To District Justices

Shade Heights

—

n

D

Holland Couple Begins Extended

Hamilton

Young Peoples

Travels Through South America

Groups Merge to

o

Form Federation

Maroon Seconds

Game

Lose

where

Vriesland

in
New

Archery Scores

1

1

when

|

Third Burglary

Months

^

VFW

Members of the Veterans of Two Men Appear (or
and needed help.
Foreign Wars Auxiliary held a reg4
The attendant locked up the sta5
8
Boer, g ........
ular meeting Thursday evening at Nonpayment o( Alimony
0
4
tion and left with his wrecker. He
Westenbroek.g
1
the VFW club house.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
0
failed to find the car in distress
0
2
Tuls, g ........
Kenneth Postma, 26, Grand Rap2.
2
and drove home. It was around Announcement was made of a
Dykman, f ....
post and auxiliary service officers ids, was brought before Circuit
0
0
0
Joldersma. c ..
8:30 p.m.
school and conference to be held in Court on a writ of attachment,
0
0
0
Several hours later, shortly beMpuw, f ....... 0
Uxmal has many interesting
Detroit Feb. 18 and 19. Mrs. Peter charging him with nonpayment of
fore midnight, a neighbor saw two
Toltec' buildings and was even
Borchers is the local auxiliary’s alimony. According to a divorce de24
21
Totals 20
more interestingto me than our cars drive into the darkened sta- service officer.
cree granted' his former wife,
St. Joseph (61)
tion driveway and notified police.
last visit.
Mrs. Borchers, who also serves Beverly, route 1, Zeeland, he was
20
8
5
Fearing that a burglary was then
Gusse. f ...... . 6
Up at 6 a.m. and flew from
a* hospital chairman, announced ordered to pay $7.50 a week for the
5
1
Kesterke, f .... . 2
1
Merida at 8:30 for 1,380 mile in progress deputies and Holland that the auxiliary will sponsor a support of his minor child. As of
4
7
1
Kasischke. c .. . 3
flight to
Landed at police converged on the station.
party at the Michigan Veterans
13
3
1
Ross, g ........ . 5
Two startled youths told offi- Facility March 6. All those' wish- Jtfn. 25, he is in arrears $126.50,
Guatemala City. San Sa 1 v a d 0 r
and the court postponed the mat10
6
3
Schlender, g ... . 2
cers they were waiting for friends.
where we saw friends at the airing to assist will meet at the hall ter until Feb. 8 by which time he
0
4
2
Harness,f .... . 1
investigation revealed the
port for an hours visit, then
that day at 6 p.m.
will be required to have the amount
0
2
2
Gay. g ...... . 0
Tegucigalpa, Honduras again, and breakin.
The next meeting will be he.d In the hands of the friend of the
0
1 - 2
Callendar, g .. . 1
The youths denied having any- Feb. 9, featuring a valentine
then a short half hours visit at
#
court.
thing to do with the breakin and
Managua
airport with our friends
party. There will be a valentine Bruce Martin, 38. Grand Haven,
19 61
Totals 20 21
said 4t was just coincidence they
the Cabreras. You will recall
exchange and secret pals will be also brought in on a writ of atwere there, The youths were quesRafael Cabrera’sinterview and
revealpd.
tachment, was ordered Friday
picture In The Sentinel several tioned and released.
Holland High Froth
Refreshmentswere served after to pay $20 per week beginning
Deputies put out a pickup order
years ago when he was returning
the meeting.
Feb, 3. According to a divorce
for the 1954 green car with the
Swamp Benton Harbor
from InternationalRed Cross
decree granted his former wife,
Illinois plates, which had an Oak
Rosetta, Grand Haven, June 28,
Holland High’s freshman basket- as a delegate from Nicaragua, He Park safety jticke. on iU wind- Pair Fined on Charges
1954, he was required to pay $15 a
ball team pranced off with a 51- is Nitional Red Cross President shield, nut had no luck.
week and as of Jan. 20 is $735 in
Oi Drank and Disorderly
28 victory over the Benton Harbor there.
Vander

day guest of Mr. and Mrs. Milo
Gerard of Grandville.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was
a recent guest of Mrs. Henry

Van Noord and

children of

Zeeland. They all called on Mrs.
John H. Van Welt at the Parkview
Home in Zeeland.
Heldreth De Witt sang at the
Golden Chain meeting in the

as co-hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wyngarden
of Zeeland were recent guests

Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. Wyngarden and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Oosting and
sons of Muskegon Heights were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Wabeke.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Dunning and

of

,

5

18

day is not worth more than they
18
are paid. Our friend in Managua
2
has just moved into his new home
2
which took two years to build
i and a very easily proposition of
0
which he had no control.

-

-

7:30 p.m.

‘V. John Van Peursem in charge.
The King's Daughtersmet Monday at 8 p.m. Installation of new
officers took place. Mildred De
Witt and Judy Nagelkirk served

8

An

The new address of the former
pastor is as follows. Rev. and
Mrs. Theodore B y 1 a n d, 22127
Macbeth. Cleveland, 26, Ohio.
Rest Haven Guild meets in the
Central Avenue Christian Reformed Church of Holland tonight at

R

5

.

Panama.

dance.

Young peoples' catechism met
Wednesdayat 7 p.m., Senior CE
met at 7:30 p.m., prayer meeting
was held at 8:15 p.m. with the

c

M

Jamestown Reformed Church Li t
week Thursday, Jan. 19. There
were 18 Senior CE members present and four visitors. The society
was awarded third place in atten-

s

Hill,

v
v
TOM MAENTZ

(left) of Holland,captain-elect of the 1956
University of Michigan footballteam, and Dave Kaiser, Michigan
State University's Rose Bow! hero, greet Larry Brandsma,
paralyzed Lee High School football player at Blodgett Memorial
Hospital in Grand Rapids Jan. 24. Maentz, teammates Terry Barr
and Dick Heynen of Grand Rapids, along with Jim Morse of
Muskegon, captain-electof- Notre Dame, were in Grand Rapids to
take part in a Larry Brandsma Fund event at the Shrine Circus.
.(UnitedPress photo)

j

frosh in a game played here Friday
afternoon. The win gives Holland
a record of four out of five wins.

Home Economics Club

The Dutch

Hears Coanty Nurse

travel to Muskegon

Heights next Friday.
Score at halftime was 32-11 In
Holland’s favor.
Scoring for Holland were: Dorgelo, 9; Van Putten, 8; Wehrmeyer,
6; Prince, 0; Walters, 3; Vliem, 4;
Hulst, 4; Giambers, 2; Overbeek,
4; Prins,#2; Klies, 4; Van Heukelom, 1.
High for the visitors was Menga
1
followed by Rogers.
,

Waives Examination

GRAND HAVEN (Special)Alden L. Avants. 29, Alton, 111.
Mrs. Peter Bauman entertained has waived examinationin Grand
members of the N6rth Holland Haven Municipal Court on a charge
Home Economics Gub at her home of uttering and publishing.The offense Involves a $45 check dated
Tuesday
•
Miss Westveer, county nurse, Aug. 21, 1954, drawn on the Coopgave a talk on treatingand caring ersville State Bank payable to the
for diabetic persons. Refreshments order of Avants and signed by
De Meester,
were served by the hostess. Casey
____
____
... now deceased.
The next meeting will be held Complaint wqs made by a son of
Feb. 21 at the home of Mrs. Willis the deceased. Avants has been
I bound over to Circuit Court.

evening.

„

Boss.

.

arrears.
Upon leaving the court room he
Joseph Lawrence. 44, and George was served with another writ from
Lawrence, 17, both of West Olive, Muskegon county charging him
pleaded guilty to drunk and disor- with being $2,482.59 in arrears as
derly charges in MunicipalCourt of Jan. 24 by failing to comply
Thursday and each was sentenced with the terms of a divorce decree
to pay $25 fine and $5.70 costs. grafted another former wife. MaxAlternatives are 10 days.
ine Martin Zok. He was taken to
The pair was picked up by city county jail and will be released to
police at 11:45 p.m. Wednesday af- Muskegon county authorities.
ter attempting to gain admittance
Alfred Tennyson’spoem, Enoch
to a tavern on Beech Tree St.
The pair was reportedlyuncle Arden, has been used to name a
divorce statute.
and nephew.

GRAND HAVEN
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THE HOLLAND CITY

B and C League

Property

Teams Bunched

In

Individual Doesn’t

Owners

Have

And Complete Every

Pigeon Lake

As previously explainedthe income tax return is designed to
cover every type of taxpayer

AreaPIanMeet

NEWS,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2,

to Fill

Item

1956

Out

i

on Return

Hospital Notes

Hospital Boosts
Its

Room Rates

Effective Feb. 1

whether a workingman,professionGRAND RAPIDS, MICH
al, business man, or executive. Admitted to Holland Hospital
New Ward Rate $11.50;
A general meeting of about 100 Therefore, its not necessarythat Friday were Mary Wlghtman, 403
Increased Costs Make
Frank Boons tr a and David resort property owners in the the individualtaxpayer fill out and West 22nd St; David Barkman, 5
complete
every
item
on
the return. East 25th St . Mrs. George
Pigeon
Lake
area
of
Ottawa
For
Spot in
Tyink, students at Ferris Institute,
Rate Boost Necessary
Example 1: An individual who
Big Rapids, Mich., spent the week- County will be held here sometime has income of less than $5,000, com- Lawrence, 146th Ave.; Jo Ann
An increasein room rate* at
end at the home of their parents, within the next two week% to dis- pletely from wages, and claiming Steffens, 376 West 19th St; Robert
Holland City Hospital, effective
Circuits
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Boonstra cuss a proposed power plant to standarddeductions would fill out Manglitz, 341 West 40th StfPhila
Wednesday, Feb. 1, was announcpage 1 only of form 1040. He would Knoll, route 2; Mrs. Elmer Harper,
ed Friday by John F. Donnelly,
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tyink. be built in the area.
Three members of a temporary determinehis tax from the taxtable route 4; Charles Salisbury, Spring
Steffen’s Market and Overkamp’s
president of the Hospital BoarJ.
All past and present members of
V f
The Increase will be generally
Washer Parts In the C League, the Women's All-Church Choir are committee formed by the property on page 16 of the instructionbook- Lake; William Van Alsburg, 228
owners met with Cosumers Pow- let (This individualcould file the
U.50 a day.
and Wooden Shoe and Baker's requested to meet at the First
West 19th St
er Co. officials during the weekend simplified form 1040A instead, if
New rates follow:wards, $11.50;
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Market in the B League remain Reformed Church /next Sunday to discuss the company’s plans for he wanted to)
semi private rooms, $14; private
Elmer
Harper,
route
4;
Elmer
Before giving you another examtied for the lead in their respective
the area. Consumers revealed rerooms, $17.50 and $18.50. Hall beds
evening, Feb. 5 .at 9 o’clock .
Speet, 624 Michigan Ave.; Mrs.
leagues following Recreation
cently that it is acquiring1,200 ple, we should explain what we
HOLLAND TO MIDLAND - The Midland Optimist Club recent- will be $10 when It Is necessary
Kenneth
Northuis, route 4; Lois
Group
I of the Second ReformLeague play in the Civic Center
acres of land in the arvea as future mean by standard deduction. The
to use them. Nursery care for newly received Its charter and In connection with the program, Jim
ed Church Aid will present a prolaw states that you are entitled to Aalderink, route 1; Cherry Van
site for a power plant."*
Monday night
born will go up 50 cents to $4 and
Frans from Holland (right), presented the new dub with a pair
gram at the church at the regular
In C play, Steffen’sturned back
Consumers officials said the certain personal deductionssuch Spyker, 55 West 13th St; Mrs,
If the baby stays after the mother
of wooden shoes. Left is I/>uii K. Cramton, presidentof nhe
Jerald
Strabbing
and
baby,
route
meeting of the Aid Thursday,Feb.
the West End Merchants 32-16 to^
company plans to build two break- as contributions,interest, taxes,
Is discharged the rate will be $6.
Midland club, receivingthe shoes. ‘ (Midland Daily News photo)
stay in the lead and they were 9. At this meeting Mrs. Herman water piers 2,500 feet out into medical expenses,etc. provided you 2; Mrs. Ted Boeve and baby, route
All other charges will remain the
Hoek,
of Grand Rapids, will be
3;
Henry
Marlink,
454
West
21st
joined by Overkamp’s, who deLake Michigan and to dredge a list (and be able to prove) all of
same.
year the local Red Cross has befeated Scotts, Inc. 42-21. In the speaker on the subject "I Hear narrow waterway between Pigeon these on page 2 of the return. St; Covert Van Herwyn, 60 East
A survey conducted the past
America Singing.” The meeting
16th St.; Mrs. Alvin Wolters, route
gu a new system of acknowledg
other game, Kitchen Planning scorLake and Lake Michigan to make Now, as an alternative, the Governtwo weeks indicates that the new
ing
shipment
of
goods
to
headwill begin at 2:30 p.m. and all
1;
Mary
Wightman,
403
West
22nd
ed win number three by beating
it 300 feet wide and 36-feetdeep. ment automatically allows you 10
rates are on a par with hospitals
quarters. Instead of listing the
members and friends are invited. Consumers also plans to build a percent of the total Income as a St; David Barkman, 5 East 25th
the All Americans 47-31.
of comparable size and service,
good*
in
a
general
group, each
A
tea, to follow the program, will
St.;
Jo
Ann
Steffens,
376
West
y Over on the other court, Wooden
turning basin in Pigeon Lake and deductionif you do not wish to
and below those of the Grand
branch in Ottawa county will be
19th St.
Shoe ran over Borr’s Bootery 55-27 be in charge of members of Group docking facilities for at least two list all of these items on page 2.
Rapids hospitals.
(Following is another in a series
given credit separately for all that
Admitted Saturday were Fred
while Baker's stayed in the run- I.
This is already computed ir. figurcoal boats.
The Increase is the first In rates
of articles taken from news of the
it
sends
in.
The
first
shipment
of
A
meeting
of
the
K.Y.B.
AuxilMeyers, 316 West Washington,
ning with a 53-41 win over Dutch
Officials of the property owner's ing Die tax shown on the taxtable.
Holland Daily Sentinel published the year is valued at $769.66 of since July 1, 1954, and has b e e n
Novelty. In the third game, Ter iary of the Second Reformed committee told Consumers offi- Therefore, if you do not list these Zeeland: David Kiekintveld, 626 more than 37 years ago.)
which the knitted goods are worth necessitatedby constantlyincreasHaar stayed one game off the pace Church will be held at the home cials that Pigeon Lake would be deductions,you are given what we West 23rd St.; Conrad Charles
ing costs of operating the hospital.
"The worst storm in twenty $369.
with a 59-34 triumph over Siam's of Mrs. David Vereeke, Cherry ruined if used by coal boats and call the benefit of the standard de- Nienhuls, 453 168th Ave.; Sandra years,” was the official weather
The hospitalboard delayed the inThe Holland Aniline Co. held its
Ave. on Friday afternoon, Feb. 3.
Van Ommen, 106 East Seventh St.
Mobilgas.
asked the company to build facili- duction.
crease as long as possible but
bureau report about the storm of
In recognition of Foreign ties on Lake Michigan north of the
DischargedSaturday were Dr. last Sunday, began a story in the annual, meeting Saturday despite when the financial report for the
Example 2: An individualwhose
Steffen'sMarket started fast in
the
storm
and
the
officers
surveyed
scoring their win. Led by Ken Et- Missions month the evening session waterway to' unload coal boats. income is under $5,000 all of which Abraham Leenhouts, 1425 South Saturday, Jan. 12, issue of the Holmonth of December showed a loss
the firm’s business for the year
terbeek, the winners went ahead at the Second Reformed Church Consumers officials said they is from wages but owns his own Shore Dr.; Mrs. Paul Veenstra, land Dajly Sentinel published in
of over $5,000 it became apparent
1917.
At
the
election
the
following
22-8 at halftime and then coasted. was in charge of William Estell of would look Into that possibility but home, has intersts and taxes, there- route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. O. Tv 1918. The first intimation of the
that new rates would have to be
officers were elected: President,
Etterbeekled the scoring with 11 Western Theological Seminary, said they doubted if it would be fore, lists all his personal deduc- Davis and baby, 17 West 14th St; storm came by a long distance
put into effect as soon as possible.
Arend
Vlsscher;
vice
president,
W.
Holland.
He
has
completed
three
tions which, in this case, exceed Mrs. Howard Hyma and baby, 510 message to central in Hollland
followed by Ted Boeve with 10.
feasible.
Increued costs are largely due
H.
Beach;
secretary,
B
.P.
Don10 percent of his total incom:. This West 29th St; Mrs. Willis Wolters from Chicago giving warning that
Patterson led the losers with five. years of service with the Foreign
tp salary adjustments made in
nelly; treasurer, Vance C. Mape.
type of individualwould fill out and baby, route 1; Conrad Charles a storm with a velocity of 70
Overkamp’shad a big second Missions staff of the Reformed
July which amounted to 5 percent
Directors are C. M. McLean, A.
page 1 and 2. He would also fill Nienhuis, 453 168th Ave.
half in recording their win. Ahead Church in Japan. His topic was
for all hospital employes. With
miles an hour was sweepingover
Admitted Sunday were Frances Chicago and was headed this way. H. Landwehr and L. Verdier.
out the bottom of page 2 computing
13-11 at the midway point, the re- "To Arms", and served as a fav- Polio
payroll expense constituting alMr.
and
Mrs.
F.
W.
Hadden
rehis own tax. The rate of tax is jn Holmqulst, 61 West 12th St; Soon after, the storm struck in all
pairmen netted 29 points to Scott's orable speaker on Foreign Mission
most 72 percent of the total exceived a telegram Monday from
page 14 of the instructionbooklet. William Tamminga, 1563 Lakewood its fury and It is still at it.
six in their big rally. S. Vander Sunday as designated by General
pense of the hospital this has
their son, Ray W. Hadden, announcExample 3: An individualwhose Blvd.; Mrs. Stephen C. Scott, 143
Sluis and Nelson Jacobs sparked Synod.
meant total salary expensa has
Not only in Holland but In Grand
in
ing the arrival of an eight poind
The Women's Missionary Society
total .income is over $5,000 and is East 25th St; Mrs. George Haven and other parts of the counthe winners with 13 each while
risen from $14.83 per patient day
boy.
Rog Wierda had eight for the los- of the Second Reformec Church
from wages and who claims the Helgeson, Bakers Trailer Court; ty as well the petition addressed to
to $16.75 per patient day during
Private
John
Van
Gorkom
Is
the
will hold their regular monthly
Volunteers for the Mothers standarddeduction, must fill out Mrs. Leroy Naber, 185^ Lakewood the Board of Supervisors asking
t ers.
the current fiscal year, although
first Hope College man to arrive
Kitchen Planning, led by George meeting on Thursday at 2:30 p.m March in Fillmore township Satur- page 1 and only the bottom part Blvd.; Mrs. James Asslnk, route 2. that body to provide the county
other costs have remainedat about
in France. Van Gorkom was one
Moeke with 11 points, beat back Mrs. Edward Tanis of the local day night collected a t o t a 1 of of page 2, which is the tax compu- Discharged Sunday were David nurse with the necessary equipthe same level Cost*; other than
of the Hope men who enlistedalKiekintveld, 626 West 23rd St.;
the All American’sattempt to win Faith Reformed Church, who re- 51,526.21,according to Township tation.
ment to enable her to do effective most immediately after declaration salaries amount to ati additional
Example 4: An Individual who Mrs. George Lawrence,146th Ave.; work is being liberally signed.
game number one. Don Hulst had cently visited other fields, will Chairman Henry Boeve.
$6.69 per day, covering maintenof war. He i* serving in the medi
speak. Mrs. John Beyer and Mrs.
In Maplewood area, volunteers earns over $5,000 from wages and Mrs. Walter Bobeldyke and baby,
ance, food, x-ray, laboratory, opnine for the losers.
Through the efforts of the city cal corps.
Wooden Shoe stayed in a tie for J. Katte will be hostesses.All wo- collected $657.82. Mrs. Harold wishes to claim specific deductions 143 East 38th St; Mrs. Jack fire department,Holland is well
erating' room fees, dressings,
PrivatesCornelius Do*ker and drugs, etc.
Mulder and Mrs. Ed Schuitema must fill out page 1 and page 2 Oosterbaan, 118 East 25th St; Mrs. protected against fire under the
first place by beating last place men of the church are invited.
Fred
De
Jongh
of
Sable
Pas*,
Albert Van Beek and baby, 326 unusual circumstances of the blizwere chairman. In the rural area, listing all of his deductions.
Bo rr's Bootery 55-27. The Shoes
Another Interestingfact disclosvolunteers collected $868.39 under
Example 5: An individual who Arthur Ave.; Harold Paulk, Fenn- zard. An outside team has been Texas, two former Hope students ed In the survey was that Holland
started fast and were never headthe direction of Herschel Hulst and has other income must show it on ville; Robert King, 166 V4 West hired and sleighshave been rigged who enlisted in the calvary last Hospital has a higher percentage
ed. Den Uyl hit for 15 in a winMay, have been recommended by
Prize
Gordon
Oetman.
ning cause while Ray Dedoes netpage 3 of the return in its proper Ninth St.; Mrs. George O'Connor, up at the two departmentsso that
of Its salaries going to nursing
their regimental commander to the
144 East 18th St.
Leaders today expressedheart- section.
ted 10 for Borr's.
than most hospitals.Yet, salaries
responsesto fires can be made
Officers’
Training
School
at
San
Hospital births list a son, Scott in that way. The sleighs have been
felt appreciation to the people for
Baker's Market used their fast
Example 6: Any individual who
are generally below those of the
their gifts to polio. In spite of has other income from rents, in- Alan, born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. equipped with hose and ladders Antonio, Tex.
break to good advantage in the
other hospitals contacted. This
icy roads and walks, no casualties terest, dividends, and so forth Dale Van Omen, route 1, Hamilton; and the firemen will be able to do
second half to pull away from
means that patients In Holland
were reported. The funds will be would want to fill out page 4 of the a son, Douglas Edward, born effectivework should a fire break
the Novelty five. The halftime score
Hospital are receiving more nursFifty prize photographsIncluding care than In most hospitals.
showed the Grocers leading by only ing the top winners in the 10th an- turned over to the Allegan County return in order for him to receive Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth out.
two, 27-25. Norm Japinga netted nual National High School Photo- polio chapter.
tax credit for dividends received Behrendt, route 4; a daughter,
St. Louis, Mich., like Holland,
The Mothers of Ottawa School
21 points for Baker’s while Bruce
and retirement income, if he is Mila Jean, born Friday to Mr. will go on a sugar diet Monday, • Ul meet Friday afternoon at 3:30
graphic Awards are now being disMing and Ron Bolhuis hit for 10 played at E. E. Fell Junior High
eligible and entitled to such credit. and Mrs. Kenneth Walters, 371 Jan. 14. The city clerk is now is- at the school. Dates will be set
to
apiece for the losers.
In order for the taxpayer to avail Elm Ave.; a daughter, Brenda suing sugar cards and the allow for a future skating party and
School.The pictures will be at the
In the final game, Ter Haar’s junior high building until Friday, Local
himself to all of the benefits he is Kay, born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. ance is one pound per week for demonstration.
The program rei stayed in contentionwith their lop- when they will be moved to the
entitled to and, thereby,reduce Willis Driesenga, 118 Dunton Ave. each member in a family.
cently held at the school was
A
son,
Jose
Beltran,
born
Friday
' sided win. Again it was a strong third floor of Senior High School.
his taxes to the just amount that
Holland High School basketball success. A school board meeting For
secand half that turned a close The public is invited to drop in
he should pay, it is necessary for to Mr. and Mrs. Jesus Lopez, 130 five traveled to Grand Haven Fri- was recently held at the home
Citation
game into a rout. Ken Zuverink at any time to see the prize photos.
his to understandwhich of the East Seventh St.; a daughter day night and defeated the county of Mr. and Mrs. C. Potter.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)hit the hoop for the Clothierswith
two methods he would elect to use Laurie Ann, born Friday to Mr seat players by the score of 25 to
Miss Helen Boersema and Miss Ten young men will report to
A representative sample of the
Glen II. Klopfenstein, superin16 points. Bill Heyboer led a losing
to
give him the greatest deduc- and Mrs. Donald Slager, 17 West 13. The local boys came back on
Carol Longileer will be leaders of
excellentwork done by high school tendent at Swift & Company Ice
cause with 15.
tions, thereby reduce his taxable 19th St.; a son, Jerry Lee, born the late train, pulling into Holland the C. E. at 7:30 Wednesday eve- Grand Haven armory at 1:15 p.m.
students throughout the U. S. and Cream Plant, Holland, has been
With three weeks of play remainincome. By that, we mean, would Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Herschel shortly before the big storm broke. ning at Ottawa Church. Prayer Wednesday, Feb. 8, to leave for
the territories, the exhibit includes awarded a silver platter trophy for
ing, this is the way the standings
he use the standard deduction or Martin, 352 West 14th St.
The Rev. John Van Ess, mis- meeting will be held at 8 p.m Detroit for induction into the armall 16 major prize winners from the
outstanding achievement in busied forces.
A son, John David, born Satur- sionary of the Reformed Church in
look:
itemize his deductions.
Thursday night.
1955 competition,plus a selection of ness activityduring the organizaThey are Ronald J. De Vree, of
B League
The
standard deductions automa- day to Mr. and Mrs. John Osgood, Arabia, will give an address for
Dr. H. De Free, a former mis- 96 Vander Veen Ave., Holland;
pictures receiving honorable men- tion's Centennial year, R. A. WhitL
tically gives him the benifit of de- 405 Grand St, Saugatuck; a daugh- men only in Trinity Church next sionary to China, was the guest
tion awards.
man, manager, announced today.
James G. Peters, George R.
2
Baker’s Market .......
ductions equal h> 10 percentof his ter, Jean Ann, born Sunday to Mr. Wednesday.
preacher Sunday morning. He also Bryant, Jr., Sidney D. Clark,
Activitiesin and out of school
The Centennial Platteris inscriband
Mrs.
Gordon
Volkers,
967
Col2
Wooden Shoe .........
income (adjusted gross income).
With jhe bright sunshinydawn spoke to the Sunday School.
head the list of photos included in ed with the signatures of H. H.
Grand Ha veil; Hoyt Schut and
Ter Haar Clothing ...... 4
3
In this case no receipts of bills lege Ave.; a son, Marco Antonio, that greeted the city Monday mornJames Vander Kooi suffered Willard Driesenga, HudsonviUe;
the display,along with other sub- Swift, honorary chairman of the
4
Dutch Novelty ........ . 3
are necessary and even though the born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Leo ing when it awoke to a new week of
heart attack while, at work last Joel J. Vander Kool, West Olive;
jects ranging from birds and ani- board and only surviving son of
4
taxpayer does not have actual Rivera, 370 West 15th St.; a daugh- work, efforts svere immediately beSlant'sMobilgas ...... . 3
week and was sent to the hospi Willard Kloosterman,Zeeland;
mals to sports activities and scenic the founder: John Holmes, chairdeductions equal to 10 percent by ter, Sally Jo, born Sunday to Mr. gun to repair the damage of the
Borr's Bootery ........ . 1
6
tal. He Is now improving.
views.
man
of the board: and P.M. using the standard deductions.
Arlo G. Wiltenberg, Conklin; John
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Teusink,
119%
C League
storm and to open the usual lines
Thc W. O. Ladles Club held Its Betten, Grand Rapids.
Jarvis, president.
Maple
St.,
Zeeland.
Limitation on standard deducW L
of communicationwith the outside Secret Pal party at the home of
The award was established by tion — the standard deduction is A son, Kevin Lee, born today to
2
Overkamp's Washer .. . 5
Deputies Credit Local
world and from one part of the Mrs. T. Stone of West Olive. Lunch
Swift to help highlight the 100th
10 percent of adjusted gross in- Mr. and Mrs. Dale Bouwman, 1565 city to another,according to a story
2
Steffen'sMarket ...... . 5
was prepared at the fireplace in Former Photographer,
anniversary of the founding of the
Gas
Station
Attendant
come, but not more than $1,000 for Harding St.; a son, Randall Lee, in the Monday, Jan. U, issue.
3
Scotts, Inc ............. 4
the playroom. Each member recompany.
all taxpayers except married per- born today to Mr. and Mrs.
West End Merchants .. . 4
3
With Allegan county pledged to vealed her secret pal with the pre- 111 for Six Years, Dies
A
local gas station attendant
Klopfenstein has been with Swift
sons filing seperate returns. For Richard Fry, 644 Apple Ave.; a a policy of pushing the project of
4
Kitchen Planning .....
sentation of a gift.
reported to sheriff’s officers that & Company 25 years. He started
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
married persons filing seperate re- .daughter, Diane Sue, bom today to
All Americans ........ . 0
7
a juvenile boy had tried to cash with the company at Defiance, turns, the standard deduction is 10 Mr. and Mrs. Wilmar Forberg, the erection of a tri-countytuberFrank Haiker, 53, of 1306 Grant
culosis sanatorium, it is almost cersome Canadian quarters at the Ohio, and has also worked at other
St., died in Municipal Hospital
Annual Fishing Trip
percent of adjusted gross income, 1229 Floral Ave.
tain that the Ottawa County board
station
Monday.
company
plants
located
at
Alma,
Miscellaneoas Shower
Monday after a six - year illbut not more than $500.
of Supervisors will take a simi- Scheduled Saturday
The boy was picked up and un- Mich., Mishawaka, Ind., and
ness. He had been seriouslyill for
To claim specific deductions,one
lar step at their session this week.
Honors Mrs. Hassevoort
der questioning admitted that he Brooklyn during his years with the must determine what he can claim. Resthaven Guild Hears
a month. He was born in Chicago
Third Reformed Sunday School
Members of Tulip City Rod and
had snitched some $10 worth of company.
March 1. 1892, he lived in Grand
Briefly,taxpayers are allowed as Talk by Dick Zwiep
A miscellaneous shower was the Canadian coins from his faclosed the most successful and Gun Club have scheduled their anKlopfenstein and his wife, Ann. deductionscertain personal exHaven most of his life. He was a
given last Friday evening for Mrs
prosperous year in its history for nual fishing trip to Whitehall for
ther in Allegan County.
live at 85 West 10th St., have one
well known photographer in Grand
A
report
of
various
projects
for
penses
which
are
listed
as
follows
Melvin Hassevoort. the former
1917. Accordingto the annual re- Saturday.
Deputies said "it isn’t much, but child, Nancy, 13 years old. Golf,
Rapids, Big Rapids and Muskegon.
Contributions.
the year and the showing of slides port of the treasurer the total colHermeen Becksvoort, at the home
Individual cars will leave from
we're thankful for the alertnessof fishing, Boy Scouts make up
Interest.
of a trip abroad featured the meet- lections reached $2,590.23 of which Bernie Baker residence,171 Aniline His studio in Muskegon was desof her mother, Mrs. George
the gas stationattendant and glad Klopfenstein’shobbies.
Taxes.
ing of the Resthaven Guild last amount $1,441.32 was donated for Ave., between 6:30 and 8:30 a.m. troyed by fire in 1946.
Becksvoort.
he reported the incident to us.”
He was a veteran of World War
Medical expenses.
Friday evening in Central Avenue missions and benevolences.
Invited were Mrs. Herman
Members are asked to bring their
I
and served with the AEF in
Child
Care.
Christian
Reformed
Church.
A
The
storms
of
last
week
Sunday
Jacobs, Miss Hilda Jacobs, Mrs
Birthday Party Given
own lunch. Guests may be invited.
France and was wounded in action.
Losses from fire, theft or acci- large representation of members cost the city between $1,200 and
John M e is t e, Mrs. H e r m Congregational Meeting
Surviving are the wife; a daughFor Mary Lynn Menken
dent.
and friends attended.
$1,500. This is the estimate made
Schierbeek,Mrs. Marvin Waterter,
Mrs. Richard Garthwaite of
Takes
Game
Fish
Held
at
Calvary
Church
Dick
Zwiep
showed
slides
of
the
Miscellaneous.
Monday by Mayor Vandersluis in
way, Mrs. Bill D o u m a, Mrs
Mary Lynn Menken, who cele- A more detailed explanation of trip he and Mrs. Zwiep took last checking up some of the items GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Coopersville; a son, Robert at
' Herman Ten Harmsel, Mrs. Harold
The annual congregational finan- brated her eighth birthday anni- each of the above deductions will summer. He explained points of inthat went into the list for keeping Steven Westrate, 42, route 1, Coop- home; two brothers, John of MusKlein, Mrs. Ed Becksvoort, Mrs.
cial meeting of Calvary Reformed versary Jan. 29, was guest of honbe explained in subsequent articles. terest of cities and provinces visit- the sidewalks and streets open ersville paid $25 fine and $7.80 costs kegonand William of Holland; two
Herm Becksvoort, Mrs. Henry
was held last Thursday or at a party given after school on
ed during the trip.
and for hauling away the excess in Justice F. J. Workman's court sisters,Mrs. Hattie Schrieber of
Hassevoort, Mrs. Gerald Church
evening followingthe regular pray- Monday by her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. William C. De Roo, chair- snow from Eighth and River Ave. Monday night on a charge of un- West Olive and Mrs. Dan Brady
Driesenga, Mrs. F o ster er meeting.
George L. Menken of Waukazoo. Draftees Will Go to
man of the project committee, re- In spite of the worst storm in lawfullytaking protected game of Spring Lake; and two grandBrummel, Mrs. Arn o Id HasseThe proposed budget for 1956 was
Hamburgers,cake and ict cream
ported
on various projects planned the present generation,about nine- fish with a spear. On Jan. 21 he al- children.
voort, Mrs. Bernard Konjer,
Army and Navy in March
presented by William Boersma, were served and favors given each
for the ensuing year, Mrs. A. ty per cent of the Sentinelswere legedly speared seven bluegills
Miss Helene Hassevoort,Miss
church treasurer,and was accept- guest. After the gifts were opened,
Allegan County must furnish 10 Dogger, president,was in charge delivered to the subspribers Sat- from Stearns Bayou in Robinson Two Probation Violators
Esther Hassevoort, Mrs. Raymond
ed by the congregation.
bingo was played and prizes men and Ottawa County 15 men of the meeting.
urday. The paper came from the township. He was arrested by ConHassevoort, Mrs. Tony Tea HarmCalvary Church now has a mem- awarded the winners.
for the March draft call, according
Mrs. Edward Masselink, wife of press at noon, as usual with the servation officer Harold Bowditch. Taken on New Charges
sel, Mrs. Chester Dozema, Mrs.
bership of 90 families. The Rev.
Attending
Melinda to figures released Monday by Col. the pastor of Central Avenue Saturday edition, and it took some
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Gradus Lubbers, Mrs. Floyd
Raymond Denekas te pastor.
Fitzgerald, Kitty Kirchen, Nancy Arthur A. Holmes, state selective Church, conducted devotions, bas- of the boys most of the afternoon
Robert Kohnke, 18, and Louis DeMartinie, Miss Helene M e i s t e,
Orr, Janice De Vries, Connie service director.
Kraker, 17, both of Grand Haven,
ing her opening remarks on the to cover their routes.
Miss Helene Klein and Miss KathAalderink,Sheryl and Jackie Michigan draft bards will furnish "Lord’s Our Shepherd. " Ntyss
Next Monday evening, Jan. 21,
were arraigned in Municipal Court
leen Klein.
Mapes, Bonnie Morris, Carol De a total of 820 men for the Army Eleanor Baarman, accompaniedby members from Holland's- seven
Monday. Kohnke was charged with
Games were played and prizes
Witt and the guest of honor. Un- and Navy, Holihes said. Selective Mrs. R. Baarman sang "Trees public schools will present a most
recklessdriving anc. DeKraker with
won by Mrs. Herman Jacobs,
able to attend were Linda Vande.- service delivered men to the Navy and "This Is My Father's World.” enthusiasticand entertainingpatribeing drunk and disorderly.The
Mrs. Herman Becksvoort, Mrs. Bill
Baan and Patty Meengs.
pair was arrested Jan. 27 in Grand
in November and December, but
Members of the Tryphena So- otic program in the high school auDouma, Mrs. Floyd Martinie
Haven Township.
the practice was discontinued in ciety of the entertaining church ditorium. Proceeds from this enterand Mrs. Ed Becksvoort. Duplicate
As both of the boys are now on
January and February.
served refreshments. The Febru- tainmentwill be used to establish
i prizes were given to the bride.
Marriage Licenses
probation was deferred by MuniciThe Michigan draft quotas in Jan- ary meeting also will be held in a free dental clinic in connection
Lunch was served.
Ottawa County
pal Judge Jacob Ponstein pending
with the city hospital.Tickets are
Daniel H. Burnside, 22, Spring uary and February were 502 and Central Avenue Church.
any disposition which might be
)5 cents for everyone.
379.
Lake,
and
Donna
Fase,
20,
Grand
Holland Rifle Club
made as probation violators in OtBorn to Mr. and Mrs. John
Haven; Merritt H. Stuck, 22, Spring
Linda Vakin Feted
tawa Circuit Court. Neither has
Beintema
Sunday
morning,
a
new
Defeats Kalamazoo
Lake, and Louise Ellen Mergener, Mrs. H. J. Bonzelaar
been able to furnish $200 bond.
fireman.
At Surprise Party
17, Grand Haven; Gordon Royce,
Kohnke was placed on probation
John
Van
Sytzama
of
Zeeland
Holland Rifle Club played host
Succumbs
at
Age
86
23, Fruitport, and Barbara Gust,
Feb. 25, 1955, on an indecent liberClub of Kalamazoo in a regularly
The Tawtisi Camp Fire Girls enlistedSaturdayin the ordinance
23, Spring Lake; Carl Mansfield,
ties charge, and DeKraker was
corps at Grand Rapids.
scheduled league match Friday
22, Muskegon, and Shirly Hierhol- Mrs. H. J. Bonzelaar, 86, died gathered at the home of Linda
placed on probation for three years
Vukin
in
Central Park Saturday
Father
Wykoff, ol Grace Church
to the Southern Michigan Gun
early
Monday
at
the
home
of
zer, 20, Grand Haven; Henry Roton July 27, 1955, on a charge ot
Club of Kalamazoo in a regularly
man, 19, route 1, Coopersville,and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Breuker of route noon for a surprise birthday party was in Grand Rapids Sunday where
attempted armed robbery.
he was the principalspeaker at the
scheduled league match Friday
6. She was a life - long resident of in her honor.
Irma Bennink,22, route 2, CoopGraafschap vicinityand a memA circus theme was featuredwith Annual Epiphany rally of all the
evening. The locals defeated the
ersville.
The East Indian banyan tree
visitors 1,454 to 1,424.
ber of Graafsdhap Christian Re- the guests receiving play money Episcopal church schools of Grand
sends down from its branches
formed Church.
with which to "buy” their lunch. Rapids and the Western Michigan
Shooting for Holland were Jarvis
shoots which take root and beCar Hits Pole
Ter Haar, Alma Clark, John Clark,
Surviving are a daughter, Mr*. After watching the Big Top circus Diocese.
come auxiliary trunks. One CalA car driven by Madeline H. Breuker; one son, Henry; seven program, they playsd games. Priz- Prosecuting Attorney Fred T.
Glen Bonnette, Louis Van Ingen,
cutta banyan tree has 3,000 such
Tom Smith, Clarence Baker, HowKelava, route 2, Grand Haven, grandchildren; 16 great grandchil- es were won by Marlene Rauch, Miles Tuesday issued the detailed PFC. PAUL D. STREUR, 2nd
Echelon mechanic with the trunks.
crashed into a pole on slippery dren; one sister, Mrs. Ben Lugers Virginia Bouillon,Margaret Aman, report of the work done in his deard Working and John Weenum.
545th MP Co.,' 1st Cavalry
Kalamazoo participants were
pavement at 5:05 p.m. Monday at of Grand Rapids; two brothers, Barbara Scully, Margo Culver, partment during the six months
Division, is stationed in Japan.
ending Dec. 31. This news story apRobert Ward. William De VaU, Miss Esther Wilma Vander Meulen the corner of 136th Ave. and Felch Albert and John Lubbers of Hol- Stefanie Dozka and Kay Nash.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Perry, Chester Legault, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Vander St. Mrs. Kelava was driving south land; two sisters - in - law, Mrs.
Other guests at the party includ- peared in the Tuesday, Jan. 15, UArthur J. Streur, 608 Lugers
Roy Legault,Gaynor Nash, Joe Meulen of 148 East 19th St. an- on 136th Ave. when the car went Maggie Lubbers and Mrs. Dena ed WilhelmlnaTer Voort, Jacque- sue.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Rd. Recently his parents and
Six big farmerf* institute*are
Orbeck, Julius Dombos, George nounce the engagement of their out of control.It was snowing at Haveman, and a brother - in - law, lyn Raffenaud, Kathleen Good,
friends were able to hear him
daughter, Esther Wilma, to Ells- the time. The right front of the John Jipping, all of Holland.
Higgins and Joe Howard.
Oralio Rios, Charity Wouters,Ann planned for Ottawa county this
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
in a tape recordedinterview
worth A. Rolfs, son of Mr. and 1954 model was damaged to the
Bishop, Maureen Munro, Mary month by D. L. Hagerman, county
27 East
PLom 3693
sent by his commandingoffiNew York City has almost 45,- Mrs. Ellsworth Rolfs of route 4, extent of $350. Sheriff's officers Many birds have a poor sense Ann Oshier, Elsabeth Clark, Mar- agriculturalagent
cer to the local radio station.
nouttuQ* \
With the beginningof the new
000
investigated. '
cella Aman and Emily Maycroft
of smell
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NEW DIRECTIONAL SIGNS — New

Sentinel'sWide Lens

overhead
signs were erected at 17th St. and River Ave.
earlier fhis wee)c designed to speed the flow of
traffic through the intersection.
The pavement
has also been marked off into lanes. Vehicles
making a left hand turn will remain in the left
lane while traffic turning right or moving

Camera Shows Progress to Date on

•

Construction of Hospital Addition.

straight ahead will keep to the right. The signs
are on the east and west sides of River Ave. on
17th St. Harmon Jones (on ladder) drills a hole

Ottawa County

in the supporting steel pipe as he prepares to

hang the

last sign.

The

signs

4-H News

were put up by the

Trooper Switched

city following a traffic study.

Fraternal Society Plans

By

(Sentinel photo)
15 or June 1. Then it went o f f
color with the first frost. During
spring and fall, when the cool
climate grasses are at their best
Meyer Zoysia has been dormant.
It grows so slowly in the rest of
the cool season that other grasses will almost crowd it out of the

Willis S. Boss
4-H Club Agent

Highlightsof Farmer’s Week

To Grand
Trooper Roy

Haven

Hospital Construction

Month Ahead

of

jy

Is

Schedule Given

10

ALLEGAN

J. Collins of the

Work on the new $1,300,000adMichigan State University,East Romeo state police post, has been dition to Holland Hospital is proLansing, have been noted by peo- promoted to corporal and trans-1 gressing a month ahead of sched-

Throwers
Days

(Special) — Ten-day

and
were handed out to two Allegan youths who admitted throwing nails in the drivewaysof persons continuingto work at Allegan’s
two strikeboundplants.
Sentenced by Municipal Judge
Ervin Andrews were Glen Wiley,
18, Allegan, and Donald Hitchcock,
21, route 1. Allegan. Neither were
employes of the L. Perrigo Co. orf
Crescent Machine and Nipple Co.
where' strikes have been in progress for more than three weeks.
They were, however, under the
same AFL carpenter'sunion which
jail sentences plus fines of $50

at

costs

Hospital Notes

who attended. Monday was the feared to the Grand Haven post, ule, John F. Donnelly, president of
the hospital board, said today.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Horse Show with many 4-H mem- effectiveFeb. 5.
Contractors have taken full ad- Tuesday were Robert Garcia, route
It
was
one
of
eight
promotions
bers taking part in the various
vantage of good weather condiBrian Slager, 3445 Butternut Dr.
"La Nuit en Paris", the annual
classes. Ottawa County has no 4-H announced today by State Police tions, Donnelly said, and if work Frederick Staat, 719 Aster Ave.;
winter formal of the Fraternal
turf. V
horse project but much interest is CommissionerJoseph A- Childs. continues ahead of schedule,the Suzanne Texer, 27 East 27th St.;
Society of Hope College will be held
If you are interested in lawn
Six of the eight also were trans- new additionmay be ready for oc- Earl Working,271 East 14th St.;
Friday evening in the Grand Ball
seed.it is best to stay with the shown in the county.
cupancy by the end of the year. Clarence Dykhuis, route 5; HermRoom of the Pantlind Hotel in
well-knownvarieties such as
The annual 4-H Crops and Egg ferred.
After that, there will be three or an M. Bonzelaar, 345 East 11th St.
Grand Rapids.
Collins joined the state police four months of remodelingin the Mrs. Esther Snow, 1113 South Shore
Merion Bluegrass, Kentucky Blue Show was held in the east and
A reception will be held from 5
By Richard Machlele
grass, the red fescues and bent- west sides of the Stadium. The Nov. 1, 1939, and was assigned to present building,work that cannot Dr.; Mrs. Jule De Puydt, 677 Van
to 6 p.m. at the home of Richard
County Agricultural Agent
grasses.
4-H Club Deprtment sponsored the the Bad A\* post. On April 15, be done before services are trans- Raalte; Mrs. Paul Essenburg.145
Cantos, 1519 Pontiac Rd. S. E.
We had an excellent attendance
show.
1940, he was transferred to the ferred to the new building.
South Division.
Grand Rapids, and dinner will be at our Small Fruits and Vegetables
Another 4-H highlight will be New Buffalo post and on April 8,
It has been proven in this county
Workmen currently are working Discharged Tuesday were John
served at the hotel 81*6:30 p.m. meeting at Allendale this 'past
is striking.
and in other places that contour- staged on Thursday evening when 1941 to South Haven. He was trans- on superstructure for the upper Hoffman, route 2, Hamilton; JoThis will be followed by entertain- week. Many Ottawa County folks
Meanwhile sheriff's officersand
ing corn land reduces water-shed 42 talented4-H youngsters will pre- ferred to the Rockford post on floors. The four-floor addition calls hannes Meyering, 200 Easl 26th St.;
ment
apparently are interested in the
city police were investigating
more
sent
a
musical
program.
Farmer’s
July
10,
1944,
and
assigned
to
for a basement, a ground floor, Henry Vanden Berg, 491 Lincoln
runoff. Accordingto some recent
Attending will be Joyce Leighley production of these crops. Our
caies of hoodlumism.Officers refigures, contouredcom land ab- Week will close on Friday. 4-H Center Line on Oct. 16, 1945. He and two upper floors. The top floor Ave.; Fred Meyers, 316 West Washand Blaine Timmer, Sally panel members all assured us that
ported this morning that sugar had
sorbs 36 percent more moisture leaders, 4-H members, and many was transferred to the L’Anse will be on a level of the second ington, Zeeland; Mrs. Willis DrieSchneider and Everett Nienhouse, the outlet for fresh fruits a n,d
other
persons
visiting
the
show
will
post on March 15, 1949 and to floor of the current hospital.Orig- senga and baby, 118 Dunton Ave.; been dumped into the gas tanks of
MargaretM. fen Haken and David vegetableswas good and that per year for a 14 - year average gain much from viewing exhibits Romeo on June 1, 1950.
cars belonging to at least three
inal plans had called for a "fifth” Mrs. Jesus Lopez and baby, 130
than
would
straight com rows.
Van Eenenaam, Betty J. Burnett markets for the next few years
other persons who were passing
and
hearing
programs.
He
holds
two
citations
for
merifloor, but these plans were chang- East Seventh St.; Mrs. Guy RenAverage yearly runoff on a four
and Dale Maxam, Julie Smith and should bring fairly good prices.
toriousservice.He is iqarried and ed more than a year ago in a kema and baby, route 1, Hudson- through picket lines to keep the two
acre
water-shed
was
4.47
inches
Tom Carey, Sandra Dressel and Processors especiallysaid that the
plants in operation.
There are some 4-H members has a son, Thomas Roy.
general shift providing for all ser- ville; Raymond L. Rasmussen, 771
Carl Ver Beek, Shirley Schaffsma demand for the products has been from a straight row com field
A list of 24 local residents was
vices in a four-floor unit. Original Lincoln, Mrs. Dorothy Faith, route
grown
in
a
com,
oats,
wheat
ro- raising beef in the county who have
and Theodore Bosch, Kay G. increasedcontinually.However,
being used to draw the Municipal
not
sent
in
their
names
for
enplans
also
had
called
for
a
125Fennville;
Suzanne
Texer,
27
Rynbrand and Jim Buys, Donna there was one note throughout the tation. Where the same practices
rollment. This is importantas a
bed hospital, and the shift provides East 27th St.; Frederick Staat, 719 Court jury for today’s trial of
M. Paris and Robert Winter, Joan entire meeting that was brought up were used but the com was conGeorge Kurtz, 59, Allegan, arrestmeeting is going to be scheduled
Aster Ave.
for 128 beds.
toured,
the
average
runoff
was
Randall and Donald Kroes.
repeatedlyand that is any product
for
the
future
and
we
should
know
Part of a "fifth" floor will be
Hospital births include a daugh- ed two weeks ago on an illegal
Mary Jo Hospers and Jack De sold on the fresh market must be 2.85 inches.
picketing charge. The trial got unwho have beef projects.
built over that section containing ter, Rosemarie, born Tuesday to
If
your
land
is
such
that
water
Free, Barbara Brookstraand a qualityproduct.
der way af 1 :30 b-m- today before
Twenty
four
members
have
althe
elevators
and
service
corps
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Balkey,
146
runs off quickly, you might conThomas Harris, Jane Ann Klaasen
Mrs. Peter Slenk was re-elected
Judge Andrews in the Circuit Court (
We are having a follow-upmeet- sider either strip or contour crop- ready enrolled in the project. Their
areas
to connect with the present East 25th St.; a son, David Arnold,
and William Brookstra, Phyllis ing to discuss the productionof
president of the Federation of Woroom.
names
are
Jay
Alfrink,
Zeeland;
born
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
third
floor.
There
may
be
some
Joy Korver and Frederick Leaske, these crops scheduled' for Feb. 16 ping. I am sure that it is going to
men’s Societiesat a meeting of the
return big dividendsto you. BiD Jack Me Duffee, Byron Center; board of directorsheld Monday af- confusion in the minds of local Dolan, 2224 Ottawa Beach Rd.
Jeanette Albers and John De Fouw,
at AllendaleTown Hall. Those who
Herb
Berens,
Zeeland;
Wayne
Ter
residents at present on how the
Sharon Pastoor and Nicholas could not attend the last meeting Miller working as a conservationternoon in Beechwood Reformed
"floors" will be defined in old
ist in the S.C.S District office, Haar, Zeeland; John Klooster, ByLanning, Lynn C. Van’t Hof and
are invited to come to this one. Post Office Building,Grand Haven, ron Center; Carol Iflooster, Byron Church auditorium. Other officers and new areas. This will be Officers Installed
Mert Vander Lind, Norma L. Production practices for all fruits
elected are Mrs. Seth Kalkman,
Center; Wesley Wiggers,Zeeland;
easily understoodwhen the new By Erutha Rebekah
Damstra and Peter Bylenga, Elena and vegetables will be discussed would be happy to hear from any
first vice president; Mrs. George
Dennis
Wiggers,
Zeeland;
Robert
building is in operation with main
one
who
would
like
to
set
up
such
G. Bylsma and David Spaan, Hope
Damson, second vice president; entrances in the new part. The Installationof officerswas held
by specialistsfrom Michigan practices.Drop him a line.
of the
Raterink, Zeeland;Carl Van BelB. Brahs and Jack Dockerty, Mary
Mrs.
Don
Kooiman,
secretary;
State University.
confussion results from the slope of by Erutha Rebekah Lodge Friday
kum,
Hudsonville; ,Glen Berens,
Lou Van Putten and Randall Baar,
Mrs. John Huff, assistant secre- the hill which establishesdifferent night in the lodge hall. Installing
GRAND HAVEN (Special))
Hudsonville; Ray Koop. HudsonDawn Phillips and Richard
tary; Mrs. P. Kaashoek, treasurer;
Eugene A. Rothi, football coach at
ville; Michael Conley, Nunica; Pat
officers included district deputy
levels for the units.
Elmo
Heft,
Gerrit
Buth
and
Ortquist, Helen Marie Hungerink
Mrs. A. Pommerening,assistant Architects for the addition are president Jeanette Cranmer; dep- Grand Haven High School, was
Conley, Nunica; Jim Dyke, Coopand Donald Byro, Is la Van Gerald Poest were honored at
treasurer and Mrs. B. Poest, audiH. E. Beyster and Associates of uty marshall, Blanche Shaffer; chosen as "man of the year" at a
ersville; Leroy Dyke, Coopersville;
Michigan
State
University
Tuesday
Eenenaam and Harry Voss, Marcia
banquet in the American Legion
tor.
Detroit. Martin Dyke and Sons of deputy warden, Mary Nash; deputy
Jerry Eisen, Coopersville; MarjSmith and Robert De Young, night as members of the (500)
In other business Mrs. Slenk Holland are the general con- recordingsecretary, Dorothy De building Tuesday night, sponsored
orie Hanchett, Coopersville;Roger
Georgia Lea McCormick and Don Club, a group of dairymen whose
by the Junior Chamber -of' Combrought news notes from the Leper
Boer; deputy financial secretary,
tractors.
Jewell, Coopersville; Dave Kober,
Brookstra,Kay D. Peelen and Earl herds have averaged 500 pounds
Colony in Inhambane, Portuguese,
merce.
Donnelly said the hospital board VirginiaOrr; deputy treasurer,
De Witt, Joan E. Bremer and Phil butterfat in the past five years. Tall stories of life in the Conklin; Steve Kober, Conklin; East Africa. Dr. Stauffacher who
•Rothi, 34. a graduate of Hope
Alice
Rowan;
deputy
chaplain,
Iva
was
well
pleased
with
progress
Elmo’s herd was fifth among the Catskill mountain area up the Irene Timmerman, Nunica; RichBoersma.
College, came to Grand Haven
has headed the medical work of the
thus far. and hopes the pace will Boere; deputy guardian, Pearl
Margaret Ann Kole and David 38 honored members wdiose herds Hudson river from New York pro- ard Timmerman,Nunica and Rog- colony for the last 31 years has
five years ago and coached the
be maintainedso that the new Kamerling.
Muillenburg, Sally Coughlinand averaged 500 pounds or more. His vided an entertaining hour - long er Timmerman, Nunica.
second team two years before bo^
retired as of Jan. i, leaving the
addition
can
be
put
to
use
as
earOutgoing Noble Grand Genevieve
Curtis M en n i n g, E. Yvonne Holstein herd averaged 554.4
coming head coach three years
colony with just a nurse in charge.
talk for members of the Woman’s
ly as possible.
Welton was presented with a jewel.
The AchievementDays have been
Carpenter and Henry Doele, Diane pounds butterfatand 14,617 pounds
ago. lie teaches history.
Dr. Stauffacher is 78 years of age
Officers
installed
were:
Noble
Dutton and David Dethmers, Carol milk. Gerrit Buth stood 18th among Literary Gub Tuesday afternoon scheduled as follows — March 26- and has served as a missionary
He is mavried and has two sons
Grand, Ruth Durfee; vice grand, and two daughters. He spent
L. Plakke and James Cook, Mary the 38 members and Gerald Poest as told by Frank DuMond, direct- 27 — Coopersville area at Coop- for 43 years. This is a crisis Bad Check Trial
Esther Cranmer; R. S. to N. G., three years in the armed forces
Katherine Diephuis and Ward De was the 20th. However, the Buth or of the Grand Rapids Public ersville High School; March 28-29 year for the colony, Mrs. Slenk
Virginia Orr; L. S. TO N. G.,
— Holland area at Holland Civic said, and she urged all groups to Scheduled Feb. 6
Young, Phyllis Joan Brink and herd of 63 cattle was the one hav- Museum.
and taught in Grandville before
Mary Nash; chaplain; Min- coming to Grand Haven.
Mr. DuMond, a ninth generation Center; April 2-3 — Hudsonville work with heart and hand so that
Edwin Fuder, Janet J. Groenwold ing the greatest number of cattle
and David Bosch. VirginiaM. in the top 38. That is an addition- descendant of Grandpappy area at Hudsonville High School. ministry of the colony, both body GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The nie Serier; R. S. TO VG.. Blanche
jury trial of Eldon Lee Avants, 29 Shaffer; L. S. to V. G., Don CranVanderborgh and Kenneth Faber, al accomplishment. Congratula- DeMond who migrated to the new Members and leaders should circle and soul, will be continued.
Alton, 111. charged with uttering irer; recording secretary, Alice Driver Issued Ticket
Jane Durman and John Adams. tions to these folks. I am sure world with Peter Stuyvesant in the dates on their calendars and
Date for the annual meeting has and publishing, is to be heard Rowan; financial secretary,Jo Van
Calvin DeVries, 19, of 631 West
Carol E. Houghtaling and Bernard that success is due to a good pro- 1647, told how his original ances- work harder toward project com- been set for March 28.
Feb. 6. The charge against Avants, Vulpen; treasurer,Melva Crowle; 20th St., Tuesday at 6:15 p.m. was
Van Ark, Mari-Ann Peerbolt and gram of selection, feeding and tor disliked the flat country of pletion at this time.
Mrs. Elton Van Pemis was in made by state police, involves
past grand, GenevieveWelton; issued a ticket for failureto yield
Another thing for 4-H members charge of devotions, using part of
Robert Johnson, Carol Diane Drake management. I think too that their Manhattan and with his Dutch
$45 check dated Aug. 21, 1954 warden, Dorothy De Boer; con- the right of way after a collision
membership
in
the
local
DHIA
to
remember
is
the
Talent
Show
bride
went
up
the
river
90
miles
to
and Gordon Meeusen, PriscellaA.
Psalm 142 as her theme, "No man
Boehower and John Van Dam, has kept them continually aware live in the Catskillswhich were which is held at this time. More careth for my soul." She said that drawn on the Coopersville State ductor, June Heine; musician, Iva with a car operated by Carl DeWitt
Bank, made out to the order
Dykema; I. guardian, Nellie Klies; King, 41. of 466 West 21st St., at
Penelope Ramaker and Carl Reisig as to what their production would somewhat similar to the mountains detailsabout this will follow in a this can be applied to the individual
he had left in the French high- letter to leaders as well as ap- sufferingwith the dread disease of Avants and signed by Casey De- O. guardian,Goldie Fox; press, Ottawa Ave. and 20th St. Damage
Sally Snyder and Daniel Meeuwsen, be.
Meester, now deceased. The check Don Cranmer and hobo, Esther to the two vehicles was estimated
lands.
pearing in this column.
Yvonne M. Nyenhuis and Richard
leprosy. The cruel and unneces- was endorsed by Avants.
Cranmer.
by police at $300.
With
full
knowledge
of
techniques
Cantos, Jane H. MacEachron and
We are looking for a site for
sary social ostracism,resulting
Carlton Failor, Deanna E. our oat variety trials this spring. of turning a good story, the Grand Any and all members eligible for from the disease,is a major prob- Last July Avants was returned to
Michigan by officials after serving
Vandermolen and James Hiimert. The farm crops department has Rapids museum director launched a 4-H scholarship should write the lem for the leprous person.
a term at the Terre Haute penitenSandra Harbin and Matt Peelen, again told us they would be willing into a series of tall tales linked 4-H club office soon to get their
Special music was furnished by
Mary L. Van Es and Harvey to supply seed for such plots in with a certain continuity which applicationin. There are some de- Mrs. G. Oosterbaan and Mrs. B. tiary.
Kenneth Wright, route 4, and
Mulder, Jean Sorensen and James the county. We probably will have moved from wolves, shotgun farm- tails which must be answered and Rowan of Beechwood Church. Mrs.
James Hamburg of Holland, whose
Stout, Esther T. Plumert and four or five varietiesof oats which ing, extreme cold and heat, excess- time is running short.
C. Kuyers, retiring secretary, led joint case of conspiracy was to
George Pelgrim, Nancy K. will be repeated three times in the ive rain, popping com, hen eggs
the consecration prayer.
have been tried Fe. 6, has been
Huizenga and Jack Faber, Marilyn plot which means that we will so big it took only six to make a
The Ladies Aid Society and the postponeduntil the April term at
Jefferson
School
Margaret Hansen and James need a piece of land from 12 to 15 dozen, square eggs, wild animals
Friendship Circle of the entertain- the request of the attorney for one
Evenhuis, Joan Wilsa Peelen and drill widths wide and 150 feet long. and, of course, fish stories.
To Sponsor Dance Class
ing church were in charge of the of the defendants.The pair allegedLarry Ter Molen, Frances Frye If there are any interested farmers One tall tale concerneda water
social hour. Mrs. Don Kooiman of- ly took lumber parts for d boat
and Milton Lubbers, Anne M. De who are willing to let us use this augur in which DuMond’s foreThomas Jefferson School PTA fered the closing prayer.
along with plans and drawings
Pree and Tom Lubbers, Ruth M. land for one season, we will be bears drilled holes in the water to is sponsoring dancing classes for
valued in excess of $50 from the
Moore and Lawrence Lup, Janice glad to hear from you. I might have fish pop out right into the adults and high school age young
Chris - Craft Corp. The materials
Man
Pleads
Guilty
on
A. Koeman and Spencer Weersing, say that the oats grown on the boat. He said he was looking for people to begin Thursday in the
were allegedlytaken over a period
Annemarieke Tazelaar and Jurrien plots become the property of the such a water augur for the mu- school gymnasium.
Beer to Minor Charge
from Feb. 1 to Sept 1, 1955.
Winter, Judy A. Rypma and Melvin farmer at harvest time.
Mrs. William De Long will be inseum and would be happy if anyDe Weerd, Helen L. Wade and
body in Holland could produce an structor for the classes.The first GRAND HAVEN (Special)
flock averaged 290 eggs
Ronald Beuker, Darlene R. Elzinga
We also have a list of the Ottawa instrument which could be adult group will be Thursday from Walter Ardie King, 21, of 1312 Co- Book Review features
for Ernest Schnetzlerat
and James Cooper.
authenticated.
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. and the class for
lumbus St., Grand Haven pleaded
County farmers who made the 400
Salisbury,establishing a
Karen D o e z e m a and James
Mrs. Alvin D. Bos, club presi- high school age students is Tues- guilty in Municipal Court this morn- Meeting of WSCS Group
Club. This is a club of farmers
NEW, high record in the
Remmelts, Judy Kiel and John
dent, announced that the club day, Feb. 7 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. ing to a charge of furnishing beer
Mrs. George Damson reviewed
University of Missouri’s
whose dairy herds tested in KHIA
Jeltes, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Post,
would celebratethe clubhouse If sufficient interest is shown to a minor and unable to pay $50 the book "September Monkey" by
Extension Poultry Recin Michigan have averagedover
Barbara Klomparens and Dwight
birthday next week with Mrs. plans have been made to hold
ord Keeping Program.
fine and $6.10 costs, he is expected Induk Pahk at the regular monthly
400 pounds of butterfat for the
Riemersma,Judy Brookstraand
George W. Francis of Saginaw classes on alternate Tuesdays and
Schnetzler housed 185
to serve 15 days in the county jail. meeting of Woman’s Society of
last live testing years. Those
Dwayne Teusink, Eileen Fendt and
giving an illustratedbook review Thursdays during February,
birds, and lost ONLY 7
King was arrested by the sher- Christian Service at First MethoOttawa County farmers in this
Gene Westerhof, Mr. and Mrs.
in costume of "Grandma tyoses.” March and possibly April.
birds during the year
dist
Church
last
Thursday
eveniff’s department in Grand Haven
club are: John Ter Horst, Hudsonending August 31, 1955,
Kenneth Van Wieren, Mary Anne
Tea will follow.
Further information on the classing.
ville; Hecksel Bros., Coopersville;
Jan. 27 on a charge of furnishing
(3 from mouldy feed.)
Wildschut and David Woodcock,
Hostesses Tuesday were Mrs. es may be had by callingMrs. De
Special music was a vocal solo
beer to Robert Kohnke, 18, and
Harold Ter Haar, Zeeland; Harold
ShirleyVolkema and Gerald Boeve,
Don Myaard and Mrs. Carroll Long, 67558.
by
Mrs.
A.E.
Hildebrand,
accomJenison & Sons. Jenison;Eugene
Louis De Kraker, 17, both of Grand
Sue Johnson and Robert Saunders,
Norlin.
OTHER TESTS
DEKALB CHIX SUPERIORITY
Haven, now on probation from Ot- panied by Mrs. .^thur Keane. Mrs.
Brower, Zeeland; Groen Bros,
Evelyn Curlee and John Winter,
John
Hagans
led
the
group
in
DEKALB
CHIX
won
the first Texas Random Sample
Hudsonville; Arthur L. Van
Holland Chapter 429
tawa Circuit court.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hinga, Miss
test with the earliestmaturity;the highest egg production
Farowe, Hudsonville; Harold Larry Weenam Feted
Leo
Godfrey Anderson, 49, 113 hymn singing.
Eleanor De Pree and Anthony
Mrs. Neal Houtman^ead a mediSponsors Bridge Party
and the best adult livability. In the 5th California Random
South First St., Grand Haven pleadBusman, Coopersville;Edward
Kooiker, Fraternal SocietyAdvisor.
tation
entitled "Comfortable
On
Seventh
Birthday
ed not guilty in the same court this
Koops, Holland and Scott Holmes,
About 65 members and friends
Christians." Devotions were preNunica.
Larry Weenum who celebrated attended a benefit bridge party of morning to drunk driving.He was sented by Mrs. William Clark. Reto furnish $100 bond. Date for trial
his seventh birthday anniversary the Holland Chapter No. 429, OES,
freshmentswere served by Mrs.
Poultry Flock Improvement Project Sept. 1, 1954- thru Aug.
We have had a number of in- Sunday was honored at a party Tuesday evening at the Masonic has not been set. Anderson was William Fockler and her commit30, 1955, DEKALB CHIX took nrst in the Hatchery Breeder
arrested
in
the
1500
block
on
Wavcharge of nighttime breaking and quiries about a new lawn grass Friday at his home.
4
Temple.
flock divisionwith 271 ergs average per birdt and tot in the
erly St at 11:15 p.m. Monday by
entering against Raymond Ranee, called Meyer Zoysia or the new
Featuring refreshmentswas a
Guests were welcomed by Mrs.
Farm Flock division with 270 eggs average per bird.
19 Grand Haven, has been dismiss- Emerald Zoysia. According to large birthday cake. Favors were Harold Veldheer, worthy matron. city police.
ed by Justice F. J. Workman fol- James Tyson, turf grass specialist presented to each guest and games Guest prizes were awarded to
Tax Booh Available
lowing two lie detector tests Tues- at Michigan State University, were played with prizes being Mrs. Olen Anderson and Miss Har- Marriage Licenses
The Sentinel still has a supply
Marvin Overbeek, Route 2, Holland
day, Ranee originally was charged these grasses are not recommend- awarded to Philip Bouman, Jimmy riet Cook and prizes were also
of the farm income tax record
Ottawa County
with enteringMidway School in ed for Michigan except for some Maat and Jackie Meurer.
awarded to winners at each table.
George Feldhiser,32, Grand books prepared by the Cooperative
Ward Keppel, Route 2, Zeeland
Spring Lake township Jan. 22. golf tees in thb southern part of
Other guests were Billy Wllleta Refreshmentswere served in the Haven, and Marian Gosen, 38, Extension Service of Michigan
Pnrantni- James W. Bussard and the state. In seven years of tests and Ronnie Weener.
dining room by Mrs. Anthony Spring Lake; William E. Riley, 27, State University. They are avaUClaude Scholma, Route 19 Allendale
in the investi- at East Lansing, Meyer Zoysia
Entertainment also included rides Michielsonand Mrs. Don Jones Spring Lake and Joan B. Hansen, able free of charge at The Sentinel
of^ce.
ditWt begin to green up until May on Larry’s petay, Pete.
and their committee.
20, Hudsonville.
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